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INTRODUCTION -----------
The Secretary of State, N. G. Hallet's letter to the 

Governnent of India, Horne Depariment, dated the 7th of Septan

ber 1936 conveyed a \'tarning to local governnents regarding the 

All India Progressive \•/ri ters' Association. The text of the 

letter was as follows: 

11 Sub.~ect: ;:arning Conveyed to Local Governnents Rega.rding 

the Indian Progressive l-·/ri ters• Association 

Fran: The .Secretary to the Government of India. Hane 

Department to All Local Governnents. 

I am desired to address you in connection with an orga

nization known as the Progressive '1·/ri ters' Association. This 

Association held its first conference at LucknO\v simultaneously 

with the anrn.lal session of the Indian National Congress in 

April 1936. Since then s.s. Zaheer and other menbers of the 

Executive COClni ttee have been active in fanning Local Branches 

of the As so cia tion and such branches are lmown to ex:ist in 

Aligarh, Allahabad, Andhra, Calrutta, Delhi, Gujarat, Hyderaba.d 

(Deccan), Poona and the Punjab. The Association also has 

contacts in a number of other educational centres. 

2. This Association owes its origin to an Association of 

the same na;Je · fonn ed in London about a year ago. The London Asso

ciation is closely connected with and to a great extent controlled 

by the British Section of the International Union of Revolu-

tionary writers. s. s. · Zaheer, the Secretary of the Association 
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in India, was one of the signatories to the original manifesto 

defining the aims of the Association uhen it \-Tas first started 

in London. 

3. The proclaimed aims of the Association are comparatively 

innocuou.s and suggest that it concerns itself' ~Tith the organisation 

of journalists and w·ri ters and the promotion of interest in 

literature of a progressive nature. The inspiration, ho1-rever, 

comes from and it has close contacts ~ri th oreanizations and 

individuals who are in some cases avm'l'ed and active communists 

and in others are advocating policies akin to those of the 

communists. There is reason to believe that the Association has 

already attracted interest and some support from persons of an 

intellectual type who are unlikely to have any sympathy with 

communism or other revolutionary theories. The Association is, 

hm·Tever, a typicr'..l example of the methods, n0\'1 being pursued by 

communists in nll countries-in accordance with the current policy 

of the Communist International. This method 1 s for a ferr convinced 

and trained communists to establish contacts w·ith all sorts of 

organizations and societies having interest in intellectual, 

cultural and social subjects vTith the object of spreading 

communistic ideas and gaining converts. Though it is not suggested 

that the Indian Progressive \iriters' Association as a body is 

necessarily a subversive or revolutionar; organization, it is 

desirable for the reasons gi. ven that its development should be 

watched -vrith some suspicion and that it should be approached with 

caution by individuals uho do not wish to be involved in extremist 

left 1·ring poll tics. I am desired to sugcest, therefore, that 
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sui table opportunities may be taken to convey, preferably in 

conversation, friendly rTamines about this Association to journalists, 

~ e ducationisto and others who might be attracted by its ostensible 

programme. 

Yours sincerely, 

Sd/- ~.G. HALLET 

Home Secretary, 

Government of India." 1 

After readin;::: the 'Hallet Circular' the questions that 

imiJedi.ately rise in one's mind are many - why was this warning 

conveyed to local eovernrnents regarding an organization '\·Thich at 

its :face value seemed an ordina:r:t association of Indian writers? 

Has this organi~ation attempting something more radical through 

the literature it Has churnil'l£ out? Vlhy Has the state apparatus 

seemingly hostile tm·rards its inception and continuation? iihat 

was the specific political role of the Al.PvlA at this cru.cial 

juncture of Indian history ( 1936-47)? 

It will be seen that the AlPHA, besides being a literary 

movement, 1·1as also a social and political movement. It functioned 

in a double context - a poll tical and a literary one. It functioned 

as an anti-Fascist, anti-Imperialist Front at one level and at the 

other as a broad front of l)rogressive "rriters united on the question 

of producing a ne·H kind of 'progressive' literature lvhich would 

influence the structuring of political consciousness. 

Hallet Circular. File No. 7/9/36 - Home/Political~ 1936 
( P. C. Joshi Archives, Jawaharlal Nehm. University J 
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The aim of this research is not merely to make an evaluation 

of the literature vrhich the movement produced, nor attempt even 

in outline, a history of the AIP\·TA. The aim is also to study 

important features of the way the moveoent 1-1as organized and led 

during the first part of its existence, from 1936-47. The attempt 

here is to vievr the AIPHA as a 'front' organization of the CPI, 

linking the party to 'progressive' eleoents of other classes. 

The AIP\1A vras one of the auxiliaries of the CPI through rrhi ch the 

Communists endeavoured to mobilize the working class and its allies 

for the tasks of the revolution. It is in this context that the 

~ororking of the AIP~vA is being viei·red, An investigation into the 

political aspect of the AIF.IA will seek to establish a viable 

inter-connection between li tera:cy and political consciousness Hhich 

soueht to brine; a bout a fundamental change in the pe rspe cti ve of 

the Indian people. 

In this research the time period under consideration is from 

1936 to 1947. Since the AIFilA was fanned in 1936 the former 

limit suggests itself. The analysis stops at 1947 because this 

year was in many '\·rays a dividin,:; line in the political histo:cy of 

India. India became independent on 15 August 1947 and the course 

of the polity altered with the adoption of constitutional government 

and electoral politics. The course and character of the AIPWA 

also altered as is evident from the chaneed stance of the Hay 19 49 

Hemeri Conference. Here contrary to the 'broad united Front policy 

of the P\fA, a sectarian approach i·ras adopted. Only the r'larxist

Leninist '\·Triters i-Tere deemed progressive and there was a strong 

emphasis on socialist realism. With this ideological and poll tical 
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change in the character of the P\·lA a major chunk· of the litterateurs 

got alienated from the movement. 

In this research special emphasis Hill be laid on the four 

conferences of the AIPWA in the pre - independence era: 

( 1) 10 Ap ri.l, 19 36: The first AIP\'IA Conference in Luckhnow. 

( 2) 24-25 December, 1938: The second AIP\iA Conference in Calcutta. 

( 3) Hay 1942: The third AIPWA Conference in Delhi (Also knm-1n as 

the Anti-Fasciot Conference). 

( 4) 24-25 l-1ay, 1943: The fourth AIFwA Conference in Bombay. 

This study is based chiefly on secondary sources as there 

are very few primary sources on the subject. I-luch· of the analysis 

is based on the information got by interviewing the people who 

had (or still are) been involved with the movement. They are -

Ali Sardar J afri, Bhisham Sahani, Kirtar Singh Duggal, Namwar Singh, 

1110hammad Hasan (General Secretary of J amradi Lekhak Sangh), 

Raji v Saxena (General Secretary of the Hational Federation of 

Progressive 1>/ri ters), Qamar Bais, V. N. T ripathi and Ali Baquer. 

The chapterization of the issues suggests the 'tia.y in which 

this study has been attempted. The first chapter begins with the 

threat of fasciom in Europe in the 1920s and 30s and the formation 

of the Anti-Fascist Peoples Front in response to it. From the 

adoption of the policy of a United Front by the third Communist 

International in 1935 it traces the evolution of the CPI' s policy .. 
of United Front and the formation of various Front organizations 

(the AIP\VA being one of them) as a result of this. The second 

chapter delves into the political history of the AIPWA and shows 
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how the association began in 1936 as a result of both internal 

and external factors. It traces the evolution of the PWA from 

1936 to 1947 and makes clear its development both as a political 

and a literary movement during this time period. It presents the 

P1.·lA as an association with definite stands on the poll tical questions 

of fascism, imperialism, independence, national unity, communalism, 

nationality, partition, language, art and culture. It makes it 

clear that the issues for which the PWA was fighting were political 

and the means by which it sought to achieve these ends were literary. 

In the third chapter these means are further elucidated through 

the categories of 'critical realism' and 'socialist realism'. 

The chapter attempts to shm·: the conrurrence of all writers on 

the aspect of criticality in their 'tvorks. This is sought to be 

illustrated by a case study of Yashpal' a novel "Gaeta - Party 

Comrade." 
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CHAPTER I 

FASCI31 AND THE UNITED FRONT STRU~E IN E1JROPE 

This chapter is divided into two parts: ( 1) Fonnation 

of the anti-Fascist People's Front in Europe; and { 2) Evolution 

of the United Front Policy of the Communist Party of India. 

PART I 

FOR1A TION OF THE ANTI-FAScr ST PEOPLE' S FRONT IN ElJROPE 

The year 1919 was a crucial one for Fascism. It was 

from the chaos of the immediate post war period that fascism 

first energed in embryonic outline. 1 Europe in the 193Js and 

19}J s witnessed the rise of !asci st movements and the establish.

ment of fascist regimes. One can pinpoint three issues which 

were characteristic of this seminal phase -

( 1) Rise of new forces of conservative nationalism. 

( 2) The growth of socialist parties and of new canmunist 

parties affiliated w1 th the Third International of Mosco,>~. 

( 3) The drift towards single party or military or royal or 

clericalist dicta tors hips. 

The processes of war making and of peace-making in 

the decade before 1924 transfonned the map of Ellrope. In that 

transfo:nnation ancient states and frontiers were dissolved, 

new forces of nationalism and denocratic fervour released; 

1 Ernst Nolte, Three Faces of Fascism - Action Francaise 
Italian Fascism, National Socialism, Translated from the 
Gennan by Leila- Venneurtz ( Hd£, Rinehart and \•Tins ton of 
Canada, Limited, 1966), p. 10. 
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the whole di atribution of ~;ealth, advantages, and power ip. the 

world Has changed, and nevr machinary for international co-operation 

created. First in time, vrere the triumphs of Bolshevism in Russia 

and of Fascism in Italy; then the upheave.l of economic crisis 

throughout the \"iOrld betiveen 1929 and1934; folloived by the 

resurgence of Jap~n and of Germany as acgressive r."d.litary powers-

all resultinc in recurrent challen,::ses to democratic institutions, 

ideals and policy so recently adopted in many countries. 

Civil war, in the latent fonn of a clash betvreen socialisra 

and fascism inside many countries, or in the open form of 

international - plus - civil war as in Spain, preceded international 

i·Tar itself. In Spain the forces of nationali_s:;;, socialiso and 

fascism, clashed openly. Here the three elements could be seen 

in an operative reality. 

The nei'r international maclunery, the League of Nations, proved 

virtually pOi-le rless to ·prevent or even alleviate_ these conflicts. 

First Japan, then Italy and finally Germany flouted the principles 

of the League & coornitted acts of accression. This i'las chiefly 

because the Leatue he.d been granted no power other t~~n that 

ivhich its supporters choose to put at its disposal. The distu:rbance 

and the eve fi-t t~~-:_1 reve rso..l of' br-.lances of power Hhi ch had 

reoulted from the victory of the western pOi·rers in 1918 rTere 

b roucht about by the deliberate policy of states - pre-eminently 

Italy, Germany and Japan - i-Thi ch stood to Gain by suqh chal1.£es. 

Though it mic;ht be raaintained that prosperity collapsed and that 

demo cra.cy llas cradually e cllpsed it is certain that peace uas 

deliberately demolished in the i terests of the single - party 
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dictatorshipS and by conscious policies. These events will now 

be exar:li.ned in turn. 

The unsettled economic and social conditions after the 

first world '·rar had led to a revulsion against war and mill tary 

preparedness. Dis•illusionment with peacetime, and neglect of 

wartime promises bred a spirit of cynicisc in the face of 

housing shortages, unemployment and poor relief. In Italy 

the democratic regime, whic~ had been discredited by its failure 

to maintain internal order was overthrown by the Fascist party 

led by the Fascist leader Benito Nussolini in 19 23. This event 

had international rcpe rcussions of t ..... ro kinds. The change from 

democracy to dictatorship ,;as soon to be initiated by several 

other European states and the advent of Nussolini to power 

heralded a more a.e;gressi ve Italian foreign poll cy. Restless 

discontent had been chnracterlstic of Italian policy under 

the post-war democracy. Under Nussolini, this discontent 

be came more ambitious, more self -as~~e rti ve, more calculatint: 

in its determiP~tion to turn the needs and embarrassment of other 

powers to Italy's advantace. 

Leaving aside this above mentioned case of Italy, until 

1926 postwar democracy entailed the rule, above all, of civilian 

governments concerned "\-lith matters of currency stabilization, 

international balance of PaYments, war debts and gold standards. 

Throu@lout western Euroi>e conservatively minded men held povrer, 

though socialist and even communist movements were rapidly gaining 
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in appeal and strencth. The characteristic conservative figures 

of the time vTerc Bonar Lavr and Stanley Baldwin in Great B r1 tain, 

Raymond Poincare and Paul Painleve' in France. The parliamentary 

governments destined to crapple with the profound economic and 

social problems of postwar Europe proved, in general to be 

uninspi rinc. It is never easy for parllamentarJ goverruaents to 

make unpopular decisions and in most countries public opinion 

was not in a mood receptive to poll cies that str~sed economy ,.. 

and maintained high taxation, or that demanded further sacrifices 

and austc ri ty after the hardships of rTartirne. The survival of 

war profiteers, and of others who wealth and position had 

obviously been enhanced \vhile so many 1-1ere ruined or out of work, 

fostered deep social resentments. The growth of socialist parties 

and - even more significantly of nm-1 communist parties affiliated 

with the Coml!!Unist I nternatior1al made such resentments poll tical, 

vocal and effective. The changes in party alignments which· 

resulted from the 1-rar made governoents unstable and short-lived 

and made it still more difficult for democratic governments to 

undertake lonc;-term plans of recovery. The belief grew strong 

that demo cra.cy was a feeble, hesitant, ineffectual form of 

government for dealine with posh1ar problems of great urgency. 

In all the major countries there appeared a conflict between 

nationalism and socialism. 

In the United Kingdom a second Labour government came to 

power in 1929. The pigeest political change 1ras the rapid 

decline of the Liberal Party and its replacement, as the second 
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major party in the state, by Labour. In France the elections 

of 1924 gave victory to the lef-wing coalition which first put 

the Radical Socialist, Herriot, in power and then the independent 

socialist, Briand. But from 1926 to 1929 the conservative 

Poincare lias brought back to p01-1er. In Germany the Social 

Democrats remained st rene but never strong enough to enjoy an 

independent majority. Every government, therefore, had to b~ a 

coalition. In the elctions of 1924 the Social Democrats lost 

heavily and the conservative parties g-ained. Hitler's National 

Socialist Party scored its first electoral success. Gustav 

Stresemann the Chancellor and Foreign liiinister till 1929 remained 

the most important leader in Gennan politics. He was the perfect 

bridge betueen the rultionalist, militarist and capitalist interests 

of the Right, who planned only for the resurgence of Germany as 

a great povTer, and the more moderate, liberal, democratic, and 

socialist forces of the left, vTho '-'ianted to preserve the Weimar 

Republic and find a basis of reconciliation and peace in Europe. 

In all three major countries of the ·~·lest the elections of 

1924 inaucurated a strange interlude of balance and compromise 

between conservative nationalism and liberal socialism. From 1926 

onward nationalism began to triumph over socialism. Quoting 

Hussolini - ,,.:le have created our myth ••• Our myth is a nation, 

our myth is the greatness of the Nation. And to this myth, to 

tr..is grandeur, that vTe vrish to transl~te into a complete reality, 

we subordinate all the rest. " 2 This accounted, at least in 

2. Benito I·.i:ussolini: I-Iy Autobio r:raphy, (Hurst & Blackett Ltd., 
IJaternoster House, London. 1937). 
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part, for the failure of international socialism and explained 

why the Harking class set off foy ~·rar on a wave of patriotism, 

regardless of their long-otanding tradition of anti-militarism 

& of countless revolutions adopted at each and every socialist 

concress. This trend '\·Tas mr1rked in France by the ascendancy 

of Poincare 1 , in Bri tian by the collapse of the general strike 

and in Germany by the election of Hinderburg as President of 

the Heimar Republic. There Has a certain political consolidation, 

on a national basis, in both Hestem and eastern Europe by 1928. 

Social revolution receded as ric;hti•st governments \'Tere reaffi n:ned 

in pO\·rer in Britain, France and Geroc.ny. In Italy, Hussolini 1 s 

regime seemed firoly entrenched. In the smaller countries, 

too, conservative nationalism tended to triumph. It was in 

Bulgaria in 1923 that the first fascist coup took place. In 

.the elections of 1923 the militant peasants 1 party under 

Stambulisky ue.s voted into office. The Stambulisky government 

carried throu[}l a programme of agrarian reforms, impeachtlent 

and trial of the former vlar ministers and other measures unpopular 

'vi th the reaction. The government ~-u~.s overthrown & Stambulisky 

murdered in a military co·llp d 1 etat in June 1923 engineered by 

army officers. In Spain, from 1923-29 there \'Tas a military 

dictatorship under Gen. Prima de Rivera. In 19 26 in Fo rtugal 

and Poland there Has a military coup. In the former by 1929 

a Catholic head of state was established. In Yugoslavia by 

19 28 the Kine; asm..1.med di eta to rial po·v1ers. The tide of au tho ri

tarlanism in Europe before 1929 tended to be royalist, militarist 
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and c~ericalist. The effect of the Great Depression was to 

intensify this trend and to carry it very much further in the 

extremist direction of fascism and totalitarian government. 

In its shattering effect upon European prosperity and 

stability, the Great Depression was cooparable with the 'World 

War itself. The first international manifestation of the 

crisis "t>Tas the complete cessation of American loans to Europe 

in 1929 and this '\'las rapidly follm'l'ed by a drying up of 

purchasine power all over the vrorld resulting in a general and 

catastrophic fall in prices. In Germany the crisis was parti

cularly acute. Germany was the largest debtor state and had 

been during the past five years the largest recipient of 

foreign loans. In a country where the political balance was 

always precarious, so great an economic upheaval was bound to 

have drastic consequences. Between Jan. 1931 and January 1933, 

the membership of the Nazis more than doubled. The I•larch 1933 

elections took place in a mood of anticommunist frenzy and 

terror, whipped to fever pitch by the Nazi • s propagand.a. and 

accompanied by the use of extreme viole~ce against all their 

opponents. The German Communist Party_ leader Thaelmann '\·Tas 

arrested in !:larch and in September the Nazis conducted the 

famous Leipzig Trial in '\-Thi ch the Communists were accused of 

burning doun the Rei chstag building in February. Prominent 

among them was the Bulgarian Communist, Dimi trov who plit up a 

historic defense 1-;hich revealed to the uorld the nature of the 

atrocities of the lJazi regime. One of the first actions of the 
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new Reichstag uas to pass an Enabling Act granting Hitler and 

his eovernment dictatorial po·,.;er for four years. The Nazis 

norT completed their seizure of power by easy installments, 

abolishinG all opposition parties and takinc over all the 

mac~inery of state po~·rer. The November plebiscite gave Hitler 

a clean chit and in 1934 on the death of Hindenburg, Hitler 

succeeded him as 'Fuhrer and Reich - Chancellor' and inherited 

his presidential powers, includinc supreme command of all the 

armed forces. 

In Austria, the other r:J.ain central-European victim of the 

economic crisis, comparable events took place. There, too, a 

rapid succession of short-lived chancellorships dug the grave 

of the Republic. A nevr Austrian NaZi party uorking in close 

collaboration -vrith the G€rman Nazis emerged. In the municipal 

elections of 1932 they made alarming eains aimed scenes of riot, 

terrorism and virtual civil war. In such ci rcuostances Engelbert 

Dollfuss a christian Socialist set up a virtual conservative 

and clericalist dictatorship. 

It v1as clear that der1o crati.c systems of parliamentary 

government had broken down or had been !€placed by more authori

tarian governments in Spain, Portugal, Hungary, Austria, Yugoslavia, 

Poland and Lithuania and by Fascist gover~~ents in Italy and 

Germany. Respect for authoritarianism, even in Britain and 

F ranee, vras strenethened in these years by their own experience 

of the need to abandon no rma.l parliar:lentary procedures in an 

effort to meet the Great Depression. 
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How was this trend to be explained? How was Fascism to 

be defined? The popular liberal definition sali it as"··· a 

hypernationalist, often anti-nationalist, anti-parliamentary, 

anti-liberal, anti-communist, populist and therefore anti-

proletarian, partly anti-capitalist and anti-bcu:rgeois, anti-

clerical, or at least, non-clerical move~ent, with the aim of 

national social integration throueh a single party and corporative 

representation not always, equally emphasised; with a destructive 

style and rhetoric, it relied on activist cadres ready for 

vi alent action col!lbined T1ri th electoral participation '\·Ti th 

totalitarian goals by a combination of legal and violent tactics. "3 

This rras to be used as a multi-dimensional typological definition 

of fascism, a definition 1-rhi ch l·rould cover all studies of single 

fascist parties or movements even 1-rhen some dimensions were 

more central.to one or another of them. 

In general the liberals emphasised one dimension of the 

phenomena to the exclusion of others. They stressed on the 

political, orcanizational, ideo logical, psychological and 

cultural structures of fascism and undermined the socio-economic 

basis ~·rhich uas vi tal to its scientific understanding. They 

associated fascisl!l Hith the middle classes (L. Salvatorelli, 

T. Parsons and Lipset), with crisis of religious values due to 

secularisation of society (christian theorists); as a revolt 

by the masses agai~~t traditional values (conservatives); as a 

fo nn of totalitarianism (liberals like H. Arendt, C.J. Friedrich) 

3. Juan J. Linz: Some Notes To1·rarcl a Comparative Study of Fascism 
in Sociolor:ical Historical F'erspective" in :·!alter Laqueured. 
Fasc~sm - A Read~. (Pen{:',uin Books Ltd., Harmondnvorth, 
19 79 , p. 25. 
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or as an exceptional phenomenon of a particular epoch (Ernst 

Irolte); a phenomena "''Thich ememes due to psychological reasons 

in mass societies or industrial societies in which anomie and 

alienation play an important part ('d. Reich, Eriah Fromm, Lasswell, 

',1. KorP.llause r, s. ~'ieumann). 

All these definitions overlook the fact that "• •• The roots 

of fascism, like those of any other social movement, are not in 

the mind, or the realm of ideolocy, but in society. "4 Thus, 

"• •• Fascism is seen as an independent movement of the disgruntled 

middle and lo1·rcr middle classes, and the close relationship 

betvreen fascism and capitalism is ·denied. " 5 The main argument 

is that the essence of the capitalist system is freedom of 

enterprise and the right of the individual to economic self-

expression, 1-1hereas fascism is authoritarian and believes in 

the principle of the corporate state. In order to prove the 

middle class base of fascism, the liberal writers :refer to the 

emperical analysis of the membership of fascist parties and the 

voters attracted by them. This theory finds the roots of fascism 

in the desparate middle class '.·,rhich 1·1as threatened from above 

by the monopoly capitalists, and from belm·I by the worki.ng class. 

Fascism promised a third 1·ray bet;·Teen monopoly capitalism and 

socialism, Hhi ch could attract the niddle classes. But even in 

their theor:1 of t~:-~e middle class as the basis of fascism the 

liberals are not very clear. This greatly undermines the liberal 

4. Thesis published at the Thirteenth }lenum of the Executive 
Committee of the Communist International, 1934. As quoted 
in U. Kitchen,~~ (London, 1976), p. 7. 

5. Ibid., p. 60. 
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interpretations as in order to understand fascism as a social 

and political theory, and to find out its reactionary and 

counter- revolutionary character, its socio-economic basis 

should be analysed. 

The liberal response to this crisis vras at one level 

Keynesian economics and at another level appeasement of Fascism. 

It Has believed that a correct anticyclical government policy, 

especially in the fields of taxation, ~oney supply, ·credit 

expansion and contraction, interest rates, public works and 

espec~ally budGet deficits and budgets surpluses, could guarantee

full or nearly - full employment and a significant rate of 

economic gro1·rth for lone periods, if not for ever. This called 

for greater state intervention. It became common to entrust 

drastic emergency powers to 'national governments!, broad coalitions 

usually conservative in character. In France the main device 

was the emergency delegation of law making power by parliament 

to the cabinet. In Britain the p reroeati ve polvers of the Crown 

had alHays provided a. reserve of emer.:;ency authority. These 

Here enhanced by the BmereenC'J PoHers .Act of 1920, vrhich broke 

with precedent and permanently _delecated to any government 

the right to make exceptional provision for the prdtection of the 

community in cases o:t' eoe rgency. The experience ne~ ther of 
) 

~~ranee nor of Britain m2.tC:::ed that of Italy and Gejri!lany. They 
" / 

/ 

both found effective vlCJ.YS of combining speedy executive action 

with constitutional safeg'J.ards and par:;_iat::lentarJ control. 
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The liberal recponse at the other level, i.e., the 

appeaserJent of fascism, carne sharply into focus d:urinc the 

three years before ivar ':>rolce out in 1939. This Has a policy 

chaped by Hevlllc Chamberlain rrlli ch so on caoe to be knm-Tn as 

"P e t" a P asemen • It rested upon the erroneous theory that the 

objectives of Hitler and J.:ussolini v1ere essentially limited in 

scope. They Here limited to rcversin..c; the Hront; i·:-hich, Hitler 

held had been done to Germany in 1919 and to the achievement 

of the coloni~l ains uhj_ch Italy had for oo long cherished. 

8i nee this vT~s not true, no policy of appeasement could c1o 

more than. postpone uar nnd strcr:b-t'-:e!l tr..e :Fascist pouers for 

maldng ::'urther aecressions. 

The years behreen 1934 and 1939 sai·T the rise, in almost 

every European country of strong extremist r:ovements of both 

Richt o..nd Left. '.lith fascist parties in pOHcr in the two 
I 

countries of Central E-urope, fascist movement became active 

everywhere. In Belgium an all-party natiOric.l government was 

formed in 1935 under Iaul Van Zeeland uho showed a Hitlerian 

flair for appealin;;; at the same time to sentiments of violent 

natiomlism, to conservative Catholicist;l, to the prejudicies 

of the army-officer class 8nd biG industrialists. Even Srreden • 
produced a nun:;ber of Fascist parties. The Balkan states save 

birth to their 01·m versions of strong-arm fascist movements 

under Cornelincc Codreanu in Rumania, General l·~etaxas in Greece 

and Kimon Georgiev, in 3ulcaria. I.n Spain the Falan[;ists arose 

in violent opposition to the Repu'Jlic 1:hich ':as p1uclaimcd in 1931. 
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In 19 32 a mi. li tc..ry dictatorship 'i·ias established under the 

leadership of Jose Antanio l rima de P.ivera. 

The rise of fascist mover:lents c..nd the establishment of 

fascist reeimes in aeveral European countries durine the 1920s 

and 1930s co!l..:fronted l·!arxist thinl:ers '\·lith a nei·T and urgent 

problem for analysis. There 1·rere three main issues -

( 1) \ihat economic and social conditions gave rise to fasciam? 

( 2) What made possible the victory of fascism and the destruction. 

of the working-class ? 

( 3) How can fascism be prevented froo coming to power and holi 

can fascism be overthro:·m 3fter it has been victorious ? 

Fascism, it 1-ras arryed, was the expression of a profound 

structural crisio of late capitalism ~·;hi ch inhibited the natu ra.l 

accumulation of capital. The historical function of the Fascist 

seizure rr.c.o to chn.nce conditions of production and of surplus 

value to the advantace of decisive groups of monopoly capitalism. 

Uhat i·Tns needed lias a moveoent which could set the masses to 

their side, demoralize conscious sections of society by s;ystematic 

terror and after seiZi!l.£; pouer destro;y the proletarian mass 

organizations. Such e. mass mover.1ent could only arise, on the 

basis of the petty bourteoise. If this section of society was 

badly hit by inflation, uner1ployment etc. then a typically petty 

bourgeoise movement compounded of ideolocical reminisience and 

psycholoe;ical resentment would arise -,.;hich i'Tould combine extreme 

na tionaliso and verbal anti- capi tn.list dernoe;oguery. This victory 
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of Fascism would historicn.lly express the inability of the 

workers movement to resolve structural crisis of late capitalism 

on its o-vm. 
6 

Thus, according to the Earxi.st writers, fascism 

emerged due to the inbuilt crisis of the liberal bourgeois 

society. Capitalists, faced rTi th threats from the labour movements, 

threl·T overboard their professed belief in democracy. Seen in 

these ter!:ls, fascism is an appropriate theory and organization 

of liberal capitalist society in its crisis - ridden monopoly 

caPi ta.list phase. He:rlJert J.larcuse (and many other scholars of 

the Frankfurt School like F. Neumann) emphasised that the roots 

of fascism lie lfithin liberal socio-economic order and that it 

is the almost inevitable result of monopoly capitalism. In a 

situation of extreme socio-economic and poli ti~l instability, 

fascism restored (though temporarily) political stability by 

smashing the democratic opposition, and economic stability \'Tas 

restored by the dest1uction of the labour movement which threatened 

the economic ba.se of capitalist society. V!hen the capitalist 

system loses its ideological basis and the capitalist class 

cannot successfully run the swstem on the basis of consent 

(false consciousness), then the bourceoisie use naked oppressive 

force and leave aside democracy and democratic institutions. 

\vhen the masses can!"...ot be kept orderly and pacified through 

assurances and talks, 11hen the minds of the people cannot be 

controlled; then fascism emerees Hith a new kind of ideological 

6. Ernest Handel: 'r:Entroduction" in :i:Jeon Trotsky The Stru&cle 
Against Fascism in Germany_(Pothfinder Press, Inc. New York, 
1 9 71) , p p • 1 7- 20 • 
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propaganda and with new kinds of political. me lluv .......... _llese Harxist 

interpretations enjoy a definite advantage over fascism on a 

scientific basis by analysing its socio-economic basis. 

The definition of the character of Fascism, the conditions 

of its development and its class-rule received its most complete 

scientific expression in the proeress of communist InteiT..a.tional 

in 1928. It held that under certain special historical conditions 

the progress of the bourgeois, reactionary offensive assumed 

the fo :rm of F::lscism. These conditions were described as -

( i) instability of capitalist relationships; 

~ ( ii) 

V) 

the existence of considerable declassed social elements. 

The first Horld, wal" expelled large numbers of people from 

boure;eois life, turning them into 1 declasses', who after 

the war formed the fascist 'militias' and 'defence leagues' 

\) 
Oo 
(A 

I 
::t 
\---

with their militaristic, anti-democratic and nationalist 

i declo t::ies. 

(iii) the paupe ri sation of broad strata of the urban petty 

bourgeoisie and of the intellicentsia. 

( iv) discontent amon:; the rual petty-bourgeoisie and 

( v) the constant menace of mass proletarian action. 

In order to stablize and perpetuate its rule the bourgeoisie 

was compelled to an increasine degree to abandon tl'l..is parlla-
/ 

mentary system in favour of the fascist system, which was 

independent of inter-part:l arrarJbements and combinations. 

The Communist International stressed that - "The principal 

aim of Fascism is to destr< ·the revolutionary labour vanguard i.e. 
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the Communist sections and leadinG tmits of the proletariat. 

The combination of social demagogy, corruption and active 

while terror, in conjunction wit~ extreme imperialist aggression 

in the sphere of foreiGn politics, are the chai'acteristic 

features. of Fascism. In periods of acute crisis for the 

bourgeoisie, Fascism resorts to anti-capitalist phraseology, 

but, after it has established itself at the helm of State, 

it casts aside its anti-capitalist rattle, and discloses 

itself as a terrorist dictatorship of big capital.n7 

The social Democratic Parties were heavily censured for 

their role in the victory of fascism and the destruction of 

the working class movement. Here the SDPs referred to Here 

the post-1914 BDPs which subsequently united to form the post

war Second International or 'Labour and Socialist International' 

in 19 23. Even before the war 1·rhile maintaining the nominal 

programme of international revolutionary l·!arxism, the ~DPs 

had shown tendencies of opportunist parliae1entary corruption 

and absorption into t·he capitalist state. It was the decisive 

test of the 1914 war that brought these tendencies to their 

full iWrking out. Social Democracy emerged from the war with 

two clearly marked characteristics - (i) close unification of 

each party ~>tith its own 'national' i.e. imperialist state -

therefore dilution of any form of internationalism (ii) class

co-operation in the forms of coalition m:inisteralism and trade 

union collaboration, to help to buildup capitalist prosperity 

as the necessary condition of working-class prosperity. It 

was e.reued t1".at the coll pse of capitalism was not in the 

7. Programme of the r rru.nist International, 1928. 
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interest of the working class. The tasl~ of the workers was 

to help to rebuild capitalism, increase production, and help 

to develop the ne-vr rationalised 'organised capitalism' with 

increasiP..g participation economically through the trade unions 

and politically through social Democracy in the government. 

This line -vras stressed upon by the German Trade Union Federation 

at its Breslau Cont;ress and by the British Trade Union Congress 

in its 1928 Swansea Congress. Social Democracy and the trade 

unions under its leadership thus be c~me, in the social Democratic 

theory, constituent parts of modern c~r·italist organization and 

of the capi to.ll st state. 

Later events were to prove all these contentions as right. 

In Poland in 1926 the Pilsudski Coup d'etat, overthrowing 

parliamentary democracy, and establishing a type of Fascist 

distatorship vras carried out ui th the support of the Polish 

Socialist Party. In Spain the Prime de Revera Dictatorship 

gave its protection to the Spanish Socialist Party and the 

reformist General Union of Labour, '·rhile suppressing the 

revolutionary '\vorkers' movement. In Italy D'Aragona and the 

reformist leaders of the General Confederation of Labour 

entered into the service of Hussolini and declared the 

confederation dissolved in 1926. In Austria the Dollfuss 

dictatorship was built up step by step uith the passive support 

of Social Democracy. In all these countries the main danger 

to capitalism \vas a united working - class front. Social 

Democracy provided for capitalism a social basis outside its 
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own ranlG and spli ttin0 the '•torktng class. In Germany the SDP 

refuoed a United front ui th the KPD in April 19 32t Jan. 1933 

and in Harch 1933. This l"ras because since 1930 it was supporting 

the 'boureeois eovernment' as a lesser evil than .E'ascism. 

A clear exposition of this relationship and fundamental 

conflict of interest between social denocra~J and fascism was 

laid dmvn by Falmiro Togliatti, an Italian Communist, in the 

6th 't/orld Cone;ress of the Communist International in 1928. The 

verdict was clear-Social Democracy was paVing and smoothing 

the l·Tay for },ascism. 

The decisive question at this junctu:::·e \·Tas the evolution 

of a strategy which could prevent fascism from coming to power 

and which could overthrOI·t fascism Hherever it had been victorious. 

The notion of a united front of the "''lOrking class and the notion 

of a Popular front to combat Fascism Here the tactical devices 

which emerged from the theoretical exercines "t·rhich the Third 

Communist International indulged in. These are considered to 

be a turning point in the strategy and tactics of the Comintern 

and are associated with its seventh coneress on 25th July, 1935. 

The idea of a united I·Torking class front had already been 

put fon·rard in the third and fourth Cont:ress of the Comintern in 

June 19 21 and November 19 22 respectively. The fourth Congress 

had held that one of the most important tasks of the Communists 

was to organize resistance to fascism. The Communist parties 

had to take the lea_d in the st ru.ggle of all the '\i'Orke rs against 

the fascists and vigorously carry the tactics of the United Front 
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into this field of activity. There was a reversal of this policy 

in the sixth Con_sress of 1928 wherein social democracy was 

denounced as social fascis:n 2.nd the proposals for a United :!!, ront 

with its leaders were rejected. It was the seventh Coneress 

rrhi ch subsequently took up the issue again in August 19 35. 

The Seventh ConGress centered round the thesis of the 

Bult:;arian CornT!'lunist leader Georgi Dimi t rov. His thesis showed 

that Fascism vias a result of the 1o1eakness of both the bourcseoisie 

and the 1·10 rking class moveoent. It was "the open terrorist 

dictatorship of the most reactionary most chauvinistic and most 

imperialist elements of finance capital. ,.S He stressed the need 

to make difference betvreen the state forms of bourgeoisie governments-

bourgeois. democracy "?nd open dictatorship. To ignore this 

distinction would be a mistake Hhich i'iOUld prevent the revolutionary 

proletariat from mobilizinG the broadest strata of workers for 

the strugele against fascism and from taking advantage of the 

contradictions which existed in the camp of the bourt;eoisie itself. 

The tactical move to counter the threat of Fascism \·ras to 

be an interconnected one of a United Workers Front and t:'1e 

formation of a broad Anti-Fascist People's Front. This was 

closely bound up with the tactic of the United anti-imperialist 

front in the East (as laid dOvin in the fourth Cone;ress of the 

Comintern in 1922). 

8. Georgi Dimitrov: Report delivered at the Seventh Congress 
of the Communist International on August 2, 1935. As 
reproduced in G. Adhikari, ed., From Peace Ff,n~ :People's 
liar (People's Publishing House, Bombay, 1944~ p. 17. 
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The Congress devoted most of its attention to the develop

ment of people's front movements in the respective capitalist 

countries, as the foundation of the ivhole struggle of these 

peoples against fascism and war. Dimi trov showed that on 1h e 

basis of a resolute fight for the inmediate needs of the broad 

masses, particularly against the threat of fascism, a broad 

movement, including sections of the peasantry and the city middle 

classes, could be built under the leadership of the working class. 

This movement, hoHever, could not be constructed around an 

immediate ficht for the dictatorship of ti-e proletariat, because 

these masses were ideoloc:ically not yet ready for such a struggle. 

The core of the people's front would be the United Front of 

the working class. The policy required the setting up of 

collaboration agreements with uo rkers and organizations of various 

types - parties, trade unions, coope:ra.tives, youth, women, 

communists, socialists, Anarcho-syndicalists, Catholics etc. 

Upon the basis of ioi'O rking class political unity, the anti-fascist 

people's front vras to be organized. The tvro processes, building 

the proletarian united front ahd the people's anti-fascist front, 

were to go ahead simultaneously. 

Also raised i·Tas the question of the possibility of creating 

people's front governments. This was a probable but not an 

inevitable development. The people's front government, based on 

the various tjrpes of i·rorkers' and other organizations, would come 

into existence, before, not after, the abolition of cnpitalism. 

It would come into p01·rer only in a period of political crisis 
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when the ruling classes vrere no longer able to cope with the 

pOlierful rise of tile mass anti-fascist movement. It would be 

based on a definite anti-fascist programoe and would carry out 

definite and fundamental revolutionary demands. It li'Ould be an 

approach to the proletarian dictatorship and not a transitional 

phase bet1·reen the bourgeois and proletarian dictatorship. The 

Communist parties 1·1ere l·rarned that they should maintain their 

political identity and not lose themselves in such broad movements. 

The notion of a 1 Popular Front• i·Tas in part the reflection 

of a new phase in the poll cy of communism - i.e. a nei'T tactical 

orientation. The Comintem held that "Tactics, which are the 

sum total of the methods and means of strugele of a political 

party, are precisely intended to be changed if changed circum

stances require it." ( l-1aniulsky). The development of the fascist 

offensive had drastically altered the world situation; therefore 

the Comintern had changed its tactics accordingly, and in some 

respects, also its strategy. This tactical re-ortentation, however, 

did not imply the repudiation of the former tactical line of the 

Comintern, but the lo&:ical development of it, particularly of 

its established policy of the United .F :ro nt. 

Implications of the ne·vr political line were-- ( 1) Organi

zation of a great peace alliance be't'.·reen the US;;)R and many 

capitalist states (later to be allies of 2nd World \'Jar), ( 2) A 

broad new poll Cjr of the Communists of developing an unprecedented 

alliance of the i·TOrking class, the peasantry, and large sections 

of the urban middle classes. (3) It meant that the Communists 

would lvork for the creation of democratic governments wi·thin 
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the frameuork of capi tallsrn; covernme!'lts very probably to be 

regularily elected under bourgeois demo cra.cy and \fi th Communist 

participation in them. 

Durine the four years hetween the seventh congress and 

outbreak of world wc..r II the ;rorkers in many countries waged 

bitter strugcles against the rising tide of fascism and the threat 

of \·Tar. These fights uere mostly foucht along tho principles and 

inspiration of the neonle's front. ... - In Europe the decisions of 

the seventh comintern conc;Iess greatly stimulated ·:·le.formation 

of the People's Fron~ Governrr.ont in :France and Spain. 

In France the People's Front achieved a victorj' in the 

general elections of 3 May 1936. It was supported by the Radicals, 

socialists, Communists and the trade union organizations. Tr·e 

Socialist leader Leon Blum became the Premier. This People's 

Front lasted only tHo years. It cot discredited by its policies 

of devaluatinc; the Franc, makint: concessions to employers and 

i ni tiatine the non-intervetetion policy towards the Spanish Civil 

Har. 

The Spnnish Horkint: class in 1935, under communist stimulus 

had organized a strong people's front movement. The People' s 

Front won the general elections of }'ebn1ary 1936 •. It was 

supported by the Repub 1ican Left, the Socialists and the Colliilunists. 

But advantages viere taken by the anny and it rose against the 

Front. In July 1936 the Spanish Fascists rose under General 

Franco and a CiVil ::Jar ensued. The:,r ivere greatly assisted by 

Germany and Italy and by the fact that Britain and }'ranee had 
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sponsored the Non-Intervention Committee. In October 1936 the 

International Brigade was fonned. But the rebel activities 

continued to rise. By October 1938 the International Brigade 

was wi th.dravm and in I"! arch 1939 Madrid fell in Franco' s hands. 

By January 19Lo the Fascist Corporative state had been esta.~ 

lished. The defeat of Republican Spain opened the door for 

~1/orld 'tlar II. But the splendid fight of the Spanish People's 

Front was a great inspiration to the anti-fascist forces all 

over the 'WOrld. 

PART II 

EVOLUTION OF THE UNITED FRONT POLICY OF T'.rlE cor1f.1UNIST 
PARTY OF INDIA 

A party in the name of Indian ccmmunists had been set up 

at Tashkent, USSR, in Decanber 193) by the Indian revolutionaries 

in exile. However, this paper will not in any way attenpt to 

clear the controversy regarding the inception of the CPI. It 

will be assumed that CPI was fonned in Decenber 1925. 

It would be imperative to begin with the polanic 

between Lenin and the Indian Communist, r-1.N. Roy since the 

second congress of the comintern in i.llarch 1920. This centered 

on theoretical and concrete problens of the national liberation 

movenent particularly in India and also included the problem of 

Gandhi- the assessment of his role and place in the anti

imperialist strategy. Lenin upheld the idea of the unity of all 

anti- imperialist forces & the need actively to support the bour

geois - denocratic national movenent where they were genuinely revo

lu tionary. He believed that the criticism of the na1i onal movanent 
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had to be historical and not mechanical othen'lise it i·tould be 

reduced to a sectarian approach. A dif'ference had to be made 

be t1·reen the conceptual content and his tori cal role of Gandhi • s 

ideological positions. Despite his medievalism a~ mysticism, 

Gandhi was a revolutionary in the sense th~t Given the historical 

condition, he could reach dOi'l'n to the masses and his policy of 

action included such things as hartals, non-cooperation, civil 

disobedience etc. Actual anti-imperialists and anti-feudal mass 

movements 1·rere developing under the inspiration of his ideology. 

This was an anti-imperialist progressive role. Therefore one 

had to take a positively critical attitude towards Gandhi. On 

the other hand, Roy's views proceeded from the assumption that 

the irreconcilable claso contradiction bet't'leen the bourgeoisie, 

workers and the poaoantry, allegedly ruled out the possibility 

of creating a united front of the classes in the national liberation 

anti-imperialist struggle. He advocated a struggle against the 

bourgeois nationalist leadership of the anti-imperialist movement. 

Naintaini nc that this leadership was notoriously non-revolutionary 

he urged the organization of an independent liberation movement 

led by Com;nunists. He w·as obsessed with Gandhi's socially 

conservative ideology. His Nemoirs contain his assessment of 

Gandhi • s activity - "I maintained that, as a religious and 

cultural revivalist, he vras bound to be a reactionary socially, 

however revolutionary he mieht appear politically. "9 

9. l1.a.1L. Roy's Newoirs, (Allied Publishers Pvt. Ltd., Bombay, 
1 9 6 4, p • 3 79 • 
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In India the implementation of Lenin's propositions iihich 

he advanced at the Second Concress of the Comintern and wl:i.i ch 

were reflected in the famous thesis on the national and colonial 

questions, '·ras handicapped by considerable difficulties. The 

prominent functionary of the Communist Party of India with a 

national and international understandinG at that time was l~~.N. Roy. 

Ovrine to his status in the Cor:Jintern Roy -vras the principal 

i nte rprete r ?...nd p ropacandist of the Second Congress' decisions 

concerning India. Heam1hile, he did not repudiate his vierrs Hhich 

he defended in the polemic with Lenin. Therefore in the years 

uhen the Comintcrn definitely adopted Lenin's point of vie\·T, 

Roy's stand Has, on the one hand, to reconcile the Comintern' s 

platform Hith his views as far as it \vas possible, and on the 

other, to try and influence the position of the Comintern. He 

was not alone in his delusions conce;ming the role of the national 

bourgeoisie and Gandhi in the liberation movement. From time to 

time he found supporters among the emergent Indian Communist 

movement and in the Comintern. To an extent this accounted for 

the fact that the activities of the erne rgent communist movement 

in India and in some other Eastern countries w·ere far from always 

consistent 1-rith the strategic course of the Second Congress of 

the Comintern. 

In the Gaya session of the Coneress in 1922, the Indian 

Communists had addressed an appeal to the Congress. Alongside 

demands for full independence of the country, the programme offered 

by the Communists urged the liquidation of landed estates, 

nationalisation of all public enterprises, participation of the 
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workers in the profit of ente :q:> rises and arming of the people 

in order to defend national freedom. It was a prograome uhich 

could neither be accepted by the Congress nor serve as a basis 

for Co-opezation beh;een it and the Indian communists. The 

presentation of the vTO rking people's maximum social demands 

which 1vent beyond the limits of a bourgeois - demo era tic 

revolution at a time uhen India ht::.d no influential Harxist -

Leninist party and no independent movement of the working class, 

when it lras impossible to establish the hegemony of the proletariat 

in the national liberation movement, only artificially augmented 

and ac;gravated contradictions in the national anti-imperialist 

front and brought the small e;rcn ... "P of communists into isolation. 

Roy steered his line of t1-1o contrasting liberation movements and 

ruled out the possibility of their comi.ne; together on the basis 

of a certain community of interests. Therefore any reference to 

co-opemtion ui th the Con6ress was in effect a demand that it 

should shift to the positions of tr.e Comounists. And since this 

was out of the question the Hhole case was reduced to a desire 

to exhibit the allegedly reationar.v nature of the Congress. 

The Fourth Co~ ress of the Cominte rn had reiterated that 

the Indian Communist Party's links Iii th the mass movement and 

workers' strikes vrere Heak and that it did not make the most of 

the legal methods of struggle. It held tlmt the Indian bourgeoisie 

was a revolutionary factor be cause its interests objectively 

contradicted imperialism and that the struggle for national 

liberation l'las a revolutionary movement. A workers' and peasants' 
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political party which participated in this movement had to 

co-operate ivith bourgeois parties and support them. Therefore 

stresc was at;ein laid on the tactics of the United Front. 

Having failed to influence the Indian National Congress in 

1922 ti1e Indian Coln!:!uniGts felt that the organization of a party 

of the workers and peasants of India Has indispensable and that 

unless such a party was orcanized the Ir;c could not be raduallzed. 

Preparations uere set affot in 1923 for organizing a ·workers 

and Peasants' party. But all these efforts suffered a set back 

i'ihen the Government arrested the leading Indian Communists in 

accordance ':Tith the April 1924 Kanpur Conspiracy case. Though 

this greatly crippled the embryonic communist movement efforts 

to build up a legal party continued and on Sept. 1, 1925 the 

Communist Party of India Has set up in Kanpur. In addition to 

this 1925 vritnessed the creation of the predecessor of the Bengal 

Workers' c:-.nd Peasants' Party. But the movement remained Heak 

with their support confined to a ve YJ small section of the Indians. 

Realizing the shortcomings of the movement, British emissaries 

Spratt & Bradley 1-rere sent to India to assist in the establishing 

of a h'orkers and Peasants Party on an all-India scale. It was 

hoped that such a party would prove attractive to radical congress

men and Hould be vieHed as a possible vehicle for 'tlork vrithin 

both the con~ress party & the Indian l.:'lbour movement. As ~ result 

of these efforts, betvreen 1926-29, ,-;orkers and peasants parties 

were created in Punjab, Bombay, UP and Bengal. Considerable 

success uas achieved in the trade union field. The Girni Kamgar 

Union, considered at that t~me the biggest trade union in Asia, 
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was born out of a six month-long general strike of the Bombay 

textile 1·rorkers. By 1927 the Communists constituted a majority 

in the 1·rorkl..ne coiil!:!littee of the AITUC (formed in 1920 lvith leaders 

vrho had close ties vrith the IHC) which for the first time in 

1927 declared its t;aal as complete independence and accepted a 

socialistic constitution for independent India. Between 1927-29 

the number of trade unions multiplied rapidly and a large number 

of strikes took place which exceeded the total number of strikes 

in the previous five years. This period also saw the general 

radicalization of Indian politics because of the spread of radical 

and socialist ideas by Nehru and Bose. In 1929 the Congress 

accepted the eoal of complete independence. 

But at the same time there erne rged a number of developments 

unfavourable to the Communists. One \'l'as in the shape of the 

instructions of the Sixth Congress of the Communist International 

in 1928 which renounced the policy of United Front with the 

bourgeoisie and follO".·red a clearly sectarian line. This uas 

influenced by the developments in Chire vrhere the Kuomintarl{:; had 

turned against the Chinese communists. now the bourgeoise was 

dubbed counter-revolutionary and it was stressed: "· •• that the 
' 

working class operatine through their independent political 

party (i.e. the CP) is the only e;uar~~ntee for the sucess of 

national revolution. "1 ° Communist parties should "demarcate 

themselves in the most clearcut fashion, both poll tica.lly & 

10. "The Lessons of Chinese 
(Sept. - 0 ct., 1927). 
and Marshall Windmillei 
Perennial Press, Bombay 

Revolution" - 'I·iasses of India' 
3 quoted in Gene D. Overstreet 
s Comr,nism in Indla, ( The 

19 60 , p. 10 2. 
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organizationally, from all the petty-bourgeois groups and 
1 1 parties. In all their actiVities the communists should 

criticize the half-heartedness and vacillations of the petty

bourgeois groups including the left \·ring of the IHC. The 

Communists were recommended not to o:rganize WPPs Si nee at 

particular perlods they could be converted into ordinary petty 

bourgeois parties. The C:PI 1 s course was clearly mapped out -. 

it was to dissolve any remnants of the i'/PP, severe connections 

witb all elements of the bourgeoise, and launch a full-:3cale 

attack on Gandhi, Nehru & Inc. The Sixth Congress thesis left 

little room for Indian Communists to develop the national 

movement in India from within the Coneress. This reversal in 

Comintern policy Has follOi·Ted by acute differences between 

cozmnunists and radicals and liberals within the AITUC. In 1929 

the reformists left the AITUC and formed the ITUF. The unified 

working class movement which had began to emerge as a formidable 

force in 1927 vTeakened. This ';·las followed by government 

repression in 19 29 VThen 31 important leaders of the trade union 

movement uere sentenced to imprisonoent under the Eee1-ut 

conspiracy case. Another split took place in the AITUC in 1931 

on the question of the participation of the working class in the 

civil disobedience moveoent. The Left P.adi cals if ere inclined 

towards participation but the communists under influence of 

the Comintern line T(rere averse to it. The latter beine minority 

in the AITUC left it in 1931 and formed the RrUC. But non-

1 1 • Thesis on the RevolutionarY 1-:iovement in the Colonies and 
Semi-Colonies. Irnr -ecor (Dec. 12, 1928). Ibid., p. 119. 
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participation in the Civil Disobedience movement proved to be 

a loss for them. 

In the beginnine of the 1930s the Central Committees of 

a number of Comnunist parties sent an open letter to the Indian 

Communists. They noted that the Communist movement in India 

was fallinc into isolation and even experiencing a crisis. 

They expressed the vie1·T that the attitude of the Indian Communists 

to the bourgeois - democratic movement should not be confined 

solely to exposing national reformism, that criticism should be 

combined with particip<:ltion in the natior.al movement and work 

in reformist organizations. By noH a new tactical line was . 

beginning to take shape in the international communist movement, 

and elements of subjectivism and left sectarianism w·ere being 

discarded. 

These new trends ,.1ere developed and approved at the Seventh 

Congress of the Comintern 'l.vhich emph2_tically reiterated the 

necessity for all anti-imperialist forces to unite. It designated 

the formation of a united anti-imperialist front as the main 

task for the communist parties in the colonies and semi.- colonial 

countries. This called for a ser.iot.l.S revision of the propositions 

of the Sixth Conc;res::-: of the Co mint ern and implied co-operation 

vii th the boureeois - democratic movement and the need to come 

to an agreement "Hi th its leaders. 

The experience of the communist movement in India was 

criticised at the Seventh Concress in a report by G. Dimitrov and 
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in the main report on the Colonial question delivered by \'lang 

Hinc, a Chinese Comr:JUnist, uhich reflected the Comintern' s point 

of viei·T. Hang I·anc said that there were left sectarian errors 

in the pre cedinc activity of the Communist Party of India and 

noted that the '·Tork of t~e Indian Communists was an example of 

how not to carry on the tactics of the United National Front. 

They did not participate in all the mass demonstrations organised 

by the National Congress or organizations affiliated with it. 

At the same tirre they did not possess sufficient forces independ-

e ntly to organize a poue rful and mass anti-imperialist movement. 

Therefore, the Indian Communists, ~·Tere to a considerable extent 

isolated from the mass of the people from the mass anti-imperialist 

struggle. By their sectarian policy and isolation fror:1 the 

mass anti-imperialist novenent, these small communist groups 

objectively helped to retain the influence of Gandhi and national 

reformism over the masses. The procramne for joint action with 

other anti-imperialist forces proposed by the Indian Communists 

dem~"'lded among other thinGS the establishment of an Indian Soviet 

Republic, confiscation of all lands belonginG to the landoHners 

Hi thout compensation and a general strike. Such demands, Wang 

I·1ing said, YTent far beyond the limits of the bourgeois - democratic 

p rogramrne. 1 2 

G. Dimitrov declared in his report : ''In India the Communists 

have to support, extend and participate in all anti-imperialist 

raaas activities, not excluding those which are under national 

1 2. Wang Hing: The ReyolY.ll.Qnary J::ioyement in the Co1Qll.iU 
Courries. (Ne'-T York: '.-Torkers Library Publishers, 1935), 
p. 4. 
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reformist leadership. 'dhile maintaing their political and 

organi~ational independence, they must carry on active w-ork 

inside the organizations rThich take part in the Indian National 

Congress, facili tatinc the process of crystallization of a 

national revolutionary Hing amont; them, for the purpose of 

further developinG the nation11 liberation ~ovement of the 

Indian Peoples against British imperialism. 111 3 

This sienified a revival of the Leninist line in the 

national liberation movement. The need for the unity of 

action of the communist and all anti-imperialist forces, 

including the Indian National Congress, in the struggle for 

national independence iias pro claimed once aeain. Noting 

the importance of co-operating ui th the Indian National Congress, 

the Seventh Congress of the Comintern mentioned the desira

bility of establishing particularly close contacts i·rith its 

left wing. 

The communist party of India itself vTas not represented 

at the Seventh Congress of the Comintern. The British Communist 

Party leaders who had attended the session in :Moscow, proceeded 

with the tasl: of interpreting and officially notifying the 

CPI of the nei·T Comintern line R. Palme Dutt and Ben Bradley 

prepared a formal statement for the Indian Communists entitled 

"The Anti-Imperialis People's Front." They said that the 

Indian National struggle had reached a critical point; that 

British imperial5.sm had succeeded in imposing its slave 

------
1 3. G. Dimi trov: "Fascism and the Unity of the \'/orlcing Class" 

(1935) in G. Adhikari, ed., op. cit., p. 68. 
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constitution on I ndi2.; tr:at the first sta~ of the st:ruccle 

againr3t im:periali Sr:!l had failed and uas in retreat; that the 

ever-worseninG situation and the sharpenil1£.; stru&;·le of the 

masses called for more radical organization and leadership; 

that this radicalised leadership could only come forth as a 

result of the broadest possible anti-imperialist front. It 

was evident that all elements, includinc; from among the 

'1Jiberals, ·,rho ':Jere prepp_red to break ·.·rith the co-operation 

with i!!lperialism and accept the programme of the national 

st rugele uere welcome to the co anon front. 

In detaillnc. the methods for orGaniZing the "Anti-lm:!;)erialist 

People's Front" in India, :Untt and Bradley focussed exclusively 

on the Coneress. They asked i·Thether the Congress was not 

already "the United front of the Indian l'eople in the national 

st n1gcle?" They declared that the Cone;re ss had pe r.formed a 

gigantic task in un.itirlb Hide elen:ents of the Indian people 

for national liberation. They claimed t.~wt it represented 

the "mass army" of the national struegle. It could therefore 

serve as an all-t:ncompassing agenc:/ of the 8..nti-irnperialist 

people' o front - "The Nation-'ll Congress can play a great and 

a foremost part in the -vrork of realizing the Anti-Imperialist 

People's Front. It is even possible that the National Congress, 

by the further transformation of its organization and programme, 

may be come the form of realization of the Anti- Imperialist 

People's Front, for it is t:1e really that matters, not the name. n 14 

14. R. Palme Dutt and Ben Bradley: "The Anti-Imperialist 
People's .Front", Imprecor, XVI (Feb. 29, 1936). As 
reproduced in G.D. Ovr. ·street & I-I. \1indermiller, op. cit., 
p. 160. 
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It ,.,as important to concentrate on this problem of 

1 traneforming' the Congress. Thic '.ias to be the task of the 

Indian Comr::.tt."li.sts. This transformation required four reforms-

( 1) The Congress must accept "collective affiliation", that 

is the collective admission of mass organizations. 

( 2) It must democratize its constitution in order to 

eliminate centralized control. 

( 3) '- It must adopt an unamb igious anti-imperialist p rC¥;ramme 

and demand complete national independence Hi th a 

1 der:10 era tic' cove rnment. 

( 4) It must eliminate the ' dogma 1 of non-violence. 

The first of these refo ros uas obviously essential to 

the attainment of the others, since the admission of such 

mass organization as trade unions would vastly strengthen the 

left vrinc. But the left •·ring HOuld have to achieve an unprece

dented unity. They H·ould have to make peace with rival radical 

groups. Dutt and Bradley clearly specified in the thesis 

that left-rTinc unity in the congress Has to be attained through 

the medi urn of the Coneress Socialist Party. ---"Congress 

Socialists, T rc~.de Unionist, Communists, and Left 'Congressmen 

should all be able to unite on the essentialsof a minimum 

pro gramme of anti-impe rialict st rugc;le for complete independence, 

of organization of the masses and development of mass struggle, 

and of the fight for changes in the Concress constitution, 

policy, organization and leadership to for:rard these aims. 

The Congress Socialist Party can pl~r an especially important 
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part in this as th.e crov.pi ng of all the ra.di cal elements in 

the existing Cor ... ~ress. It is of the greatest importance that 

eve :ry effort should be made to clarify questions of programme 

and t2ctics in the Congress Socialiot Party. "15 

The estimation vTas that the Concress Socialists represented 

nearly one-third of the forces and a potential majority in the 

Coneress. \·lith the addition of the mass organizations and of 

the Communists, the left-wing would surely constitute a majority, 

makine easy the eoal of capturir.g the Congress. 

At sever~l points Dutt and Bradley suggested that the 

anti-imperialist neople' s front must be based on the workers, 

peasants, and petty bourgeoisie. But they were careful to 

emphasize that the CPI, for the time being, l'las to maintain 

and broaden the scope of the Congress, not drive out any of 

its components - thtl.t is, the bourt:eoisie. Following Dimi trov' s 

dictum, the Dutt - Bradley Thesis called upon the CPI to rally 

the Congress left l·rine for an attack on the right-wine leader-

ship. This 1·ras a reiteration of the two main tactical devices 

as lalcl down by Lenin i.e. action from above and action from 

b elo1·1. The first implied a formal alliance Hi th non-Communist 

organizations. It meant exerting pressure on another organization 

through publiC cOllaboration ·1-1ith its leaders 1·1herever practical 

expedience penni tted. This entailed an alliance i.e. a United 

front from above, vTi th the Congress Socialist Party. The second 

tactic implied action from belovr denoting an open attack on 

15. Ibid., p. 160. 
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non- communist ore;anizations. It meant exerting pressure on 

a not her organi. z.ation, from lfi thin or without, by appealing 

to its constituents or members. This entailed penetration, 

i.e. Et united front fror::1 belovr, of the INC as a whole. 

To implement this tactical device, a minimum programme 

1·ras decided upon and instructions 1·:ere issued to individual 

communists on hot-r it was to be pushed through. It was not to 

be carried on from inside alone, but supported by a plan of 

action from outside. A circular of the l>oli tburo declared -

"Our main eophasis should be on der::1anding collective affiliation 

etc. by mobilisinc all anti-imperialist mass organization 

outside the INC... It is only when independent e.ctivi ty 

outside the INC is intimately linl\:ed up with the work inside 

that the demand for collective affiliation will become irresist

able and the formation of a U}" with the INC and its local 

organizations become possible." The Politburo iiaS very 

clear on these t 1.<TO tasks, for it again and again emphasized 

the need of combining the hro tasks "so as to produce the 

maximum resul to vrhi ch will contribute to the building up of 

an all-embracing 1.mi ted front and the growth of the party." 

Less direct channelo of l·rinning and influencinG the 

Congress '\·rere sought. These channels 1-1ere discovered in the 

pe rsona.li ties of Pandit, Iiehru and Subhas Chandra Bose and in 

the nei'lly formed but growing Con&ress Socialist Party under 

the leadership of Jayaprar..ash Narayan. Nehru i·tas even offered 

the leadership of the United Leftist Forces. 
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The most important channel of influencing the Congress 

was thrOU£h the Congress Socialist Party. The United Front 

tactics of the communists were greatly facilitated by the 

enthusiasm of Jayaprakash Narayan, the General Secretary of 

the Socialist Party, i·Tho had become an intellectt.'..al adherent 

of the Comintern durin£; his years as a student in the USA. In 

January 1936, the Socialist party cet at I·~eerut, and, anticipating 

the change in cornr!lunist tactics, decided to zespond to the 

sugJestion of a United Front with the Comi!lunist !'arty in 

furtherance of common objectives. The character of this United 

Front uas to be ti·To-fold -

( i) a United Front as between Party and Party. 

( i i) eoing still further, admission of individual 

communists to membership of the Socialist Party to 

pave the \·tay from United Front to complete merger 

and Socialist Unity. 

Through the channel thus opened, the communists entered 

not only into the Congress Socialist Party but also in its 

parent body, the Indian Eational Congress, and the .All-India 

Kisan Sabha. Both open ancl concealed members of the Communist 

Party ivere thus given an orY)ortuni ty to hold positions of 

importance in the national forces. 

Outl<J"ardly it appeared th;__ : the commUnists, socialists 

and other radical members of tht r:,Tc had joined hands. In 1936 

the Left Hint; of the INC collect vely fought for some demands 

such as uncompromisinG oppositic to the Act of 1935, not to 
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contest elections under this Act and to make this issue an 

issue for lnuncb~ne the anti-imperialist struegle in the belief 

that coneress nhould use its majority to paralyse the government. 

But the congress participated in the 1936 elections and even 

agreed to form provincial {;'overn.ment in 1937. Another important 

issue on 't·Thi ch the united left stand was defeated was the 

question of collective affiliation of the Trade Unions and 

Kisan Sabhas to the INC. On the crucial question of election 

of Bose to the Congress Presidentship in 1939, the Communists 

supported the 'Pant resolution' and thus lost an opportunity 

of gaining superiority and removinc the Right wing. 

Independent activi t~r outside the Indian National Congress 

was mainly directed towards the workinc for mass organizations 

front organizations and the student movement.' It was in 

accordance Hi th the united front policy that the communists 

came back into the AITUC which they had left in 1931 to form 

the RTUC. They soon came to dominate the AITUC as they made 

considerable head1·ray in the t mde union movement. Within the 

peasant movement they adopted a united front posture with the 

Congress Socialists dUel the two reGionally oriented groups 

led by N. G.· Ranga and S~rami Sahajananda SaraS\i'athi in the 

Kisan Sabhas. 

Dimitrov' s thesis CC!.llinc for a broad people's anti-fascist 

front and anti-imperialist united front provided the immediate 

impetus for the fo n:nation of ComnJUni st fronts in India. These 

fronts Here smaller organizations working under the influence 

of the party but not under its mechancial leaderohip. They 
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rrere to serve "b,ro primary purpose - ( 1) as propaganda forums, 

they uould help to create a climate of public opinion favourable 

to party activities. (2) And as sources of recruitment they 

'\'TOuld prOVide a sphere where political activities of all sorts 

could be observed, influenced and dra1·m into the party apparatus. 

The most important front organization created in this period was 

the All-India l'ro~ressive ·:lri_ ters Association on 10the April 1936. 

In the student moveoent also the communists succeeded in 

gaining preeminence. The All-India Student's Federation w·hich 

had till then been run by nationalist students & students 

attracted toHards CSP noH began to see a cori1t1unist faction raise 

its head. This led to severe faction fighting. 

Uneasy relations IIE.rked this United Front of the CPI uith 

the CSI). Amid mutual allegations of trying to disrupt and 

capture the entire organization, the United Front was broken off 

in Harch 1940 at the Ramgarh I•1eeting of the C3P National Executive. 

The CPI made considerable procress during these yea·rs of the 

United front tactic. Durirl£ theIst five years thoueh the party 

rras still illeco.l, 5. t emerged from semiobscrui ty to a position 

of considerable strength. The left 1·1ing as a whole had by nou 

achieved a role of some importance in Inclian politics: in the 

Congress, the Fon·Tard Bloc led by Subhas Chandra Bose had joined 

other radical croups, including the Socialists and Communists, 

to form the Left consolidation Co~~ittee; and though the left 

remained a minority, it had become increasingly better organized 

& influential. 

. .. 
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CHAPTER II 

A HIS'IDRY OF THE AIPWA - POLITICAL 

Fran the writings of Sajjad Zaheer and Hulk Raj 

Anand, two fourlder-menbers of the All-India Progres~ive 

,,'/ri ters Association, we !mow that the Indian Progressive 

\·/ri ters' moven~nt received its first impetus fran Europe. 

The beginning \oJaS made in Paris in 1935. Here a conference 

of world writers was held unde.r- the tutelage of Haxim 

Gorky, Andre Gide, E.I1. Foster, Andre Malraux and others. 

This was the 11 ';!orld Congress of ~·/ri ters for the Defence of 

Cul ture11 which eventually led to t~ formation of the 

11International Association of Writers for the Defence of 
is 

Cul "b..l.re against Fascism". Incidentally, i t"'also a fact that 

attenpts at the fonnation of the CPI were also made abroad 

in Tashkent though, now both the CPI and the CPI(M) consider 

1925 and 1934 respectively, as the date of the formation of 

the C?I and that too inside the country. 

This was the time \vhen the success of the socialist 

revolution in the USSR had tllrned the minds of writers to a 

new direction towards the possibilities of producing 

11 socialist fiction". Initially this was thought to an brace 

\VOrking class novels and works written by middle class 
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intellectuals. Towards the end of 1934 the functions ani 

objectives of ~his socialist literature were sought to be 

more defined. This was easier said than done. The general 

analysis of the si t:ua tion was clear enough - a crisis of 

·ideas and the decadence of modern li terat:ure was leading 

towards the collapse of culture. Hhat was not clear at all, 

however, was in which direction to proceed from this point. 

On the one hand, the writer was asked to recognize the 

necess'i ty of constructing a new order, and this was said to 

be the task of the working class and taken inevitably to 

mean revolution. On the other hand, toough, as a result of 

the rise of European fascism a possible takeover by the 

prol eta ria t seened far fran being the order of the day. It 

seems to have been principally this second aspect of the 

situation which was taken into consideration when the criteria 

for defining the writers deferxiing rul t:ure against fascism 

was sought to be established as those -

( 1) who see in the development of fascism the terrorist 

dictatorship or dying capital ism. 

( 2) woo, if menbers of the working class, desire to express 

in their work, the struggle of their class. 

(3) who use their pens or influence against the imperialist 

war in defence of the Soviet Union. 1 

1 ~ft Review, I, 0 ctober 1934, p. 38. As quoted in H. 
stav Klaus's article: "Socialist Fiction in the 1930s -

Some Preliminary Observations 11 , in John Lucas, ed., ~ 
~ (The Harvester Press Ltd., Great Britain,· 1978), p. 15. 
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At this Paris Conference, there were writers of 

different beliefs. and persuasions. However, they all were 

united on one issue. All believed that their main work as 

revolutionaries was to get a united front for canmon action 

among all those who were not revolutionaries, rut felt the 

need to defend culture ani literature against the effects of 

modern capital ism, fascism and war. With every means in 

their power the writers were to defend their right of freed an 

of thought and opinion. ',vherever fascist or imperialist 

forces attenpted dictatorially to impose restriction on 

writers or adopt repressive measures on account of their 

views, a powerful agitation was to be launched against 

it. 

The universal feeling at the conference was tmt 

the writers could defend themselves in the best possible 

manner by becaning a part of t~ People's United Front for 

freedan ....a ttus gaining the support of the labouring classes. 

The experience of the French and Chinese writers proved the 

truth behind this idea. At a time when China was fighting 

Japanese imperialism the best writers, poets, novelists, 

dramatists, educationists, philosophers and others were 

using all their talents for the success of their country in 

the war of liberation. The Chinese Wri ters• Association, 

an important part of the anti- imperialist united front, 

besides satisfying the literary needs of the Chinese people, 

also presented the most patent reality of the Chinese life -
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the war against Japan - in its real colour to the people, 

tl'n.ts preparing than psychologically for the war of 

11 bera tion. 

In France great scientists, philosophers, poets, 

novelists and other writers, under the leadership of Henri 

Barb..lsse, had built up an or~nization to fight against 

fascism. It \'las largely the indefatigable efforts and the 

general influence of these intellecruals which had brought 

the middle class into the united front movement of the 

proletariat and established a Popular Front which was 

ultimately successful in fonning a goverrment in France in 

the middle of 1936. 

The sessions of this International Conference and 

meetings of its committees were held for several days. They 

aimed at bringing a new awareness to writers of the role 

they could play in the modern "IOrld. The guarding of civil 

liberties, the organization of writers to safeguard their 

own economic interests and to render help to the writers 

exiled by Fascism was the basis of the campaign which 

gathered to it almost all the important writers of the 

world through the various national branches of the 

International Association in Europe as well as in such 

affiliated bodies as the League of American Writers, the 

League of Left vlriters in< 1ina and the Indian Progressive 

~ofri ters Association. One r: ecial feaillre was tbe presence 
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of workers in large numbers as if they were there to prove 

the newly established relationship between the writers and 

the people to strengthen \'ihich was the special purpose of 

this conference. 

At the conclusion of the conference an International 

Centre of Progressive Literary Hov6!lent of the entire world 

was established in Paris. The Progressive ·.vri ters' movSDents 

in the various countries were being integrated not only 

intellectually but also organizationally. The Indian 

Progressive Vlri ters Association fonned in London in 1935 

decided to get itself affiliated to this International 

Literary Centre. Later, when a Progressive Writers 

Associ."ltion was fonned in India it maintained this affilia

tion as a foreign branch of the central organization in 

India, representing Indian literature in foreign countries 

according to the instructions of the parent organization. 

Now we shall go into the details as regards the 

Indian chapter of the P\'IA. According to Carlo Coppola, 

"The progressive movanent in India like all literary 

movements elsewhere finds its origins in both distant and 

immediate antecedents." He opines that "One of its 

earliest precursors was the 1857 first war of Indian 

independence, its aftenna th, especially within the Muslim 

community, the so-called Aligarh movenent of Sir Syed 
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Ahned Khan and the literary theories developed by Al taf 

Hussain Hali, the Islamic resurgence articulated in the 

poetry of Muhammad Iqbal, the leftists-liberal poetry of 

Qazi Nazrul Islam and the poetry of late Josh 

r1alihabadi. n 2 

The more immediate antecedents of the moveaent 

Coppola fin:i s in the publication in 1932 of the famous 

collection of short stories entitled "Angare" (Burning 

Coals), to which four young Urdu authors had contri ruted 

works - Sajjad Zaheer ( 1905-1973), Al'Ded Ali ( 1910- ) , 

Rashied Jahan ( 190 5-1952) and Hatnuduzzafar ( 1908-1956). 

This volume sparked considerable public controversy due to 

its direct cri ticisn of middle- claaa Muslims mor~s and 

practices of the period. These attacks on Muslim society 

were immediately construed as as saul ta on I slan; therefore, 

the book was considered 'blaspheny' and even"b.lally banned by 

the United Provinces legislature. Reaction to the book 

was so vehenent that Sajjad Zaheer left: the country and 

eventually re1llrned to England. The other writers rsnainEd . 
I 

in India ani faced severe cri ticisn, public censure and 

2 Carlo Coppola, "Pranchand' s Address to the First Meeting 
of the All-India Progressive vlri ters Association- Some 
Speculations", Journal of South Asian Litera"b.lre 
(Michigan), vol. 21, summer, fall 1986, number 2 
'Essays on Premchan:l', p. 21. 
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even death threats. They, however, j.lstified their literary 

efforts and called for the formation of a "League of 

Progressive Authors" throughout India which, in addition to 

seeking honesty and free expression in writing, would also 

look after writers' interests. 

In the meantime, Sajjad Zaheer, together with Mulk 

Raj Anand, established an organization in London called the 

"Progressive Writers Association". Their compulsions came 

as r-1ulk Raj Anand recalls, 11 from the worldwide stirrings 

against the onslaughts of fascign, in Italy, Gennany, 

United Kingdom, mili tarisn in Japan, and the connivance by 

various Imperialisng.; of violence unleashed by world reaction 

against the snergent egalitarian urges of the French and 

Russian Revolutions, especially in India, China and South 

East Asia. As victims of alien rule, which was aided by 

the Feudalists in our sub-continent, who had accepted the 

exploitation of our land by the alien and the indigenous 

'Readymoneys' and 'Mir Jafars', we were intensely exercised 

about the similarity of the methods of oppression of the 

monopolists behind the Fascists,Mili tarists and the 

Imperialists." 3 The group met for the first time on 

24 November 1934 in London and even1llally fonnulated a 

3 Mulk Raj Anand, "Let Us r.take the World Our Own 
Villege - Each One of Us" (Inaugural address to the 
writers gathered in London on the 50th Anniversary 
of the signing of the Manifesto of the P. VI. A.) in. 
Syed Ashoor Ka:zmi, ed., Comm11ment! (Insti 1llte of 
Third World Art and Li terafure, London, 1986), p. 15. 
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manifesto which articulated the aims and aspirations of these 

young writers. Copies of the manifesto were sent to Premchani, 

who published an edited version of the original London 

manifesto in 'Hans' { 0 ctober 1935) , and to the 'Left Review' 

{London) which published 1t in February 1936. Zaheer 

returned to India with the purpose of establishing an 

AIPWA. 

It must be kept in mind that the AIPWA was an 

organization that developed fran within and was not foisted 

from the West. Like the CPI, the AIPWA was also a result 

of both external and internal developments - a movanent 

from above as well as from below. The internal developments 

did have an autonomy of their own and cane into sharper 

focus when we go into the origins of the AIPWA. An attanpt 

must be made to understand the intricate elanents inside 

a movenent and the socio-political background of the times. 

If we look at the creative literature before the formation 

of the AIP','/A we notice that the literarure of 1930s was 

caught up with the peasant problen and the imependence 

question. This was naturally the result o! fall in prices 

of agriculrural commodities owing to the Great Depression. 

The agrarian crisis drew the middle class writers and 

activists to identify themselves with the peasants. The 

Civil Disobedience movenent sa\'J persons like Patel, Nehru 

and Rajendra Prasad contemplate a no rent campaign though 
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Prasad did not carry 1 t out. Independent peasant organiza

tions were springing up and reformists like N. G. Ranga were 

involved in it. Finally the political and peasant struggle 

led to the fonnntion of mass organizations. In a similar 

way the idea to form the PvlA also sprang up from these 

situations. It would not be correct to think "that all 

this happened through some magic or karisbna". 4 

Some opine that the AIP\'/A and the Progressive 

movenent was "imported 11 terary ruckus" controlled by the 

Communist Party of India which got 1 ts inspiration from 

the Soviet Union and was in no way connected with the needs 

of the Indian people. 5 Rangae Raghav believes that the 

progressive movement was supplanted in India fran abroad, 

"fran the foreign rerurned, educated, ric~ upper middle 

clasc; youth who were influenced by Marxisn rut had no 

knowledge about India. They were familiar w1 th Indian 
6 his tory and cul1l.tre through English transla tiona". 

4 Vishva Nath Tripathi, "The Impact on Hindi Literature" 
in Qamar Rais, ed. 1 0 ctober Revolution - Imtact on 
Indian Literature \Sterling Publishers ipl td., 
New Delhi, 1g18), p. 1. 

5 

6 

Rekha Awasthi, Prafativad aur Samantar Sahitxa 
(Maanillan Co. ofiidia, New Deifii, '\9'78), p. 2. 
Free translation. 

Rangae Raghav' Pram.tfifheel Sahitya ke Maandand. 
quoted in Rek~ Awast , ibid., p. 19. Free 
translation. 

As 
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Dhannvir Bharathi opines that progressivign in India entered 

only when it had been thrashed out from abroad. "We 

Indians ran to wear the cast-offs thrown away by the 

foreigners. There was no need to do so since at that time 

such tendencies were caning to the surface in our 

1 i tera ture which were n.mdred times more powerful than any 

progressivisn. "7 Instead of investigpting these cri ticisns, 

counter-criticisms and solutions it would be more relevant 

if we see whether attempts had been made before 1936 to 

fonn such an organization? 

One could begin with the success of the Russian 

Revolution of 1917 which exerted a very powerfUl influence 

on the patriotic intellecillals of the entire world. "During 

the twenties, when the movenent for national freedcm was 

gaining momentum, socialist thinking came in as a significant 

intellectual prop for political and social thinkers as well 

as for writers, n8 Hohammad Hasan points out that the impact 

of the October Revolution on the literary sensibility in 

Asia, particularly in India, was threefold: "Firstly, it 

evoked confidence in scientific temper and progressive 

outlook of life which militated against all obscurantism 

7 

8 

Dhannvir Bharathi, Pra,gativad - Ek Sameeksha. As 
quo ted in Rekha A wa-s~t"i"'fii+•, -Ti~b.,.id"".-,--p-.~1"9~.;;..;;.;~,F.-r""e-e translation. 

( 

Qamar Rais, "The Impac : on Urdu 
Rais, ed., op. cit,, r 54. 

Litera'b.li:-e", in Qanar 
( 

I 
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and superstition. Secondly it exploded the myth of the 

invincibility of the bourgeois ani imperialist powers and 

assured the victory of the oppressed peoples of sub~gated 
_, 

coloniPs against their enslaves. Thirdly, it introduced 

a new scientific vision to the 'lt()rld which finnly believed 

that the future of l'n.Jmani ty lay in the hands of the workers 

and peasants who were historically destined to be the 

leaders of all human progress."9 

The impact of this 1l..unul tous develot=ment in the 

Indian 11 terary scene can be illustrated with a snall 

example. Pren Chand's wife narrates her conversation w1 th 

Pranchand about the new type of governnent which the 

0 ctober Revolution had brought into being in the USSR: 11I 

said, 'After Swaraj', should exploitation cease? He replied, 

'Exploitation more or less, is everywhere. Perhaps it is 

the law of the Universe that the powerful exploit the weak. 

The only exception is Russia, where the powerful have been 

cut to proper size. There the poor have sane canfort. May 

be, here too, the Russian pattern may prevail •••• • I enquired, 

'Suppose this happens soon, whom will you favour?' He said, 

'Naturally, the workers and the peasants. I shall declare 

at the very beginning that I am a worker. You ply the 

9 Mohammad Hasan, "The Impact on Urdu Literature", 
ibid., p. 43. 
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spade, I use the pen. Both of us belong to the same 

tribe." 10 But in addition to the impact of t~ 0 ctober 

Revolution there were other factors which also accounted 

!or the growth of progressivi311. After 1929 tremendous 

changes had been taking place in the Indian political scene 

leading to the political awakening of the people. The 

struggle for independence was gaining momentum. The CPI 

had already been established in 1925, the boycott of the 

Simon Commission in 1927, the Bardoli Satyagrah, the Nehru 

Report, the establishnent in Novenber 1928 of the All India 

Independence League under the leadership of Motilal Nehru 

and Subhash Chander Bose, the t'1eerut conspiracy case of 

1928-29, the 1929 Lahore conspiracy case, the death sentence 

given to Bhagat Singh, Rajguru and Suktxlev, the disappoint

ment with Gandhian methods, the 1929 Lahore Congress session 

in which Jawaharlal Nehru was made the President, the 1930 

salt satyagraha - these were some of the main events of the 

times. 

The fonnation of the AIP\·lA should be seen against 

this backdrop. Between 1929-1933 the British Government 

became more repressive in putting down the nationalist 

aspirations of the people. The Meerut conspiracy case gave 

the Bri tis hers a good exruse to cane down heavily on the 

10 Shiv Rani Devi, Prem ChaP.d GharMen (Hindi). As 
quoted by Hohammad Hasan · ibid., p. 45. 
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Indian ca:nmunists. All the menbers of the Central Comm1 ttee 

of the CPI were arrested. And in June 1934 the CPI was 

declared an illegal organization by the Government. Despite 

th1 s the CPI and its various orga.niza tions continued their 

work under different names. Heanwhile a majority of t~ 

CPI workers, sane socialist leaders plus sane left oriented 

Congress leaders joined together and formed the Congress 

Socialist Party in 1934 within the broad frcrnework of the 

INC. Among the founders were Jayaprak::lsh Narayan, Acharya 

Narendra Dev, Ashok Mehta and Ram I1anohar Lohia. Sajjad 

Zaheer and ~·1ulk Raj -~nan:l established contact w1 th these 

leaders of the CSP in 1936. The INC's next session had been 

planned for Lucknow. Though the CPI was underground its 

members functioned through the forums of t~ INC. The ~I 

attempted to establish maxiinum contact with people through 

its various Front and People's Organization in order to spread 

the doctrine of !'-1arx1sn.,.Leninisn, to fight the reformist 

tendencies within the INC and to increase 1 ts influence on 

writers, intellectuals, students and peasants. So the year 

1935-36 saw the fonna tion of many front orga.niza tions and 

associations - the All India Kisan Sabha, The All-India 

Students Federation, The All-India People's Conference and 

the All India Progressive ',v'ri ters Association. 

In his book 'Roslmai', Sajjad Zaheer enumerates 

the aims for wh1 ch the AIPWA was set up - " ••• The general 
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direction of the movanent had to be towards the people, 

the workers, the peasants and the common man. ,lie have to 

oppose their repressors and exploiters. 
,. 

Trough our 
" 

literary works we have to create a political awareness 

and unity anongst the people which ·~uld oppose the 

tendencies of despair, inaction, inertia and impotence. 

This will be possible only when we consciously and in our 

full capacity participate in the independence movenent. 

This does not mean that the writer necessarily has to bec001e 

a political activist. But it does mean that he cannot 

remain apolitical or indifferent ••• we want that the 

progressive intellectuals should meet the workers, peasants, 

the poor and the exploited people and become a part of 

their political and social life •••• we have laid great 

stress on the fact that along with literary creativity 

the intellectuals should establish maximum contact with 

the people for without this the new kind of li tera'b.lre 
11 cannot be created." 

This sort of contact with the people had already 

begun. In this respect the pre-eninent contribution of 

Bengal must be recognized. Hulk Raj Anand says: 110f all the 

lin~istic zones, of course, Bengal has a longer tradition 

11 Sajjad Zaheer, Rt>shnai. As quoted in Rekha Awasthi, 
op. cit., pp. 13:14. 
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of creative acti v1 ty in the arts and li teraillre, and it was 

more easily possible for our aims to engage the attention 

of Bengali writers. 1112 Much before the formation of the 

P','/A writers like Sudhinira Dutta, Naresh Chandra Sen, 

Buddadev Bose, Prenendra Mitra, Rabimra Hath Tagore and 

many others had made an advance both in technical 

virtuousi ty and ideas in the history of Bengali literature. 

A new movanent in Hindi and Hindustani li tera'blres in 

Northern India had also been developing subtley. Under the 

guidance and encouragement of Premcha.nd an attenpt at the 

formation of an all India 1:/riters Organization had already 

been made in 1935 at Indore in the fonn of the 'Bharatiya 

Sahitya Par1shad'. Associations like the 'Hindustan 

Academyt were actively working towards Hindi-Urdu unity. 

In Oecenber 1935 the Hindustani Sabba, an organization 

... ,hich sought to popularize Hindustani, a neutral fonn of 

language, met in Allahabad. Here, Zaheer soowed his 

manifesto to the three major doyens of Urdu, Maulana Abdul. 

Haq, Josh Halt habadi and Premchand. Agreeing with its 

tenets, Haq and Josh signed it. Zaheer wanted to elicit 

as wide a response as possible to his movenent and to hear 

from individuals who might be interested in organizing 

12 
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chapters of the :.IP\'/A in various cities throughout India. 

Initially, Pranchand did not favour the formation of AIPv/A 

centres in other Indian cities, he felt that the best the 

group could do was set up provincial branches. However, 

Zaheer insisted on the notion of establishing as many 

centres as possible, an idea to which Praachand eventually 

acceded. 

One of the earliest AIP\•IA centres was in Aligarh 

Muslim University. A group of s1lldents there immediately 

rallied behind the movanent, among then were_ many who later 

became major names in the progressive litera1llre in the 

decades to come - Ali Sardar Jafri, Jan Nisar Akhtar Husain 

Raipuri, Khwaja Abnad Abbas and Shahid Latif. Zaheer 

himself travelled to Amr1 tsar and Lahore to meet with 

Punjabi wr1 ters for the purpose of encouraging them to join 

the movanent. Among those whose support he enlisted were 

Fai z A tmad Fai z, Akhtar S hi rani, Sufi Gl:ulam !1ustafa 

Tabassum and Iqbal. By this time an organizing committee 

of the P\VA had been fonned. Very soon branches of the 

association were opened at Lahore, Delhi, Allahabad and 

Ali gar h. Contact was established with writers in other 

parts of India - Bombay, Poona, Calcutta, Benaras, Cawnpore 

etc. The aim was to establish a branch of the PWA in every 

literary centre of India. In Bengal, Andhra, Kerala, Bihar 

and U.P. the Association was sought to be organized on 
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provincial basis as well - the provincial centre controlling 

and directing the branches in the province as a whole. 

These attempts at grass root or provincial 

fonn3 tion are raniniscent of the way the INC and the AIKS 

were set up. The INC, founded in Decenber 1885, had many 

predecessors in the fonn of the Landholders' Society of 

1837 '(an as so cia tion of the landlords of Bengal, Bihar and 

Orissa) and the Bengal British India Society of 1843. These 

two were merged in 1851 to fonn the British India Association. 

Then there was the Madras Native As so cia tion and the Ban bay 

Association (established in 1852) and other lesser known 

clubs and associations. All were provincial or local in 

character and worked for reform of administration and the 

association of Indians with the administration. Similarly. 

though the AIKS formally came into being during the Lucknow 

and Taizpur Congress sessions, the initiative at first had 

come from Andhra, where N. G. Rang9, leader since 1933-34 of 

the Provincial Ryot' s Association for zamindari tenants, 

had been trying fran 1935 both to extend the Kisan movement 

to the other three linguistic regions of Madras Presidency, 

as well as to draw in sections of agricul "b.lral labourers. 

A South Indian Federation of Peasants and AgriOll'tllral 

Labour, started in April 1935 with Ranga as General Secretary 

and E.M. s. Nam boodripad as a Joi~t Secretary, suggested in 

its conference of 0 ctober 1935 the immediate fonna tion of 
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an All India Kisan body. The socialists took up the idea 

at their Meerut Conference in Jarruary 1936, and though 

Bihar (the other main base of the early Kisan movenent) was 

unenttrusi<-~stic at first about wrnt was feared .would be a 

rather formal unity, Sahajanand Saraswati even1llally agreed 

to preside over the first session of the AIKS in Lucknow 

in April 1936. 

The attempts at provincial fo:nnation by the 

progressive writers was encouraging enough for Zaheer to 

plan the first meeting of the AIP\·lA for 9-10 April 1936 

in Lucknow. The choice of venue was determined by the. fact 

that the Indian National Congress would be meeting there 

at the same time. Several benefits could accrue from 

having this meeting coincide w1 th that of the Lucknow 

Congress. First, it was possible that the presidential 

address to the /J..P'r'lA meeting could be given by Jawaharlal 

Nehru (this did not materialize); in addition, many of 

the people attending the Congress meeting might wish to 

attend the AIPWA conference as well, ttus ensuring an 

audience for the progressives. Given Premcharrl' s positive 

disposition to the idea of the AIPV!A, Zaheer invited him 

to give the presidential address. 

Thus, the first All-India Progressive ~lri ters' 

Conference was held at Lucknow on 9-10 April 1936. For 
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the first time in India writers from all parts of the 

country, Bengal, U.P., Punjab, Haharashtra, Gujrat, Madras 

gathered together am laid the foundation of the movenent. 

The significance of the Conference can be seen fran this 

statenent of Sajjad Zaheer: "• •• this Conference is a landmark 

in the history of our literature for the following reasons

Firstly, it was the first all India gathering of writers, 

writing in different Indian languages, rut wanting to unite 

for solving our common national cul1llral problens. Secondly, 

this Conference looked at li tera1llre not fran the point of 

view of a pedant, as something apart fran the rest of life, 

bu. t as a social product, and as such moulded and influenced 

by ~octal environment. Social convulsions did not leave 

li tera1llre alone, and therefore it was the duty of our 

writers to take account of them, to consciously help through 

their writings the forces of enlightenment and progress, to 

struggle against reaction and ignorance in whatever fonn 

they may manifest thanselves in society. Thirdly, the 

conference realised that al trough we were to produce 

literature of a ne\'1 kind, yet we were not rejecting our 

literary heritage; in fact •,ve asserted that only progressive 

wr1 ters and not pedantic reactionaries, \tiOrshipping dead 

fonns, could claim to be the true 1nheri tors of all that 

was best in our classical literature. Fourthly, we defined 

at this Conference our err ~ in the manifesto which gave 
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a minimum basis of unity for all those writers, wh::>, though 

differing in many ways, were united as far as the progressive 

writers movement was concerned." 13 Munshi Prancha.nd1 s 

Presidential address entitled "The Narure ani Purpose of 

Li terarure" 14 marked the tenor of the Lucknow conference. 

Calling the first meeting of the AIPWA a "mEmorable 

occasion in the histcry of Indian literarure", Prenchand 

stated that the Indian writers of the past had confined 

their works to a very narrow view, in tenns of both style 

and content which had led to a preoccupation w1 th language 

as an end in itself. He opined that because writers were 

depending on patrons, the literature these authors produced 

necessarily reflected the taste and mentality of toose for 

whan it was written, in this case a people in "a period of 

decline" who 11 ei ther indulged in sexual passion or lost 

thenselves in spirirualisn and renunciation." 

. n·dhen litera 1llre is dcxn ina ted by the inevl tabili ty 

of the transitoriness of the world, every word, steeped in 

frustration, obsessed with the adversity of the times and 

reflects elaborate feelings (of love), one should umerstand 

13 Sajjad Zaheer, "A Note on the Progressive \'/riters' 
Association", in Sudhi Pradhan, ed., ibid., pp. 3-4. 

14 Pran Chand, "The Narure and Purpose of Literature" 
(Presidential Address to the first meeting of the 
A.I.P. \'I.A., Lucknow, April 10, 1936), in Sudhi Pradhan, 
ed., ibid., pp. 38-L(). 
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that the nation has fallen into the grips of dullness and 

decline and has lost the will to undertake action and struggle. 

It has closed its eyes to the high aims of life arrl has lost 

the capacity to discern and understand the world." 

According to Prenchand, the writers of the past 

were not concerned with the "capacity to dis cern and un:lel\

stand the world", instead, t~y "created frcm imagina t1on 

and worked into it any sort of arbitrary spell they wished". 

"The sole purpose of these writings was to entertain and to 

satisfy our lust for the amazing. It was a delusion to think 

that literature had any connection with life; a story was a 

story and life was life; both these considered contradictory 

to each other. 

individualisn. 

Poets were also dcxninated by the notion of 

The ideal of love satisfied lust and that of 

beauty contented the eyes. Poets exhibited the splendour of 

their brilliance and imagination in depicting those elaborate 

feelings." 

Prencha.n.d differs radically from such a view and 

stresses that "only that creation will be called literature 

'"hich describes some truth in a maillre, refined and graceful 

language ~~awa, and which has the quality of affectine 

the head and heart. And this quality is acquired by 

literature only when the truths and experiences of life are 

expressed in it." Litera illre, for him, is best defined as 

"the cri tici sn of life; whether in the form of an essay, 
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story or poens, the chief function of li tera1llre is to present 

an honest and critical view of life." The operative words here 

are "function" and "honest". That literature should have a 

"function" implies a basically utilitarian view. Premchand 

declares this tenet explici u~ "I. do not hesitate to say 

that I also measure art with the rod of usefulness." "That 

literature which does not rouse our good taste, does not 

provide us with a spiritual and mental sa tis faction, does not 

produce activity and strength in us, which does not awaken our 

life for the beautiful, which does not produce in us resolution 

and the detennination to achieve victory over difficulties, 

that 11 terature is useless today; it does not deserve to be 

called literature. " 

Prencband states tmt in the past religion was the 

basis of man's spiritual and moral civilization. It functioned 

through fear and temptation, with issues of piety and sin 

as its weapons. But now li tera1llre has nullified this 

function of reli gi.on by inspiring "a sense of the aesthetic" 

and a "sense of justice". This points towards progress and 

the improvanent of the human condition. 

In this context, Prenchand points out that the name 

'Progressive Writers Association• is a misnomer because, 

"A litterateur or an artist is, by nature, progressive. He 

probably would not have been a litterateur if this were not 
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his nature. He feels inadequacy inside as well as outside 

himself. He must remain restless in order to fulfil this 

deficiency. He does not perceive the individual and society 

in those conditions of happiness and freedom in which he 

wants to see than in his imagination. For this reason, he 

always feels dissatisfied w1 th the present mental and social 

conditions. He wants to end these dis f§lsting conditions so 

that the world would become a better place to live in and 

die in. This aneuish and this feeling keep his heart and 

his brain alive." 

Prenchand further elaborates on what he believes 

"progress" to mean: "By progress we mean that si1uation which 

generate the firmness and capacity to perform duty, which 

shows us our degradation, which soows us that, due to various 

internal and external causes, we have reached this condition 

of death am decline and must strive to remove thea." In such 

progress there is no place for idiosyncrasy or personality: 

"To give importance to egoisn and individual perspective is, 

in our profession, a thing which leads us to dullness, 

degradation, and carelessness. And such art is not useful 

to us, either individually or collectively." 

Premchand asserts that to progress is to change. 

We have to change our standards of beauty. To do this, 

the writer has to turn away fran the rich and privileged 

towards the common man as the subject of his writing. 
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Otherwise art \tlill continue to mean "worship of form, word 

scheme and novel similes." In such art there is, "no 

ideal, no lofty purpose of life. Worship, .renunciation 

spiri tualisn and retreating fran the world are its most 

exalted imagination." It is only when this stan:lard of 

beauty will change, will feelings of idealism, courage and 

self- sacrifice also emerge. n 

Prenchand also makes a call for political i.mprovEJDent 

as well as moral ani aesthetic progress: 11I t (beauty) will not 

stay confined to one class. Its flight will not be limited 

by the four walls of the garden rut will h:'lve the entire 

universe at its disposal. Then we shall not tolerate base 

taste; we will gird our loins and dig its grave. Then we 

will not be ready to tolerate that state of affairs in which 

thousands of people are slaves to a few; then and only then 

will we bring into being a constitution which will not be in 

contradiction to beauty, good taste, self-respect, and 

humaneness." 

In drawing his speech to a close, Premchand notes 

that the PWA has entered this "field of duty with some 

principles". These principles are, first, a basic view 

vis-a- vis literature in which content is more important than 

form: "It does not want literature to remain a slave of 

wine and glamour. It claims to make li tera1llre a message 

and a song of action and advenrure. It is not much concerned 
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with lan~age. " •••• The writer who wants to please the rich 

accepts the style of the rich; the writer woo writes for the 

common people writes in the common language. Our purpose is 

to produce such an atmosphere in this country wherein unsophis

ticated literature can be created and developed." 

The second major aim of the association was to 

establish literary centres throughout the country, in all the 

various vernacular languages, in which there would be extensive 

give and take between and among manbers. Through such 

activity Irrlia would come to possess the intellectual 

atmosphere in which there would be "the birth of a new epoch 

in literature. Such li tera1llre would possess the fundamental 

quality of great literature "dignified through the breath of 

freedom, beauty, and clarity of style, and a clear reflection 

of the CCJll and bustle of life, the heart of truth. It must 

give us a goal; it must make us alive; it must make us 

think." In his concluding statanent Prenchand anphasizes 

that this new literature "should not put us to sleep, for 

further slumber will mean death. 11 

This Presidential address of Premchand emphasized 

the question foranost in the minds of the delegates - what 

did progressivism in literature mean? It was felt that the 

search for an all-embracing definition was futile as 

progressivism meant different things at different times 
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depending on the eve~changing historical conditions. But 

careful literary analysis and criticism would always reveal 

the "temency" of certain literature and the sympathies of 

certain authors. All tendencies towards sympathy w1 th reaction, 

feudal superstitions, imperialism, fascism, imperialist 

aggression and war were condenned as non-progressive and 

therefore to be attacked and rooted out. All tendencies 

towards irrationalism, introversion, se~perversion, 

obsession with the fate of the individual as against society 

as a whole or dreams of an irrevocable golden age or a neve!'-

to- bs- realised fu "tllre were regarded as indirect allies of 

reaction as they detracted from positive resistance, activity 

and struggle. 

':that this progressivism entailed was clearly defined 

by Mahnuduzzafar in the journal 1 Towards Progressive 

Li tera1llre1 - "The first step toward progressivism therefore, 

is the realisation that ·there are antagonistic forces in 

society, forces of conservetion and forces of change; the 

second step is the coming into the closest possible contact 

with these forces; the third is the representqtion of these 

forces through the aesthetic medium; the fourth step is the 

complete identification \0/i th the forces making for change and 

the alignnent of the aesthetic medium of these forces." 15 

The headway made at the first AIPWA Conference is 

evident from the resolution passed at Lucknow on April 10, 1936. 

15 t-1 ahnudduzzafar, "!ntellec"tllals and Cultural Reaction" 
in Sud hi Pradban, ed., ibid., p. 70, 
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Foremost amongst then was the adoption of the Manifesto of 

the P't!A. 
16 The I•1anifesto noted that radical changes were 

taking place in Indian society. "Indian li tera"b..lre, since 

the breakdown of classical culture ••• has tried to find a 

refuge fran reality in baseless spiritualisn and reality" 

in the process becaning "anaenic in body and mind" and 

adopting "a rigid fonnali311 and a banal and perverse 

ideology". 

It was the duty of Irxiian writers "to give 

expression to the changes taking place in Indian life and 

to assist spirit of progress in the country by introducing 

scientific rationalism in li tera1llre" and by developing "an 

attitude of literary cri ticisn" which would "discourage the 

general reactionary and revivalist tend~ncies on questions 

like family, religion, sex, war and society and to combat 

literary trends reflecting communalism, racial antagonism, 

sexual libertinisn and exploitation of man by man. •• we 

believe that the new literature of India must deal with the 

basic problens of our existence today- the problans of 

hunger and poverty, social backwardness and political 

subjection. All that drags us down to passivity, inaction 

and un-reason we reject as reactionary. All that arouses 

in us the critical spirit, which examines insti "b..lt1ons and 

16 Manifesto of the Progressive \'lri ters' Association as 
reproduced in Sud hi Pradhan, ed., ibid., pp. 74-77. 
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customs in the light of reason, which helps us to act, to 

organise ourselves to transfonn, we accept as progress! ve." 

The aims and objectives of the Association were 

enumerated as: 

( 1) To establish organization of writers to correspond to 

the various linguistic zones of India and to co-ordinate 

their activities by holding conferences and by publishing 

litera rure; 

( 2) To fom branches of the Association in all important 

towns of India; 

( 3) To produce and to translate li tera'blres of a progressive 

na'blre, to fight cul-tural reaction, and in this way to 

further the cause of India's freedom ani social 

re generation; 

( 4) To protect the interests of progressive authors; 

(5) To fight for the right of free expression of thought 

and opinion. 

The second resolution was on the question of 

freed an of thought and expression. It strongly protested 

against the restrictions placed by the Governnent on the 

freedom of thought and expression by p~ulgating repressive 

Press Laws, Custms Act and Criminal Law Amendment Act • 

This was seen as a serious attack on the free cu1 tural 

development of the country. 

• 

The third resolution was on the issue of war -

"We consider that collectively and individually we stand in 
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the ranK's of toose who are striving to b.lild a new social 

order based on equality, freedan and peace, and as such 

we cannot rut protest against the ant1-cul1llral forces of 

fascism and militarism. We declare that war is a brutality 

and is a serious menace to l:uman culture and progress. 

Further we resolve to strive to help the forces of 

international peace and such national aspirations as are 

consistent with them." 

The fourth resolution was regarding the rights of 

students to freely develop their organizations, journals and 

general movement and to have the freedom to express 

themselves on all social and political subjects. Through 

its fifth resolution the conference extended its greetings 

to the Peace Conference to be convened at Geneva in September, 

under the presidents hip of M. Roman Rolland. 

This Lucknow Conference also adopted a constiilltion 

for the AIPWA detailing its name, aims and objects am the 

composition of an All-India Committee which was to be known 

as the Executive Committee. This was to elect a General 

Secretary and three or four other persons to carry out the 

routine work of the All-India Com.rni ttee. It was to work 

..for the opening of Branches of the P1,•/A in all parts of 

India. 

It is interesting to note that the educated middle 

class and the intelligentsia which came forward to fonn the 
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AIPWA were from different ideological mainstreams. There 

··,ere Freudians, Iv1arxists, Socialists, Gand hians, Anarchists, 

Bohemians, and Individualists. From the ideological 

viewpoint this organization was not a compact unit. One 

could however see that it was mostly the educated middle 

class left-oriented youth which came forward to participate 

in this movement. Besides then amongst the established 

intellectllals and litterateurs one could discern a kind of 

ideological polarization beginning to take place. Therefore 

sane people started supporting the organization while the 

others opposed it. The PVTA was able to win over the 

sympathies and support of Premchand, Pant, Nirala, K.A. 

Abbas, Majaj, Dinkar, Navin, Vrindavan Lal Venna, Faiz, 

Manto, Sahir, Iqbal, Ravindra, Benipuri, 'Prabhat•, Anchal, 

Narendra Shanna, Suman etc. Ttus, "This progressive 

movement was a spectrum of different shades of political and 

literary opinions with Prsnchand, a co~firmed believer in 

Gandhism at one end, and Sajjad Zaheer, a confirmed Marxists, 

at the other end. In between there '"ere various other 

shades includine non- confonnists, but every· one of then 

interested in the freedom- of too country and glory of 

literature. " 17 

':I hat •11as it that brought these diverse trends 

and people together on a common platform. Bhisham Sahan1 

points out that despite their obvious differences the members 

17 Ali Sardar Jafri, "Progressive Movement and Urdu Poetry". 
paper presented a· the Urdu Conference, 1982, Toronto, ' 
Canada, p. 2. 
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and sympathizers of the P\'/A were canpletely united on three 

issues. The first was the question of opposition to 

imperialism and the struggle for national independence. Many 

progressive poets and wr-1 ters actually participated in the 

freedom strugeJ.e. Of them, Ali Sardar Jafri says, "They 

were the poets of a country where great patriots had mounted 

the gallows reciting poetry with pround defiance, like Ram 

Prasad Bismil who immortalised these lines of a poet from 

Bihar of the same pen name-

' Sarfaroshi Ki tamanna ab h3mare dil mein hai, 

Dehkna hai zore ki tna baazoo- e-qaatil mein hai. 

Rahrav-~raah.-e-muh3bbat rah na jaana raah mein 

Lazzat- e- sehra navardi doori.- e-manzil m ein hai.' 

- Bisnil Azimabadi 

(We are prepared to sacrifice our head, 

Let us see the power of the executioner's am. 

Do not linger behind, 0 traveller of the path of love, 
18 

The pleasure of wandering in the desert lies in its distances). 

The second issue pointe<;! out by Bhisham Sahani 

was the concern with the creation of a just social order. 

Not only had India to be liberated from the shackles of 

imperialisn and British rule but also fran the yoke of 

feudalisn, exploitation, poverty and inequality. In this 

18 I bid. , p. 1 • 
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context it would be relevant to talk about Premchand' s 

novel 'Prenasann' which is often referred to as "not only 

the first novel in Hindi to focus on the plight of the 

Indian peasantry, but also the first to make contemporary 

historical reality 1 ts subject rna tter. 1119 Both the central 

thane (a revolt of peasants against their zamin:iar) and the 

main motifs connected with it· (opposition to the zamindar 

system, the call to build a new society, the ideal of 

·trusteeship, the meti:X>d of non.. cooperation) were highly 

topical, directly reflecting the events and the evolving 

political discourse of the day. 

The third issue according to Bhisham Sahani, was 

the need for maintaining 11n1{S w1 th one's own culrural 

heritage. Various trends were being brought together and 

it was essential that the relationship w1 th the traditional 

humanist Indian toought was to be maintained, This was 

essentially a question of deciding one's attitude to the 

past. It was not to be a narrow sectarian one but a broader 

tn.unani tartan atti illde. In the later nineteenth cen'b.try the 

freedan struggle had developed a kind of Hindu character. 

As T. G, Jacob renarks: "The national movement at that time, 

19 Karine Schomer, "Prem Chand' s 'Premasram', Gandhisn 
and the Imagination - A Review Article", Journal of 
South Asian Li teraillre, op, cit,, p. 86. 
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was dominantly Hindu in colour, it was 1 ed by the Hindu 

middle class leaders. The nationalism of that period, 

therefore, expressed itself is the garb of Hindi ideology. 

The idea that India is one nation trus became inextricably 

interwoven with ideas depicting the one-ness of India in 

Hindu religious and cultural imagery. nal In the twentieth 

century a more secular approach to the freedom struggle was 

noticed. The stress was not on the concept of the Hindu 

rashtra but on a composite culture. A national outlook was 

being developed and many of the fossilized custans and 

social evils like the caste systen, sati, purdah, 

untouchability etc. were being rejected. A lead to this 

was given by Gandhi and the progressive litterateurs too 

dealt with than. They were interested .in changing the social 

behaviours and patterns through their writings. For example, 

one can take I snat Chugtai' s story 1 Lihaf''. This was very 

critical of the Muslim middle class and especially took up 

the problems of wanan... education, marriage and exploi tat1on. 

In the literary field a convergence on criticality and 

creativity came about despite heterogeneity. This will be 

taken up in the next chapter. 

2:> T. G. Jacob, "The Evolution of the Communal. Question" 
in T. G. Jacob, ed., National Question in India - CPI 
Documents, 1942-47 (Odyssey Press, New Delhi, 1988), 
p. 38. 
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Despite the concurrence on these three basic 

issues it was obvious that such a heterogeneous association 

would have its own internal problSDs of organization, The 

question before the P1.·TA was whether it should beccme a non

principled United Front in order to make the progressive 

literary movenent more widespread, Ram Billas Shanna 

throws light on this problan: "The biggest problen for 

this movement has been the problen of unity between the 

writers influenced byMarxism arrl the other nationalists and 

popular writers, It is a historic truth that the progressive 

literary movement has been influenced by· Marxism, On the 

one hand we have li tera"b..lre influenced by Marxism and on 

the other hand li teratllre uninfluenced by Marxism (rut 

nationalist and popular at the same time) and it is essential 

for our culture and society that both the kirrls of literature 

and litterateurs unite.n 21 The attempts made by the 

journals 'Hans' , 'Rupabh', 'Sangharsh' etc. with a view of 

making a widespread People' s Front of the folarxist and 

no~I1arxists writers were quite appreciable, Besides this 

the trem of calling the non.-Harxist writers to the 

conferences of the Marxist writers was contirrued, In those 

days nearly all the major poets of "Chhayavad1122 were 

21 Ram Billas Shanna, 'Pragatisheel Sahi tya Ki Samasyayen•, 
As -1uoted in Rekha Awasthi, op, g1 t,, p, 30. Free 
translation, 

22 The Chhayavadis could be compared to the Gennan or 
English Romanticists, though the mood of the former 

-I-
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associated with this progressive movement. Besides thSB 

Amri tlal Nagar Suman, Dinkar, Narendra Sharma, Anchal, 

P:=thadi, Neni Chandra Jain, Narinarayan Vyaas, Bharat 

Btushan Aggan:al, Girija Kumar, Ashk, Krishna Chander, 

Balraj Sahani, Sankar Shailendra, RamBillas Shanna, Yashpal, 

Rangey Raghav, Shivdan Singh Chauhan, Muktibodh, Amri t Rai, 

Shripat Rai etc. became supporters or sympathizers of the 

movenent. It would be irrelevant to question as to who 

all renained indisciplined from the organizational viewpoint. 

At that time on the level of literary creativity three main 

trends were developing - Critical realism, Revolutionary 

Romanticisn and Socialist Realisn. Chandrabali Singh has 

commented on this -- "The progressive movement was a result 

of our national awakening and socialist ideology. It was 

but na1llral that it would contain varied viewpoints and 

different forms and levels of class consciousness. Through 

the medium of this dialectical reaction the progressive 

movement developed, our litterateurs learnt to grasp life 

more deeply am realism became the mainstrecm of our 

litterateures. In this process many writers gave a 

revolutionary bend to their reformist, capitalist and 

humanist viewpoints. u 23 But another aspect started developing 

was different. It was nur'b..lring a vague and dreamy 
kind of utopian socialism or idealistic humanism. 
Famous Chhayavadis were Pant and Nirala. 

23 'Swadhinta• November 1967, 'Pragativad-Punamulyankar 
aur nai disha'. As quoted in Rekha Awasthi, .212· _ill., 
p. 31. Free t mslation. 
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internally fran this a ttenpt at unity. In the bid to make 

the moven ent all pervasive the struggle against anti-Marxis·t 

and Freudian tendencies, the superstitutions of traditional 

vie\'lpoints, naturalism, anarchisn etc. slackened. 

Where the AlP'fiA was able to win over the support 

and sympathy of many it had also to face stiff opposition 

fran other quarters. First and foremost was fran the British 

Governnent which looked upon the fonnation of this organization 

with suspicion. In a circular, called the "Halle~s 

circular", issued on 7 Septanber 1936 it cautioned the local 

goverrunents about this organization. It stated that tlx>ugh 

the aims of the association were "innocuous" it had "• •• 

close contacts >tJi th organizations and individuals who are 

in some cases avowed and active communists and in others 

are advocate of policies akin to toose of the canmunists." 

This was seen as "a typical example of the methods now 

being pursued by communists in all countries in accordance 

with the current policy of the Communist International. This 

· method is for a few convinced and trained Communists to 

establish contacts with all sorts of organizations and 

societies having interest in 1ntellec1llal, cul1llral ,and 

social subjects with the object of spreading communistic 

ideas and gaining converts". 24 Therefore its development 

24 Hallet's Circular. File No. 7/9/36, Home/Political, 
1936. (P.C. Joshi Archives, Jawaharlal Nehru 
Uni verst ty). 
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was to be watched with sane suspicion. 

The main challenge to the progressive movenent came 

from the manbers of the 1 Hindi Sah1 tya Sammelan' and fran 

Hindu conservatisn. The Hindi Sah1 tya Sammelan was an 

organization of writers which through its platforms and 

literary centres \'las advocating and encouraging canmunal and 

revivalist tendencies. It was putting up a strong opposition 

towards all the new expressions and creative innovations of 

contenporary li teraillre. It was full of what Nehru called 

11 the intricate and ornate language that was customary in 

Hindi writing, full of difficult Sanskrit words, artificial 

and clinging to ancient forms". Ne~ goes on to say, "I 

ventured to suggest that this courtly style, addressed to a 

select audience, should be given up, and Hindi writers should 

deliberately write for the masses and in language understood 

by then. Mass contacts would g1 ve new life and sincerity to 

the language, and the writers thansel ves ~uld catch sane 

of the emotional energy of the mass and do far better 

work. n 25 Moreover, it was not placing the regional languages 

and dialects on an equal footing w1 th its literature. It 

was following a policy of Hindi 1mperialisn whereby it held 

Hindi as suprene amongst all the languages. At the 

ideological level not only the Hindi Sahi tya Sammelan rut 

25 Jawaharlal Nehru, An Autobio~Taohy (Jawaharlal Ne~ 
H enorial Fund, Oxford Univers tY Press, 1986), p. 456. 
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also the old guards of li teraillre and old fashioned publi

shers were giving encouragenent to the terxlencies of 
a..t 

tradi tionism, rev1valisn arxl conservatism. Nehru had also 
" 

protested against this culillral imperialism and conservatiSD. 

This can be seen in his cri tici~ of the poet• s imagination 

of India as 'BharatMata•: "It is curious how one cannot 

resist the tendency to give an anthropomorphic fonn to a 

country. Such is the force of habit and early as so cia tion. 

India becomes 'Bharat Mata•, Hother India, a beautiful lady, 

very old but ever youthful in appearance, sad- eyed and 

forlorn, cruelly treated by aliens and outsiders, and 

calling upon her children to protect her. Some such 

picture rouses the enotions of hundreds of thousands ani 

drives then to action and sacrifice. And yet India is in 

the main the peasant and the worker, not beautiful to look 

at, for poverty is not beautiful. Does the beautiful lady 

of our 1m a gina t1on represent the bare-bodies and· bent workers 

in the fields and factories? Or the small group of those 

who have from ages past crushed the masses and exploited 

then, imposed cruel customs on then and made many of then 

even untouchable'? \'le seek to cover truth by the creaillres 

of our imaginations and endeavour to escape fran reality 

to a world of dreams." 26 

The language policy followed by the communal 

conservatists was the chief challenge which the P'~/A had to 

26 Jawaharlal Nehru, ibid., p. 431. 
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face, In opposition to Pranchand, Gandhi and Nehru' s den and 

for Hindi-Urdu unity, the Hindi Sahi tya Sammelan in 1937 

(under the Presidentship of Purushottam Das Tandon) and in 

1939 gave a severe blow to the denand for 'Hindustani' (this 

stressed on Hindi-Urdu unity and demanded a common script 

. for the two). The Benaras Sahi tya Sammelan under the 

leadership of Pandi t Madan r'.oha.n 11alviya also expressed the 

viewpoint of Hindu orthodoxy and rutteressed the idea of 

separatisn be~.,een Hindi and Urdu. The PWAs reaction to 

this has been well expressed by Shivdan Singh Chauhan -

"Fran the beginning the progressives supported Hindustani on 

the question of the national language, For this support 

they got inspiration from three things. Firstly, they 

considered Hindustani as a symbol of Hindu-l1usl1m unity. 

And since they wanted to s~y away from ccxnmunalism they 

thought that taking sides with either Hindi and Urdu would 

be communal, Secondly, this provided than with a simple 

solution to the question of the national lang.~ age, Thirdly, 

prominent Hindi and Urdu writers had cane together in an 

organization. Therefore, it was more than necessary not to 

take sides with either Hindi or Urdu but to stress on the 

unity of their historical traditions, u'Zl 

27 Shivdan Singh Chauhan • Sahi tya ki Samasyayen•. As 
ouoted in Rekha Awastbi, op, cit,, p. 25, Free 
trans la ti on. 
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Therefore, sive move:nent had to provide 

popular solutions to the ques of language, culture an:l 

nationality a1~ had to fulfil historical responsibility 

of fighting ag:1inst Hindu and slim communalism. 

That it did so is e ent if one goes through the 

report of the Second All India regressive 'rlri ters• Conference 

held at Calcutta on the 24th 25th of Decenber 1938. The 

proceedings of the conference gan ~nth an address by 

Rabindra Nath Tagore in '"hich e recounted the causes of the 

downfall of Eastern Culture - he habit of clinging to the 

past has lead to endless miser and humiliation and in course 

of time the impact of the v/est estroyed our civilization, 

uprooted the culture that bad ce spread into the remotest 

villages. Sitting at the feet f foreign scoool masters we 

grew more and more convinced t t our powerlessness and 

ignorance vtere inherent and t our destiny was to wear the 

chains of stupidity. 11
28 

The first session of the conference concluded with 

four resolutions: 

(1) On the sacred duty of all s e who love culrure "to 

align themselves with those forces in our country 

which are fighting for the political enancipation of 

28 • National Front' , 8 January 1939. As reproduced in 
50 Years of P"':/A, Souvenir of Golden Jubilee Celebrations, 
1986, p. 55. . 
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India and to help through their writings and moral and 

material forces at their disposal the struggle for 

freedom of the Indian people, n29 

( 2) On the solidarity of progressive writers of India with 

the writers and artists of the world who are fighting 

against reaction, fascism and imperialism, It declared 

that "the progressive writers of India stand in the 

ranks of those who are striving against all odds to 

ruild a new social order based on equality, freedom and 

peace and that they shall strive against the anti

cultural forces of fascism and militarism".30 

( 3) Protest against restriction on freed em of speech in 

certain Provinces and Indian State, and the ban against 

entry of progressive li terarure in the country impos eel 

by the Governnent of India in the fo:nn of Sea Custan 

Act or special notifications, 

( 4) Need for eschewing commun3.lism, sectarianisn, and reaction 

from the syllarus of education shortly to be introduced 

by the Provincial Government, And support to the idea 

of making basic Hindustani a compulsory subject in all 

primary schools all over India, It requested the Indian 

Nati.onal Congress to appoint a canpetent committee to 

chalk out a plan- fo·r this purpose. 

29 New Indian Li terarure, No, 1, 1939. As reproduced in 
Sudhi P rad&an; ed,, op, cit,, p, 102, 

30 Ibid,, p. 103, 
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The second session started with a discussion on 

the crisis in 01l1llre initiated by Professor Hiren Mukherjee 

who showed how culrure was threatened by Fascism. He quoted 

the familiar phrase of the Nazi dramatist Jolst- 11 \•lhen I 

hear the word culrure I cock my revolver. n31 In the opinion 

of Professor Mukherjee the ·writers and artists who are on the 

side of the workers and peasants will, of necess1 ty, find 

that they must forge out of their art a sword for use in the 

struggle. 

One of the papers read out in the third session 

was on "The Problans of Hindustani" by Dr Abdul Aleen. He 

opined that unfor1unately the deep rooted prejudices for 

or against Urdu or Hindi clouded the fact that the basic 

language was Hindus tan1 and Urdu and Hindi were only two 

1i terary fonns. The division of Hindustani which means Hirxli 

and Urdu is chiefly due to the use of different scripts. 

The ~olut1on commonly suggested is that both thse scripts 

should be taught to everyone. But this would make the 

problen of mass education very difficult. Dr Aleen made out 

a case for the adoption of the Ranan script, suitably adopted 

to the needs of Hindustani and he went on to suggest that 

only the AIPWA could handle the controversy to propose a 

more constructive plan - "It is we who want that 1i terarure 

should have the closest touch w1 th the masses. It is for 

31 I bid., p. 104. 
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us to make the language and the script easy enough for the 

masses to learn. We want to keep li tera'b.lre clear of 

communalisn and racial antagonism. So it is our duty to 

evolve a common language and a common script. Let us not 

shirk it. n 32 

At its secon:i. conference the PWA also adopted a 

consti 'b.ltion which further clarified the aims and objects 

of the association as -

( 1) To produce ani to translate li tera1llre of a progressive 

na'b.lre. 

{2) To fight cultural reaction and in this way further the 

cause of Indian Freedom and social regeneration. 

( 3) To bring Literature and Art into closest touch with 

the people and the actualities of life. 

( 4) To develop an atti 'b.lde of literary cr1 ticism which will 

discourage the reactionary and revivalist tendencies am 

will encourage the spirt t of progress. 

{ 5) To fight for the right of free expression of opinion 

and to protect the interest of progressive wr1. ters. 3.3 

In the meantime the world siblation had worsened. 

In Europe Fascisn was fast snerg1ng as a political 
s 

philosophy with an expanionist programme of aggression in ,... 

Ethiopia, Spain, Austria and Czechoslovakia. Fascist 

32 50 Years of PWA, op. cit., p. 57. 

33 SudhiPradhan, ed.~ op. cit., p. 79. 
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trends were also developing in Japan and in 1937 imperialist 

Japan attacked China. The Second World War broke out in 

Septe:nber 1939 when Nazi Germany invaded Poland in pursuance 

of Hi tler• s schene for Ge:nnan expansion. Britain and France, 

which had tried their best to placate Hitler, were forced 

to go to Poland' s aid. The Government of India immediately 

joined the war without consulting the National Congress or 

the elected manbers of the Central Legisla'b.lre. 

The INC gave the slogan of "Na ek pai, Na ek bhai" 

(not one pai nor a brother for the Imperialist war). But 

because of their strong anti-fascist feelings they were 

willing to participate in the war if the British government 

would declare in unequivocal tenns its war· aims as regards 

democracy, imperialism and the new order. The British 

refused to accept any de:nand for the transfer of substantial 

power to the Indian people and the Congress ordered its 

ministers to resign. In October 19L() Gandhi g;1ve the call 

for a limited satyagraha by a few selected individuals 

(limited, so as not to embarass Britain's war efforts by a 

mass upheaval in India). The various political parties -

the INC, the Muslim League, the Forward Block and the CSP 

were united in their opposi t1on to India's participation in 

the Second World War. 

Two major changes in· \I,Orld politics occurred 

during 1941. Having occupied Poland, Belgium, Holland, 
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Norway and France in the west as well as most of Eastern 

Europe, Nazi Gennany attacked the soviet Union on 22 June 

1941. On 7 December Japan attacked the American fleet at 

Pearl Harbour. It quickly overran the Philippines, Indo

China, Indonesia, Malaya arxi Bunna. This brought the war to 

India' s door- step. 

The British Government now desperate for India's 

co-operation sent to India in March 1942 a mission headed 

by Sir Stafford Cripps to negotiate on the question. But 

the demand of the Congress for the immediate transfer of 

effective power to Indians was rejected. The failure of 

the Cripps Mission anbi ttered the people of India. The 

Congress on 8 Au~st passed the 'Quit India' Resolution and 

started a non-violent mass struggle under Gandhi's leadership 

to achieve this aim. Before the movement could gain momen1um 

the Governnent struck hard and on 9 August arrested Gandhi 

and other Congress leaders and the INC was declared illegal. 

Such wide- scale and intense repression had not been seen in 

the country since the Revolt of 1857. 

Till Germany had attacked Soviet Russia, the 

Communists had looked upon the war as an Imperialist war 

and had opposed India' s participation in it. But with the 

Nazi aggression on the Soviet Union in June 1941 the 

Communists declared it as "People's \var". They felt that 

in the given si 'b.lation India's non-participation in the war 

.,..,,1ld be indirectly helping Fascism. Therefore they were 
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in .favour of stalling the struggle against British Govern

ment for sane time and supporting its war efforts against 

Fascign. This stand of the CPI accen1llated the split in 

the Anti-Imperialist United Front, started inside the CSP 

in which both Communists and independent Socialists worked 

together. Serious differences had cropped up after 

Subhas Chandra Bose's re-election as the Congress President 

in 1939. Although entire left forces in India voted for 

him the CSP renained neutral when the Rightists launched 

their offensive in the Tripuri session of the INC to remove 

Bpse. By March 19l(), the Communists had been expelled fran 

the CSP. Sajjad Zaheer the first general secretary of the 

P\'lA was also a joint secretary of the CSP. He and K. T. 

Chandi of the Bombay Branch of the CSP were among the 

expelled members together with E.M.s. Namboodiripad, P. Ram 

Murthy and P. Sundarayya. 

\1/i th this in mind they did not participate in the 

Quit India movenent. The menbers of the INC, the followers 

of Subhash Chandra Bose and the socialists saw this role 

of the CPI as traitorous and untrue to the national movanent. 

This changed attirude of the CPI was looked upon with 

fa-.;our by the British Government and the party was declared 

legp.l in 1941. In pursuance of this policy the CPI did not 

participate in the Quit India movenent. 

The beginning of the Second World yfar, the varying 

viewpoints of the different parties, the Fascist invasion of 
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soviet Russia, the changing atti"tllde of the Communists to 

the war, the J.ui t India Hovement and the splits that 

developed in the national mova:nent - all this had an impact 

on the progressive writers movenent. According 1D Sud hi. 

Pradhan: "• •• in the first phase of the Second World War, 

i, e. in 1939-41, the Marxist Culillral movenent had a set

back due to disruptive activities of a section of the Left, 

with the active connivance of the Right, with Jawaharlal 

sitting on the fence w1 th uneasy conscience. "34 As a result 

of this there ~~s an absence of activities on the part of 

the PVIA between 1939 an:l 1942, For this reason no all 

India Conference of the PV/A could be held in this period. 

Ram Billas Shanna holds the view that the role of the CPI 

in this complex sima tion \>~as faulty and because of it a 

kind of incoherence developed in the progressive writers 

movement. The manbers and sympathizers of the CPI within 

the movenent now got isola ted from the other non- canmunist 

but nationalist and popular writers. This was because from 

the beginning of the Second 1;'/orld 1:/ar the communists had 

expressed their hostility towards imperialism but were now 

only stressing on the anti-Fascist aspect of their 

struggle. 3S It would be interesting to note that no 

34 Ibid,, p. xiv. 

35 Ram Billas Sha.nna, "Praga•tisheel Sahi tya ki Samasyayen'. 
As quoted in Rekha Awasthi, op, cit., p, 39. Free 
translation, 
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creative work on the Quit India Movanent of 1942 cane forth 

frcm the active manbers of the PWA. Rajiv Saxena (the 

present general secretary of the movanent) ranarks that not 

a single eood novel was written on the Quit India Movement 

except perhaps for Yashpal' s • Deshdrohi' which in any way 

is almost a caricarure and not a tribute to the movement. 

But poets like Dinkar, Navin, Nirala, Milind, Prabhat etc., 

did write on it. Nirala' s poem 'Na aye veer Jawaharlal', 

shows the leaderless state of the country w1 th the Congress 

leaders including Nehru in jail, after the 1942 moven ent. 

"Kaise bJm bach paaye nihate, bahate gp.ye hamare jathe, 

Raah dekhtae hain bhannain, na aaye veer Jawaharlal • .,36 
• 

(Defenceless, how did we escape? Our groups were swept 

aside. \ve are confused an:i wait for direction but brave 

Jawaharlal does not come). 

In 1942 no attempt ,.as made to strengthen the 

movenent from this viewpoint. But at this time the PWA was 

active on t\'10 main fronts - first, developing a united anti

Fascist front of the writers and second, to bring people 

together on the issue of the Bengal famine of 1942-43. 

On behalf of the PWA the first Anti-Fascist 

Writers Conference was called in March 1942 in Delhi. This 

36 Suryakant Tripathi Nirala, 11 Raaa:;Viraaf" (Lokbharathi · 
Prakashan, Allahabad, 1979), p. 23. ree translation. 
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is also referred to as the Third Conference of the PWA 

Ageye was choosen the President and Sajjad Zaheer the 
A 

General Secretary, The resolutions this Conference passed 

were in the name of the All India Anti-Fascia t \vri ters 

Co~erence (Delhi 1942). The resolution was very lengthy 

but we can pinpoint some of the important parts: 

"~,·Te Indian writers have no cordial relations wi tb. 

Fascisn, Fascism is not an unknown enany, To 1llrn a blirxi 

eye to the essentially ant1-rul1llral elanents of Fascis 

would be to make one a prey to a merciless aggressor, In 

today' s world the victory of Fascisn would be like the 

beginning of the Dark Ages and to avoid this peril the 

Imian people have to perform their duty, They would have 

to be one with the brave citizens of the Soviet Union, the 
ou 

courages Chinese nation and the Anti-Fascist populace of ,. 
the world, We are the sentinals of our great and 

invaluable cultural legacy, It is our duty to protect it 

from the Fascist spoiler. Through our creative works we 

can help strengthen the minds of our people against Fascisn, 

~le should reach the people through our books, pamphlets, 

radio, cinena, songs and theatre, It is our duty to cane 

forward to the call of our nation and to keep the fire of 

freedaa and culture ever smouldering. n37 

37 Sahi tya ki Samasyayen. As quoted in Rekha Awasthi, 
oo. cit,, p, /..(), 
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The COOl1llunis ts had made a mistake by not joining 

the Quit India Movenent. To canpensate for this and to keep 

intact the entity of the P\'lA as a people' s movE!Ilent, its 

manbers and sympathizers started a movanent opposing the 

repressive policies of the British Government. The 1942 

stirring had been in a way a spontaneous uprising of the 

people. The British Government had come down very heavily 

on all those who had taken part in it. Therefore the anti

Fascist movement was widened to include within it opposition 

to the repressive policies of the government. The resolution 

of the September 1942 P1:TA Conference o! the Benaras branch 

stated: "Though we are not all politicians, nor do we 

follow one political ideology, yet we are saddened by the 

incidents happening all round us. We specially protest 

against the curbs put on the freedan of thought and expression 

and the restrictions put on the newspapers •••• Taking away 

the rights of the citizens in this manner has created a great 

c:ul 'b..lral calamity in the country. For us intellec'b..lals this 

is a subject of serious thought. n38 

In the October issue of • Hans• 39 there \tiB.s an 

appeal published by the PWA against repression and Fascism. 

38 • Hans•, October 1942. As quoted in Rekha Awasthi, 
op. cit,, p. 41. 

39 Fran the very beginning the journal 'Hans• under the 
editors hip of Prem Chand and K.M. Munshi was the main 
mouth-piece of the progressive movenent. The proceedings 
of each and every conference and meeting of the PWA were 
faithfully reported and published in the journal. 
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There was also a protest against the arrest of writers 

and artists and an immediate denand for their release. 

There was also an entreaty to the various forces of the 

country to unite and join the great anti-Fascist struggle 

which was being conducted under the leadership of the Soviet 

stalwart Stalinl() whose role in forging a treaty of 

friendship with the Nazis is now denounced by the 

CPSJ, 

In the meantime the P\1/A looked around for other 

means and m e1iums thro\lgh which it could reach the canmon 

man. Shivdan Singh Chauhan put forward the idea of 

establishing a •National People's Theatrical Association• 

and efforts began from the side of the P'JA towards this 

end, In 1943 in Banbay the 'Indian People's Theatre 

Association• (IPTA) was established, Immediately after 

this w1 th the constant help of the CPI and the PWA branches 

of IPTA were sought to be established in various corners of 

the country, T~·11 th the fonnation of IPTA the progressive 

writers found full oppor1lln1 ty to awaken the people's 

consciousness regarding fascism, repression and the Benga1 

famine. 

The Bengal famine of 1942-43 was one of the biggest 

political events of the time, It was one of the most 

l.;J 'Hans', October 1942. As quoted in Rekha Awasth1, 
op. cit,, p, 41. Free translation. 
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important issue of mobilization for tre P11/A. Canrnendable 

work was done by it ani specially by the Bengal Progressive 

\·lri ters, in this context. This can be seen from the speech 

of Shivdan Singh Chauhan to the Bengal Anti-Fascist 

Writers' and Artists• Union: "At this time in every district 

of Bengal talented writers and artists are energing from 

midst the people. They are in the real sense writers and 

artists of the people. They are taking orgpnised culillral 

groups from the established Writers• and Artists• Union to 

their own districts in the countryside. And through their 

songs, dances, dramas and film shows they are getting the 

people united against Japanese fascism, repression, slavery, 

food hoarders and profit mongers. In the tradition of 

folksongs and folk dances they are 1mru1ng a revolutionary 

ardour and ttus giving then a new form. n 41 It was clear 

that the PVIA was functioning in a double context of politics 

and li teraillre. The issues were political rut the forms 

of mobilization were literary. Ttus one of the most 

outstanding fea1llres of the movenent was the growth of folk 

songs and other forms of folk literature. Most of the 

poets who wrote poetry were either themselves kisans or 

persons connected with the Kisan movenent of the country. 

41 Ibid., p. 44. 
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In this sphere the ,....ork of the PWA overlapped with the folk 

song and dance groups of their allied association, the IPTA. 

The ballad fonns of the various peoples - the 'Burrakatha' 

of Andhra, the 'Pawada' of Maharashtra, the 'Kabigan' of 

Bep.gal, the 'Alha' of uP were used by the kisan poets to 

carry the message of unity, freed em and revolution to the 

countryside. In Urdu the 'Masnavi' fom (long poen used by 

classical writers for heroic or ranantic narration) was 

used by classical writers for heroic or ranantic narration) 

was used by some of the revolutionary poets. These poena 

were very popular among the Hindustani speaking workinl§

class of North India, Calcutta and Banbay. 

The CPI had to suffer severe condEDna tion fran the 

CSP and the Gandhi tes for their role in the Quit India 

movanent. In the face of this the CPI was trying to keep 

itself alive and viable through its propaganda works. And 

in this attempt the main questions on which the CPI 

concentrated its energies were those of the Bengal famine, 

Japanese fascism, the principleC...fight of the Communist 

Party of the Soviet Union against Hitler' s to tali tarianisn 

and the repression of the Indian freedcn fighters by the 

British Government. On all these issues the PWA organized 

conferences, meetings, folk songs, drama shows etc. A 

number of pamphlets were published. Among them were 

'Fascism and Culture' (by Buddadev Bose), 'The Nature of 
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Japanese Fascisn (by Sushovan Chandra Sarkar), 'Fascism and 

women' (Prativa Bose), 'June Twenty-Second' (Bishnu Dey), 

'FasciSD and Nazisn' ( Ral'D.ll Sanskri tyayan), and • Janayuddhar 

Gan' (Songs of the People' s war - an anthology of thirty 

songs written by the workers in the people's own language). 

Song recitals were a very effective feature of the anti

fascia t movanent. Several groups of singers were fonned, 

among then working class comrades and militants. Popular 

songs at that time were Haldherji' s "Kakra, Kekra, Nam Batao" 

and Bharatbhushan Agarwal' s "Bar Chalo Kisan Dhir, Bar 

Chalo Majur Bir". 42 "People still remanber Wamiq' s song, 

"Bhooka hai Bengal" and Makhdocm' s poEm, "Yeh jang hai 

jan~e-. azadi". 43 All these activities of the PWA made it 

and the !PTA very popular. Moreover the progressive 

literary movenent was now no longer limited to poans, 

stories or novels rut spread to the theatre and kavi 

s~~elans (meeting of poets) in the regional lan~ages and 

dialects. 

During this time the fourth All-India Progressive 

1N'ri ters' Conference was held at Ban bay from 22 to 25 May 

1943. S,A, Dange {!jiVe the Presidential address. Commenting 

on the role of the Indian Progressive Writers he said: 

42 PPoh}e' s War, February 7, 1943. As reproduced in 
Sud Pradhan, ed., op, cit,, p, 130, 

43 Ali Sardar Jafri, op, cit,, p, 16, 
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"There is no doubt about their stout anti-fascism, 

about their pro-Sovi etisn, about their being friendly towards 

the great Chinese people,,,,To fight for defence, against 

famine and sabotage, for our national Governnerit and for the 

release of thousands in jail, our art must mobilise ·our 

people, unify than. 11 Dange felt that the basis of this 

unity would be "not an imposed Akhand Hindustan rut a 

voluntarily united Hindustan of autonomous national! ties 

must be the true home and ideal of the people' s 

artist". 44 

The conference unanimously adopted a manifesto 

which was to serve as a basis for the united front of all 

Indian writers who claimed to be patriotic, K.A. Abbas and 

s. Zaheer emphasized that the effort soould be to bring 

writers of all shades and schools, humanists, romanticists, 

Harxists and even religious writers into the Association 

and the P'o'IA should beccne a mighty united front of all 

honest Indian intellectuals ·who wanted to set India free 

and who wanted to defend 1.t frcrn fascist elslavanent. 

Among the tasks which the Y..1anifesto set before the P\>/A was 

the need to produce short plays, stories, poems, songs and 

ballads emphasizing the need of National Unity for the 

44 S,A. Dange' s address to the fourth AIPWA Conference 
at Bombay, 1943, As reproduced in Sudhi Pradhan, 
ed., op, cit,, p. 137. 
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achievanent of freedcm from Imperialist yoke and the defence 

of the country against Japanese aggression. Literary and 

cultural circles among the workers and peasants (e. g. 

t1ushaira, Ballad-singing) had to be organized and the P\'IA 

had to be linked up with folk literature and arts. The 

P'r/A was to co-operate with the IPTA and assist it by writing 

plays which the IPTA would stage. 

The achievanents of this Conference \·1ere many. 

Firstly, it indicated the broad patriotic line of national 

defence and national unity •.1hich the writers must follow~. 

Secondly, it stressed that the writers must align themselves 

with the people and thus opened up new prospects for the 

development of culture. Thirdly, it laid down a basis for 

the widest possible literary and cultural united front in 

the country. Fourthly, 1 t made all the writers realize that 

the P•:IA had to be reorganized and put on a much finner basis 

than before. 

The p·:IA achieved trenendous success in the Anti

Fascist movanent. T\'IO anti-fascist conferences had already 

been organized in Calcutta in 1943 and 1944. In the 1944 

Conference it was made clear that the use of the word 1 Anti

Fascist' was not in a negative sense (i.e. just meaning 

opposition to fascism). It was interlinked with the 

independence of the nation and this was essential for the 

survival of all art fozms. It also indicated all the 
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forces which were keepine India dependent, which were. res

ponsible for the famines and epidenics for the hoarding and 

the profi t-moneering. A Central Indian Anti-Fascist 

\'/ri ters Conferences '.'las also organized. In this process 

branches of the PWA were also set up in U jjain, Indore and 

Nagpur. 

A consequence of all these developments was that 

in all literary works, conferences and meetings use of 

political vocabulary liks-oppression, fascism, independence, 

feudalism, imperialism, anarchism etc. crept in. Some 

prominent writers like Elachandra Joshi, Agaye, Bachchan, 

Bhagwati Charan Venna, etc. felt that this was burdening 

li teraillre with politics and reducing it to the level 

of propaganda, The progressive writers were denounced as 

unliterary occupational propagandists. Shivdan Singh 

Chauhan attenpted an answer to this cri ticisn through his 

essay 'Is literaillre propaganda?' ( 1941): "There is no 

doubt about the fact that a majority of the progressives 

believe that literature is propaganda, But we have to think 

independently whether they use the word ' propaganda' in 

the right sense or not, 1145 

The 'Hindi Sahi tya Sammelan' was the forenost 

amongst the detractors of the P\·IA, In the All India Hindi 

45 Shivdan Singh Chauhan as quoted in Rekha Awasthi, 
op. cit,, p. 48, Free translation. 
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Sahi tya Sammelan of 1945, in his Presidential address Dinkar 

denounced pro gres si vi S!l: "In the field of litera 1llre we 

are neither willing to accept Goebbels canmand which asks 

us to write in support of the Nazi regime or lis ten to any 

Stalin woo will not let us de·cide the direction of our 

physical and mental growth. Our directives will come 

neither from the Kremlin or frcm Anand Bhava.n. In our field 

we will comply by only toose controls which the art of 

literature has been accepting through the ages." 46 

A new confiic1llal period for the PWA begins with 

1946. Many changes had taken place by then. Under the 

leadership of Stalin the Soviet Communist Party had dealt 

a severe blow to fascis:n. The Indian freedcm struggle had 

entered a new phase. After the defeat of fascisn the anti

imperialist \vave was on the rise. In India all strata and 

classes of people started taking part in the independence 

movement on a large scale. Only the capitalist class 

kept itself aloof. It was scared that the anti-imperialist 

strttggle would be followed up by a social revolution which 

would sweep than aside. Tl:x>ugh the INC and the Muslim 

League could not see eye to eye on any issue they were 

united on the question of maintaining the non-violent 

46 Dinkar as quoted in Rekha Awasthi, ibid., p. 49. 
Free translation. 
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character of the imependence movement. At this time the 

CPI along w1 th the INC am ~1uslim League followed a united 

anti-Imperialist policy. 

The PWA entered this new phase with the combined 

o~ganizational strength of its rrumerous branches, the 
-

progressive litterateurs of all the Indian lang1ages and 

the popular! ty of the !PTA. In this period there was a 

conscious qualitative change in the atti1llde of the youth 

and the intellec1llals towards the Communist ideology and 

the P\'IA. As a result of this the Freudians, anarchists and 

individualists got separated fran the movanent. Even a 

poet like Nirala who had kept his distance fran the PWA was 

attracted towards 1'-larxism and the CPI in 1946. On hearing 

of the establishnent of the Interim governnent in Delhi, 

he renarked: "Today there has been no connection left between 

the Congress policies and the thought process of the people. 

In Indian politics today there is only one path left and 

that is the path of revolution, of struggle and in the em 

of socialisn. There is no other path besides this. n 47 

·During this time the Central office of the PWA 

shifted to Banbay. There were many reasons for this. 

Firstly, the Central office of the CPI was in Banbay. 

Secondly, 'Janyug' , 'Naya Adab' , and 'Naya Sahi tya' were 

47 'Mahapran Nirala', Sahi tyakar Sansad, Prayag. 
First edition. As quoted in Rekha Awasthi, ibid., 
p. 51. Free translation. 
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published fran there. Thirdly, the main centre of the film 

industry was there and fourthly, many of the stalwarts of 

the movement like Ali Sardar Jafri, Kaifi Azami, Balraj 

Sahani, Sh3lllsher Bahadur Singh, Arnri tlal Nagar, Narendra 

Sharma, Shankar Shailendra etc. operated fran Banbay. 

The political awakening and uprising of the people 

in 1946 was qualitatively different from the previous years. 

The freedan struggle was being repressed not only by the 

British imperialists rut also by a section of the Indian 

populace which comprised of the capitalists, industrialists, 

feudal lords, zamindars and erstwhile Princes. Besides, 

this a sort of compliance was seen between the reformist 

leadership of the INC and the Irrlian bourgeoisie. Despite 

this the struggle for freedcm was gaining manentum. In the 

princely states the peasants were revolting, in the Provinces 

under the leadership of the All India Ki san Sabha conflicts 

were breaking out against the zamindars on the issue of 

land. Under the direction of their unions the workers in the 

railway, posts and telegraphs, banking, offices etc. were 

on strike. Besides this the factory workers in Kanpur, 

Bombay, Madras am Calcutta were ready to go on a strike. 

Among the masses the desire for unity in the struggle 

against imperialign was overwhelming. This was shown in 

the great demonstrations in Calcutta, Bombay and other 

leading cities, \'There Congress and Nuslim League flags and 
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in many cases Communist Party flags also were carried in 

unity by the crowds. 

The movenent swept foz-,,'lard not only among the 

civilian population rut a1 so among the anned forces. In 

this explosive situation the Naval revolt suddenly broke 

out in February 1946: "The rising of the Indian Navy in 

February 1946 laid bare in a flash all the ma'tllrine forces 

of the Indi:ln Revolution. The menories of the 'Potenkin' 

in Russia in 1905, of Kronstadt in Russia in 1971 or Kiel 

in Gennany in 1918 have all deeply impressed the signifi

cance of the Navy in the van~ard of great revolutions. The 

Naval rising in February 1946, the mass movenent of support 

within India and the heroic stand of the Ban bay working 

people constituted the signal of the new era opening in 

India and one of the great landmarks of Indian history. In 

those February days the friends and foes of Indian popular 

advance stood revealed. n 48 

The ratings fought a seven- hour battle with the 

army and navy and only surrendered "'hen asked to do so by 

the national leaders - Sardar Patel, I"laulana Azad, Jinnah 

and Gandhi. But the CPI, the '::orkers Trade Unions and the 

AIKS extended full support to the revolt and started a wide-

48 R. Palme Dutt, India To-Day ( Statesnan Coi1ll!lercial 
Press, Calcutta, 1979) , pp. 579-80. 
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spread movanent all over India in support of it. The PWA also 

supported this naval revel t and this revolutionary poem by 

one of the progressive writers on this incident is 

illustrative of it -

"Aaj se koocha-o- baazar mein marana hai rawa 

Zulm ki chchaon m ein cl:l.lp bai th ke jeena hai haram t " 

(It is tood to die in the lanes and the streets today 

~ t is a sin to renain alive under the shadow of 

tyranny). 49 

The poet Sahir Ludhianv1 also wrote a very popular poen on 

this topic- "Yeh kiska lalu hai, kaun mara?" (Whose blood 

is this, win is dead?). 

During the·' Quit Kasl1'Dir' movanent of 1946 Maharaja 

Hari Singh of Kasbnir and the British Governnent cane down 

heavily on the Congress, Communists and the National 

Conference Party of Sheikh Abdullah. In all the Princely 

states the Princes were ruthlessly suppressing the peasant 

movement. The repression of the people' s movenent in Kashnir 

was condenned throughout India. On this occasion the Cl'I 

helped the Kashnir movenent by organizing cultural meets 

in many places. One of them was in Banbay on 28 July where 

the play 'Mashal', written and directed by Balraj Sahani 

was staged and the revolutionary poens of Josh Malliabadi • 

49 Ali Sardar Jafri, op, cit,, p. 16, 
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were read out. This was just a part of the multi-faceted 

cultural progr~e. It was not only in the case of Kastmir 

that the P1l!A expressed solidarity. In India wherever 

there was a popular mass uprising the PWA and IPTA writers 

and artists establishe:l unity w1 th the cause and tried to 

make the treoo of realism strong and alive in their 

litera rure. 

The national question in the Indian subcontinent 

assumed grave importance in these times. The denand for a 

separate state of Pakistan by the Huslim League was 

vehenently opposed by the INC. During these decisive years 

the CPI upheld the right of self-determination including 

the right to secede and tl'nls supported the Muslim League's 

denand for Pakistan. The resolution of the First Congress 

of the CPI in May 1943 stated: 

"Every section of the Indian people which has a 

contiguous territory as its homeland, common historical 

tradition, common language, cul il.lre, psychological make-up 

and ccmmon economic life \\()Uld be recognised as a distinct 

nati9nali ty w1 th the right to exist as an autoncmous state 

within the free Indian union or federation and will have 

the right to ~S:& ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ "U. ~ &md-~ ~ tka. ~ i)D. 

secede from it if itmay so desire."50 

50 T. G. Jacob, op. cit., pp. 30-31. 
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Professor Qamar Rais remarks that the CPI did ask 

Sajjad Zaheer to go to Pakistan and establish a canmunist 
thi.s 

party out there. The CPI felt that could be done w1 th the 
"' 

support of the people wanting Pakistan. But Zaheer was not 

able to do so as he was opposed tooth and nail by the people 

there. Important trade unions in railways and labour were 

led by Faiz Ahned Faiz. But still the communists could not 

develop a stronghold out there because Pakistan through and 

through had a feudal set up. Many of the writers of the 

PWA supported the demand for Pakistan e. g., Ibrahim Jalis 

and many other Punjabi writers went over the Pakistan. But 

this was in their individual capacity. It is important to 

note that the P'i/A in its organizational capacity did not 

pass any resolution on Pakistan. 

In June 1946 cooununaJ. riots broke out. It was a 

part of the conspiracy of the British which wanted to leave 

behind a divided India. The riots took a serious turn in 

Noakhali in Bengal. At the call of the P\VA the majority 

of the writers brought out literature strengthening communal 

unity. Poems like Kaifi Azmi' s "Khana Jangi" (Civil V/ar), 

Askh' s play 11 Toofan se Pahle" (Before the Stonn), K.A. 

Abbas' story "Ajanta", Sajjad Zaheer' s "Bandargah" were all. 

directed against cooununalisn. The AIP\·lA brought out a 

'Statement on Canmunal Dis'b.lrbances'. 51 In it, it blamed 

51 Sudhi Pradhan, ed., op. cit., pp. 372-73. 
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the Calcutta outbreak on the British policy of 'divide and 

rule' and on the policy of fostering reactionary anti

national disruptive ideologies pursued by imperialism for 

the last two mmdred years. It saw the fundamental causes 

of .the com.llunal outrurst on "the appeal to religion in order 

to divide Indians: to reviv:1lism in order to split the common 

people; to racialism in order to prove the superiority of 

one people over another and to perpetuate conflict among 

then; to communalism in order to consolidate outnoded caste 

and religious differences". The ideologies of feudalism 

and reaction (communalism, revivali311 ,caste) were used in 

order to fight the heal thy and unifying forces which ,.,ere 

strengthenint:; the freedom movenent. The manbers of the 

liPWA expressed their solidarity with the chanpions of 

Indian unity, Indian freedan and Indian denocracy. 

Under the leadership of Heh.ro an interim government 

was set up in 1946 under the provisions of the ,,·Iavell Plan. 

Both the INC and the British Goverrment came down heavily on 

the Communists. In January 1947 the offices of the CPI were 

raided and thousands of Communist leaders were arrested. It 
-

\'las hoped that the CPI would buckle under this pressure and 

accept the illusory independence offered under the 

Hountbatten Plan. Under these circumstances the imperialist 

division of the subcontinent \'/aS decided upon. The CPI 

gave up its policy of 1946 and gp.ve its support to the 
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agreanent bet\'/een the British, INC and the Muslim Lea@.le. 

The subcontinent was partitioned and India became 

independent on 15 August 1947. The P',•lA at this time was 

passing through a illrrulent period, The partition had a 

il..unul illous effect on the minds of the writers. It was in 

1947, immediately after partition and during the riots that 

Jigar Horadabadi wrote these manorable lines -

"Kahan ke lal"a-o- gMl, kya bahar- e-o tauba- shikan, 

Khile hooe hain dilon ki jarahaton ke chanan. 11 

(Do not talk of the tulips and roses, do not speak 

of the exiting spring; These are the wounds of the 

heart, open like flowers) 

"Rug-e-pai mein kabhi sahba hi sahba raqs karti thi, 

Magar ab zindagi he- zindagi hai maujzan saq. 11 

(It was wine and only ... ,ine which circulated in the 

veins before. Now it is only the waves of life in 

my body, 0 Saqi). rr 52 

Sane manbers of the P'.'!A welccm~d the independence of the 

country while others more in line with the CPI• s perception 

looked upon it as 'Jhooti Azadi1 • 

In this context the 1947 conference of the All 

India Hindi Progressive i'lri ters' Association held at Allahabad 

52 Ali Sardar Jafri, op, cit,, p. 18. 
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is of importance. Here the writers of Urdu and other 

languages were also represented. The Conference expressed 

its reluctant acceptance of the geographical division of 

the country rut made an appeal to avoid a cultural division 

of the united common cul~re. The first resolution expressed 

grief over the communal riots which had taken place and 

gave a call for the reconstruction of the country. The 

second declared the independence of the P'.·lA fran .any 

political party. The third called for the protection of 

freedom of thought and expression of the writers. The fourth 

welcomed the new national government. The fifth was about 

the development of dialects. The sixth was a protest 

against censorship. The seventh resolution protested 

against all fonn of repression and the eighth demanded the 

release of all freedom fighters from the prisons. 

Despite the PWA' s resolution welcoming the new · 

national governnent and the CPI' s policy of support to the 

INC, the spread of Leftist li teraillre was further repressed. 

P rohi bi tions were put on 'Naya Sa hi tya' • The entry of 

progressive literature from abroad was prohibited. The , 
journal ' Viplav' stated: 

"It is a matter of great shame that the national 

government is preventing the Indian people from coming into 

contact with progressive ideas and for this it is taking the 
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help of old imperialist policies of proh1bition."53 

The journal 'Hans' also challenged this repression. 

Special anti-repression number of 'Hans• was taken out in 

1947 under the editorship of Amri trai and Narottam Nagar. 

Curbs were also put on the theatrical production of !PTA in 

Bombay, This repression of Leftist workers and leaders of 

trade unions and Kisan Sabhas was being carried out on a 

large scale. This attitude of the national governnent was 

taking c:ul ture towards its doom. 

This repression \~S only one side of the coin, On 

the other side the new national goverrm ent was trying to win 

over the progressive writers and artists by giving thaD 

pltnn posts in Askashvani, newspapers, Sahi tya Academy, 

Sangeetkala Acadeny, Lalit Kala Academy, universities etc. 

':/ri ting on this reality Namwar Singh states: 

"The year 1947 was in many ways a deep dividing 

line for Irrlia. In this year the path of history altered 

in the sense that a revolutionary tradition of the 

independence movenent came to an end. The political 

leadership of India choose the capitalist path of production 

contrary to all the promises made to the people, This 

opened a path of compromise and comfort which made many an 

53 'ViplaV', Au@J.st 1948. As quoted in Rekha Awasthi, 
op, cit,, p. 6o. Free translation. 
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insignificant leader am middle class writer and intellec'b.lal 

a slave of capitalist comforts. The tradition of 'poor Hindi' 

and 'poor writers' which had developed during the freedom 

struggle was now canpletely destroyed. Many of the progressive 

writers sooner or later joined this queue for comforts. In 

this way they destroyed their proud and great tradition. The 

irony was that all this was being done in the name of 

national reconstruction. For example, they took the na:ne of 

socialisn rut worked for the capitalist path. This 
~t:w 

difference been words and action gp.ve birth to that national ,., 
deceit and hypocrisy out of which was born verbose polanics 

whose affect one can see not only in politics rut also in 

1 i tera illre. " 54 

The entire political set up of the country changed 

with the independence of Imia fran British rule. There 

were sharp illrns arrl twists in the I'1arxist rul'b.lral movement 

following this changed political climate. Contradiction 

set up 'tli thin the Left movement with the development of 

reformism and the question of participation in electoral 

politics. There was an uncertaini ty amongst the party 

leadership about keeping alive the front organizations like 

the !PTA and the AIP 1.·1A. This aside it is a fact that between 

1936 and 1947 the PHA gave shape, consciousness and direction 

54 Namwar Singh, Aalochana, April-June 1970. As quoted 
in Rekha Awasthi, ibid., p. 78. Free translation. 
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to the radical wri ters• movanent in our country. It ranged 

our writers with the world anti-fascist writers organization 

and linked than up organizationally with the '.Vorld 

As so cia tion for the Defence of Cul1llre. This great cultural. 

movanent on a \·lorld scale was part of the all-embracing 

anti-fascist united front that \i8S being ruil t Up in 

European countries since 1933 and "1hich culminated in the 

Front Popular of France and Spain in the years 1935 and 

1936. In India during the independence struggle it raised 

the political consciousness of the people by forcing their 

attention on the questions of lang).lage, cul wre, nationa.li ty 

and communalism - Hindu and Muslim; by bringing li tera1llre 

and art into close touch \'Ji th the people and the actualities 

of life; by fighting cultural reaction and in this way 

furthering the cause of In::iian freedan •. It therefore 

functioned in a double context - a political and a literary 

one. On the one hand, it operated as a broad front on the 

basis of resistance to imperialism and fascism and support 

to national li hera tion arrl on the other hand, it stressed 

on the need for a new kind of 'progressive• litera1llre which 

would influence the structuring of political consciousness. 

Thus the issues were political but the forms of mobilization 

were literary. 

The most important work of the Association was 

achieved by the activities of the local PWA units. By the 
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end of 1947 there were around fifty branches in the various 

cities of India and the total membership was over 3, 900. 

The meetings of the local units .,.,ere mainly of t\110 kinds -

either the celebration of anniversary of important 

literary personages or meetings for expressing the att1.1llde 

of progressive writers towards sane 'turning problens of the 

day like the Bengal famine, Hindu-Muslim riots, infringanent 

of civil liberties etc. The PHA branches also undertook 

the publication of books, pamphlets and literary magazines 

and collections. The 1 Parichaya1 in Bengali, 1 Naya Sa hi tya1 

in Hindi, 1 Naya Adab1 in Urdu, 'Sanskar' in Gujarati and 

'Abhudaya1 in Telug.1, were publications which reflected the 

latest growth and tendencies of progressive writing in the 

various lan~ages. 

Despite these achievements there were shortcomings 

in the working of the P\'lA. The forenos t anong then was that 

the central organization of t~ AIP\'/A did not function 

properly. V!hile several provinces were able to establish 

and develop a centralized and properly functioning office 

for the guidance of their local units, it was not able to 

do the same on the all India scale. The result was that 

till 1947 an All-India bulletin of the P\'/A had not been 

issued which would give infonnation about the activities 

of the various branches; which would give direction on an 
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All-India scale to the entire organization; which would 

evaluate the development, and the soortcomings of the 

movan ents and formulate tasks keeping in view the changing 

conditions in the country. 

• • • • 
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CHAPTER III 

A HIS'IDRY OF THE AIPWA - LITERARY 

This chapter is divided into two parts: ( 1) The 

literary trends of 'Critical Realisn' and 'Socialist 

Realis:n' , and ( 2) An Analysis of Yashpal' s Novel "Geeta-

Party Comrade". 

PART I 

THE LITERARY 'mENDS 0 F CRI TICAL REALI got AND 
SOCIALIST REALis-1 

The relation of art to social life is a question 

that has always fi~red largely in all li tera1llres that 

have reached a definite stage of development. This link 

has been well brought out by G. v. Plekhanov in his book 

"Art and Social Life". He finis that most often this 

question of linkage has been answered in one of two 

directly opposite senses. One of them is-

"· ••. Sane say: man is not made for the sabbath, 

but the sabbath for man; society is not made for the 

artist, but the artist for society. The function of art is 

to assist the development of man• s consciousness, to 
1 

~mprove the social system." 

1 G. v. Plekhanov, Art and Social Life (Progress Publishers, 
Moscow, 1974), p. ;. 
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Plekhanov points out that many emphatically reject this 

view-

"· ••• In their opinion, art is an aim in itself; 

to convert it into a means of achieving any extraneous aim 

even the most noble, is to lower the dignity of a work of 

art. n 2 PlP.khanov illustrates this view by quoting fran 

Pushkin' s "The Poet and the Crov.d' -

11 No, not for worldly a gi ta t1on, 

Nor worldly greed, nor worldly strife, 

But for sweet song, for inspira t1on, 

For prayers the poet comes to life. 113 

The first of the views is vividly reflected in the 

progressive literature of our times. (Plekhanov finds 

it in the p:'(;gressive literature of the 186os.) The 

second viev1 essentially inheres in itself the idea of 

' art for artt s sake' • Plekhanov tries to indicate the 

futility of such a view point. Quoting N. G. Chernyshevsky 

he says: 

" •••• The idea of 1 art for artt s sake' is as 

strange in our times as 1 wealth for wealth' s sake' , 

1 science for science' s sake', and so forth. All truman 

2 I bid., p. 5. 

3 Pushkin, "The Poet and the Cro'lt<i". As quoted by 
Plekhanov, ibid., p. 7. 
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activities must serve mankind if they are not to renain 

useless and idle occupations. \ieal th exists in order that 

man oay benefit by it; science exists in order to be man's 

gMide; art, too, must serve some useful purpose and not 

fruitless pleasure,,,,The value of the art is determined by 

the sum of knowled ee they dis~ art ina te in society, ••• Art not 

only reproduces life b1t explains it: its productions very 

often have the purpose of pronouncing judgement on the 
4 phenomena of life. 11 

Plekhanov addresses himself to two questions. The 

first is - "\•lr.at are the most important social conditions 

in ,.,hich artists and people keenly interested in art conceive 

and become possessed by the belief in art for art• s sake? u 5 

Through the examples of Pushkin, the French Romanticists, 

the Parnassians and the early French realists, Plel:hanov 

comes to the conclusion tha. t - "the belief in art for art' s 

sake arises when artists and people keenly interested in 

art are hopelessly at odds with their social environnent. n6 

·,·!hen, due to certain conditions of its historical existence, 

4 N,G. Chernyshovsky, As quoted by G,V. Plekhanov. 
I bid. , pp. 5-6. 

5 G.V. Plekhanov, op, cit., p. 8. 

6 Ibid., p. 16. 
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art concentrates only on the individual value of an isolated 

personality while modelling it and influencing it, art for 

art' s sake energes. This grants that the personality is 

valuable in itself but neglects the significance of its 

being included in the system of social relations. Conditions 

for it arise whenever the artist is not sympathetic to his 

social envirc;>rlllent, e. e. is revolted by the sordidness, 

tedium arrl vulgp.ri ty. Such a vie,,; helps the artist to 

rise abov~ his environnent. 

The second question '"hich Plekhanov addresses 

himself to is - 11 \'/ha t are the most important social 

conditions in which artists and people keenly interested 

in art conceive and become possessed by the so-called 

utilitarian view of art, that is, the tendency to attach 

artistic productions the significance of ' ;iudganents on 

the phenomena of life'? 117 He feels that such a view arises 

where there is a murual sympathy between a considerable 

section of society and people who have a more or less 

active interest in creative art. The tendency to adopt this 

view necessarily presupposes only one condition - a lively 

and active interest in a specific social order or social 

ideal. And it disappears when, for one reason or another, 

this interest evaporates. 

7 Ibid., p. 8. 
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Here the social and transforming functions of art 

are stressed. Art is active and helps in transforming the 

\oJOrld, since 

( 1) a work of art produces an ideological and aesthetic 

impact; 

( 2) involving people into purposeful and valu&-oriented 

activity, art encourages social reform; 

( 3) artistic creation itself means using imagination to 

transform the impressions and facts of life. The 

author 1llrns his material into image wilding a new 

kind of reality - the world of art; 

( 4) the artist' s activity has one more aspect - processing 
8 the material he uses to mould an image. 

Taken together, all these aspects of art as an activ1 ty lend 

it its power to change society and life. 

Theories of the relationship between art or 

literature and the society in which it arises are indebted 

to Marx's fonnulation of the metaphor of the base and 

superstruc"tllre, in \-.rhich the aesthetics is explicitly cited 

as part of the superstructure, and as one of the 'ideological 

forms' in which class conflict is carried out. An early 

8 Yuri Borev, Aesthetics (Progress Publishers, Moscow, 
1985) t p. 110. 
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formulation of this view of art as the ideological expression 

of its age was seen in the work of Plekhanov, for whom 

litera 'b.lre and art are the mirror of social life. At its 

crudest, such an account reduces art to nothing more than 

a reflection of social relations and class structure, 

autcxnatically produced out of these material features. 

The seeds of this understanding are found in a 

famous passage in Karx and Engel' s ' The Ge:nnan Ideologyt 

( 18 45-6): 

"The production of ideas, concepts and consciousness 

is first of all directly inter,~ven with the material inter

course of man, the language of real life. Conceiving, 

thinking, the spiri illal intercourse of men, appear here 

r:1s the direct efflux of men's material behaviour ••• we do 

not set out from what men say, imagine, conceive, nor 

from men as narrated, thought of, imagined, conceived, in 

order to arrive at men in the flesh. 'o'/e set out frClll. the 

real, active men •••• Life is not determined by consciousness, 

rut consciousness of life. "9 

A fuller statanent of what this means can be found 

in the oft quoted extract in Preface to "A Contribltion to 

9 Karl Marx and Frederick :Sngels, "Feuerbach : Opposition 
of the !1aterialistic and Idealistic Outlook" (Chapter I 
of the German Ideology) in Karl I1arx and Frederick Engels 
- Selected '.·!orks, Volume One (Progress Publishers, 
Moscow, 1966) , pp. 2400 25. 
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the Critique of Political Econany" ( 1859): 

11In the social production of their life, men 

enter into definite relations thq t are indispensable 

and independent of their will, relations of production 

which correspond to a definite stage of development-of 

their material productive forces. The sum total of these 

relations of production constitutes the economic structure 

of society, the real foundation, on which rises a legal 

and political superstructure and to which correspond 

definite forms of social consciousness. The mode of 

production of material life conditions the social, political 

and intelleciual life process in general. It is not the 
' 

consciousness of men that detennines the~r being, rut on 

the contrary, their social being that detennines their 

consciousness.n 10 

The social relations between men, in other words, 

are bound up with the way they produce their material life. 

At a later stage, the development of new modes of productive 

organisation is based on a changed set of social relations. 

Taken together, these' forces' and 'relations' of 

production fo:nn what fvlarx calls the ' economic structure of 

society', or the economic 'base' or 'infrastructure•. Fran 

this economic base, in every period, anerges a ' superstruc'b.lre' 

10 Karl Marx, "Preface to a Contrirution to the Critique 
of Political Econany", ibid., p. ~3. 
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- certain fonns of law and politics, a certain kind of state, 

whose essential function is to legitimate the power of the 

social class which owns the means of econanic production. 

But the superstrucrure contains more than this : it also 

consists of certain 'definite forms of social consciousness• 

(political, religious, ethical, aesthetic) which is what 

l1arx designates as 1 ideology'. Ideology has a double 

meaning - it is boath a reflection and inverted image of 

reality. The function of ideology, also, is to l~gi tim~18 . 
" 

the power of the ruling class in society; in the last analysis, 

the dominant ideas of a society are the ideas of its ruling 

class. 

Art, then, is for Harxb:m, a part of the • super

structure' of society. It is part of a society's ideology

an elanent in that complex structure of social perception 

which ensures that the situation in which one social class 

has power over the others is either seen by most members of 

the society as • narural' or not seen at all. To understand 

literature, then, means understanding the total social 

process of which it is part. 11 As Plekha~ov put it: 

"The social mentality of an age is conditioned by that 

age's social relations. This is nowhere quite as evident 

as in the history of art and literature. n 12 Literary works 

11 Terry Eagleton, Marxism and Literary Criticism 
(Mettruen & Co. Ltd., London, 1985}, pp. 5:6 •. 

12 G. V. Plekhanov. As quoted in Terry Eagleton, ibid., 
p. 6. 
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are not mysteriously inspired, or explicable simply in tenns 

of their authors' psychology. They are fonns of perception, 

particular ways of seeing the world; and as such they have 

a relation to that dominant way of seeing the world which 

is the 'social men tali tyt or ideology of an age. That 

ideology, in 1llrn, is the product of the concrete social 

relations into which men enter at a particular time and 

place; it is the way those class relations are experienced, 

legitimized and perpetuated. Moreover, men are not free to 

choose their social relations; they are constrained into 

then by material necessity - by the na'b..lre and stage of 

develo[Eent of their mode of econanic production. 

To understand a piece of literature. is therefore 

to do more than interp:ret their symbolisn and study their 

literary history. It is first of all to understarxi the 

complex, indirect relations· between those wor :s and the 

ideological worlds they inhabit. Ideology cannot be understood 

till one graps the part it plays in the society as a whole -

how it consists of a definite, historically relative 

structure of perception which underpins the power of a 

particular social class. This is not easy, since an 

ideology is never a simple reflection of a ruling class's 

ideas; on the contrary, it is always a ccxnplex phenomenon, 

which may incorporate conflicting, even contradictory views 

of the world. To understand an ideology, we must analyse 
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the precise relations between different classes in a society; 

and to do that means grasping .. .,here toose classes stan! in 

rela 'tion to the mode of production. 

It would be a mistake to imply that Marxist 
\ 

cri ticisn moves mechanically from 1 text' to • ideology' to 

' social rela tions• to ' productive forces' • It is concerned, 

rather, with the unity of these 'levels' of society. 

Literature may be part of the superstructure, tut it is not 

merely the passive reflection of the economic base. This 

is made clear by Engels, in a letter to Joseph Bloch in 

1890: 

"According to the materialist conception of history, 

the determining elenent in history is ultimately the 

production and reproduction in real life. Hore than this 

neither T·larx nor I have ever asserted. If therefore somebody 

twists thi-s into the sta tenent that the economic elanent is 

the only determining one, he transfonns it into a me~ingless, 

abstract and absurd phrase. The economic situation is the 

basis, 1:u t the various elements of the superstructure -

political forms of the class struggle and its consequences, 

constitutions established by the victorious class after a 

successful battle, etc. - fonns of law - and then even the 

reflexes of all these actllal struggles in the brains of 

the combatants: political, legal and philosophical theories, 

religious ideas and their further development into systems 
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of dogna - also exercise their influence upon the course of 

the historical struggles and in many cases preponderate in 

determining their form.n 13 

Sngels denies that there is any mechanical, 

on~ to-one correspondence between base and superstrucrure; 

elements of the superstrucrure constantly react back upon 

and influence the economic base. The materialist theory of 

history denies that art can in itself change the course of 

history; rut it insists that art can be an active element 

in such change. 

There is however no systematic theory of art to 

be found in the writings of Marx and Engels. Both writers 

hqd an early, and life-long, interest in aesthetics and the 

arts, howevsr, and their various brief discussions of such 

questions have formed the basis for numerous attenpts, 

particularly in the last few decades, to produce a 

specifically Marxist aesthetics •. This has been constructed 

from .l\1arx' s canments on the naillre of art as creative 

labour, no different in quality fran other (non... alienated) 

labour. It is a fonn of work, and \':ork is an activity 

peculiar to mankind. Marx defined work in these tenns: 

13 Engels' letter to Joseph Bloch ( 1890). As quoted in 
Terry Eagleton, ibid., p. 9. 
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"The labour process is ••• purposive activity ••• for 

the fitting of narural substances to h.Jman wants; it is the 

general condition requisit~ fer affecting or exchange of 

matter between man and nature; it is the condition perennially 

imposed by nature upon human life, and is therefore 

independent of the forms of S'Ocial life - or rather, it is 
14 common to all social forms." 

In 'Capital' when r-1arx talks about the essentially 

human character of labour, .-:om paring the archi teet and the 

bee, it is significant that the architect is invoked merely 

as an exa~ple of a human worker ar~ not as a privileged 

cate ~ory of the artist. The notion that all non-alienated 

labour is creative, and hence intrinsically the same as 

artistic labour, provides the basis for a humanist aesthetics 

\·lhi ch successfully d enystifies art by encouraging us to look 

at its historical development and separation from other 

a c t1 vi ties. 

A corollary of this view is the recognition that 

under capitalism art, like other forms of labour, increasingly 

becomes alienated labour. Art itself becomes a commodity, 

and the relations of artistic production reduce the position 

14 Karl Marx, Capital. As quoted in Ernst Fischer, 
The Necgsi tR of Art - A I1arxist Approach (Penguin 
Books L ., armoridsworth, 196)), p. 15. 
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of the artist to one of an exploited labour, producing 

surplus value. 

This analysis of the distortion of artistic 

labour and of rulillral products under capi talisn is the 

premiss of,later criti~ues in which regulation by the 

law of value and the transfonnation of cul rural products 

into commodities are said to reduce culillre and the arts 

to the sta ills of confonn 1st, repeti t1 ve, worthless things, 

whose function is to ensure politic3l stability. From 

Marx's general theory of fetishisn, the Hungarian Harx~st, 

Georg Lukacs, developed a theory of art. In his major 

philosophical work, 'History and Class Consciousness', 

Lukacs described the reified and fra~ented na1llre of human 

life and experience under capital ism, analysing the impact 

of commodity fetishism on consciousness. Reified thought 

fails to perceive the totality of social and economic 

relations. The rest of Lukacs's life was devoted to work 

on literaillre an1 aesthetics in \·Jhich the concept of 

' totality' ranains central. He inherits fran Hegel a belief 

that II the literary ',vOrk S hJuld fOrnl 8 Unified to tali tytt • 

Concrete totality is therefore the category that governs 
, 

15 reality." In Lukacs's view, great 11 tera'b.lre is that 

which manages to penetrate beyond surface appearances, to 

15 Georg Lukacs, History and Class Consciousness (tv1erlin 
Press, London, 1983), p. 1o. 
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perceive and exoose the social totality, with all its 

contradictions and great artists are those who can 

rec3oture and recreate a harmonious totality of tD..Iman life. 

i!early half a cenillry \'18-S to elapse after f-1arx 

and Engels's death before the pattern of the various 

thanes develored by then began to be systenatically 

elaborated and to provide a fra'Tiework for Marxist s"tlldies 

of li tera1llre, although there were two notable early 

a ttan p ts to develop a t-1 arxis t literary theory, by f-1 ehring 

( 1893) and Plekhanov ( 1912). The values which properly 

underline works of later Harxist writers in this field 

may be defined briefly in terms of the presentation of 

reality. The basis of analysis is Harx' s theory of history, 

involving a dialectical and materialist method of silldy. 

The principal thanes of concern to Marxists are class 

eaui val ents, the method and reception of realist writing 

and 3lienation/disalienation in literary experience. 

':/hile on the thane of class equivalents it must 

be kept in mind that the isol8. tion of important elements of 

the representation of reality in writing, in terms of 

social c~ass, began before t·1nrx. ~·lith the rise of industrial 

capi talisn and an impoverished urban proletariat which 

replaced the peasantry as the principal mass social group, 

literary producers and critics became keenly aware of the 
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relative instability of social formations and of the role 

of • class' ethics and politics in shaping fuillre society. 

I-!arx was but one of a generation of Young Hegelians who, 

in Gennany, grasped events in social life and in 1 ts 

literary represent3tion as being historical and mutable. 

Class w~s a crucial element in Marx' s toought from the 

time of his discovery of the proletariat as the 1 idea in 

the real 1 tself', and f'1arxist literary thought is necessarily 

oriented to the value- clusters in literary production and 

reception that social class affects. But the key concept 

for a class analysis of li teraillre - that of class 

equivalents - v..as provided not by :tv! arx or Engels but by 

Plekn::~.nov, \':ho may be regarded as the first I1arxist 

1 i terary theorist. . 

The notion of class equivalents can be applied to 

a range of correlatives in the literary work, from explicit 

statements of political views (more or less relatable to 

class affiliations) to what Harx described as enlistnent 

in 'the party in the great historical sense', i.e. in the 

progressive movenent of !:rum ani ty. Harx remained sceptical, 

however, of the ability of most writers to make the leap 

from self-interest (class interest) to a truly universal 

literary enpathy. He mocked even socialist or radical 

authors who, while raising the banner of equality and 

fraternity, were still daninated by the influence of their 

class origins and position. 
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Later Harxist analysis of the correlatives of 

class in li terarure have ranged widely, fran the radical 

hunanism of Jakhtin \'lhich anphasized class struggle to the 

analysis of Lucien Goldmann whose "WOrks examine li terarure 

from the perspective of the 'v10rld view' of a class· which is 

expressed in it. Goldmann is concerne:i with examining the 

structure of a literary text for the degree to which it 

an bodies the strucillre of toought (or • world vision•) of 

the social class or group to which the writer belongs. The 

more closely the text approximates to a complete, coherent 

articulation of the social class's 'world vision', the 

greater is its validity as a work of art. For Goldmann, 

literary works are not in the first place to be seen as the 

creation of indi victuals, rut of what he calls the 1 trans

individual mental strucrures' of a social group - by which 

he means the strucillre of ideas, values and aspirations 

that group shares. 'dhat he seeks is a set of structural 

relations between literary text, world vision and history 

itself. He wants to show how the his tori cal si rua tion of a 

social group or class is transposed, by the mediation of its 

world vision, into the structure of a literary work. \•That 

is required for this is a dialectical method of criticism. 

which moves constantly between text, \'IOrld vision and 

history, adjusting each to the others. 16 Goldmann tenns 

16 Lucien Goldman, Towards A Sociolog~ of the Novel 
( Tavistock Publications Ltd., Grea Britain, 1975), 
pp. 156-8. 
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this critical method 1 genetic str...1c1llralisn1 • 
17 

Fr001 here we move on to the second thene of 

interest to the Harxists, i.e. the thane of ;1lienation/ 

disalienation in literary experience. Marx's notion of 

alienation is the underlying dimension of the class

strugglP the!l.e of his theory of his,tory, and this is also 

true for the literary theory. './hat begins as a perception 

of the class equivalents in fiction, leads the perspective 

and trained critic and .theorist towards mythic, genre-based 

and formal equivalents in the literary work of t~ 

conse~uences of conflict, confusion, and loss of species -

potential in social life. f.1arx renarked that the industrial 

age had produced impoverishnent of the creative imagination, 

degradation of the quality of life and the warping of the 

potential for self-realization of our human species. As 

man becomes more ani more capable of mastering and 

transforming narure and the entire \·JOrld around him, so 

17 "Genetic Structuralism" - Both tenns of the phrase 
have to be understood. 1 Structuralism' because he is 
less interested in the contents of a particular world 
vision than in the structure of categories it displays. 
Two apparently quite different writers may thus be 
shO\'JI'l to belong to the same collective mental 
structure. 1 Genetic' , because Goldman is concerned 
with how such mental structures are historically 
produced i.e. with the relations between a world 
vision and the historical conditions which give rise 
to it. 
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does he confront himself more and more as a stranger in his 

own work, and finds himself surrounded by objects which are 

the product of his act1v1 ty yet which have a tendency to 

grow beyond his control and to become more ani more 

powerful in their own right. 18 

This alienation leads to mystification. The 

li tera1llre and arts of the late bourgeois world tern towards 

mystification i.e. shrouding reality in mystery. "This 

tendency is above all the result of alienation. The 

industrialized, objectified late bourgeois world has become 

so alien to its inhabitants, the social reality seems so 

questionable, its triviality has assumed such gigantic 

proportions, that writers and artists are forced to grasp at 

every apparent means of piercine; the rigid outward crust of 

things. Both the desire to simplify this unbearably 

complex reality, to reduce it to essentials, and the 

desire to present rruman beings as linked by elenentary 

truman relationships rather than by material ones, leads 

to the ':-:1¥th in art.' 19 It offers a way of evading social 

decisions with a reasonably clear conscience. Social 

conditions and the acillal phenomena and conflict of our 

18 Karl Harx, Economic and Philosoohical Manu~criots of 
1844 ( Forei~ Lan~ages Publishing Rouse, Voscow, 
19b'l'), pp. 9-79. 

19 Ernst Fischer, op, cit,, p. 95. 
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times are transposed into a timeless unreality, into an 

eternal, mythical, changeless 'original state of being4. 

The specific nature of a historical movement is falsified 

into a general idea of 'being' • The socially conditioned 

world is presented as a cosmically unconditional one. This 

feature is conmon to all significant artists and writers 

in the c8pi talist world i.e. their inability to come to 

terms with the social reality that surrounds thew. 

Related to this is the third thane of concern to 

Harxists 1. e. the theory of realism in art. The notion of 

realism. as the accurate portrayal of a societx and its 

structural conflicts, through the use of ' types' has been a 

central one in l·1arxist aesthetics. The exploration of the 

Narxist notion of literary realism only began with Engel's 

statenent about 1·iargaret Harlmess' s novel 'A City Girl': 

"If I have any criticism to make, it is perhaps that your 

novel is not quite realistic enough. Realisn, to my mind, 

implies besides truth of detail, the truthful rendering of 

typical charact,..,rs under typical circumstances. n4> In a 

letter to Lassalle (En ~els to Las salle, 18 Nay 1859) 

Engels remarked that true character must ccmbine typicality 

3J LP.tter to ~iargaret Har~mess, April 1888 in Harx 
and Engels 110n Literature and Art" ( 1973). As 

quoted in Terry Eagleton, oo, cit,, p. 46. 
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,_.,1 th individual! ty; and both he and Harx thought this a 

major achievanent of Shakespeare and Balzac. A 'typical' 

or 'representative' character incarnates historical forces 

vJi thou t thereby ceasing to be richly individualized. 

It is in the work of Georg Lukacs that this 

problem of literary realism has been most thoroughly 

exrlored. For Lukacs the greatest artists are those who 

can recapture ani recreate a hannonious tota.li ty of h..nnan 

life. In a society where the general and the particular, 

the conceptual and the sensuous, the social and the 

individual are increasingly torn apart by the 1 alienations' 

of capitalism, the great writer draws these dialectically 

together into a complex totality. His fiction ttus mirrors, 

in microco311ic form, the canplex totality of society itself. 

In doing this, great art canbats the alienation and 

fragnentation of capitalist society, projecting a rich, 

many- sided image of human wholeness. Lukacs names such art 

1 realism' and takes it to include the Greeks and Shakespeare 

as much as Balzac and Tolstoy. The three great periods of 

historical 'realism' are ancient Greece, the Renaissance, and 

France in the early nineteenth century. Lukacs remarks, 

"Of course every great realist found a different solution 

for the basic problan in accordance with his time and his 

own artistic personality. But they all have in common 

that they penetrate deeply into the great universal probleBs 
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of their time and inexorably depict the true essence of 

reality as they see it." 21 

Ancient Greek art explained the world through 

myth. It was at once a realistic and an illusory

fantastic view of the world, a spontaneously dialectical 

view. The mythological realism of antiquity espouses a 

heroic conception of man, asserts the unity of the individual 

and society and harmony of the individual's inner world. 22 

The antique hero is active and energetic. Although he bows 

to necessity and at times is unable to save his life, he 

fights and necessity manifests itself only through his free 

actions. r-1 edieval art stripped the hero of the will for 

action and put him in the trust of God. Man is a passive 

creature, everything is ordained from above, the world is 

explained through God. The art of the 1'>1iddle Ages is so 

replete with symbols that it could be called allegoric. 

symbolic art. 23 Two artistic trends developed within 

medieval sym boli sn- religious and serular art. 

The realism of the Rena. is sance24 marks a return 

at a new and higher stage to the basic features of antique 

21 Georg Lukacs, Silldies in European Realisn (Merlin 
Press, London, 1978), p. 13. 

22 Yuri Borev, op, cit,, p. 199. 

23 I bid. 

24 Ibid., pp, 199-a:lO. 
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art. ':'his period tries to exrlain the \·torld tr..rough 

itself ~nd not by external explanation. Renaissance 

realiSI!l discovered the individual man and celebrated his 

power and beauty. It liberated him fra:a medieval 

asceticbn. The depiction of the rrude body and fenale 

beauty ·.·~as a potent and vivid arg:l!!lent in the struggle 

ar;ainst asceticiS":l. But this 11 permissive11 liberation 
. ' 

constituted both the strength and the weakness of 

Renaissance realism for it gave scope to all tendencies in 

nan, both [pOd and evil. 

Tb..e French absolutism of the 17th century 

constrained the individual within the rigid regulations 

of statehood. The king became an intermediary between the 

bourgeoisie and the nobility to prevent them from 

destroying each other. The ;:n'lareness of the conflict and· 

the lack of historical prospect for resolving it was 

reflected in the art of classicisn. 25 This is marked by 

civic awareness, concern t·ri th the interests of the state, 

faith in reason, clarity of moral and aesthetic values. 

In its intellectual-aesthetic conception, classicism 

underestimated the role of the masses of the people, 

treating history as the result of the deed of great 

personalities. 

25 I bid., p. 2)0. 
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7he realism of the 17th-18th cen"tllry Enlighteners 

was influenced by the sharpening social struggles when 

the temporary unity of the bourgeoisie and the nobility 

under the aegis of absolutism was broken by the onslaught 

of the economically strengthened bourgeoisie on the 

positions of the aristocracy. The hero that canes 1n the 

force is a citizen who upholds freedom by political means. 

The enlightenment of people by reason and knowledge is 

the answer to all social ·conflicts. Although the realisn 

of the Enlightenment is concerned with the social essence 

of its characters it differs from critical realism in that 

it puts its typical characters in experimental and not 

typiCA.l circumstances. 

Rornantici;p was born of the a-tmosphere of stonn 

before and after the bourgeois revolutions. It focussed 

on the individuality of the character divorcing itself 

from the real circumstances· of his life. The romantic 

hero is plucked froo the mundane life and put in extrene 

circumstances, and that makes him socially valuable. He 

stands proud and alone rejecting the imperfect world. 26 

';;hile rananticism merely sensed the imperfections of the 

new systen established in the late 18th cen1llry, critical 

realism showed its basic inl'n.unani ty ( • critical' as an 

26 Ibid., p. 4)2. 
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atti "tllde, 'realism' as a method). The aesthetic ideals 

v1hich were in most cases an bodied in the positive hero of 

romanticism are, in realism, mediated through a whole 

system of images expressive of the artist's atti "tllde to 

what he is portraying. Critical realism asserts the 

aesthetic ideal through negation, It is an indic1ment of 

the society which deprives man of freedcm, It sees the 

mission of art in reproducing reality and pronouncing a 
I 

verdict on it. 'Z7 

Critical realism flourished in Europe beginning 

from the 182Js. That trend produced great names in France 

(Balzac, Stendhal), England (Dickens) and Russia (Tolstoy, 

Dostoyevsky, Chekov). Capitalism, for the first time in 

human history, established a worldwide econcmic system 

and drew the most diverse aspects of life into the sphere 

of production. Accordingly, the object of art expanded, 

Han, the main object of art, underwent profound changes. 

\'/i th the development of capi talisn social ties became 

universal and truly worldwide. All these changes in 

reality brought forth a new type of artistic conception 

of the world as an bodied in critical realism, The 

enlighteners conception of the na"tllral man was discarded 

27 N.G. Chernishevsky, As quoted in Yuri Borev, ibid,, 
p. a:> 2. 
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and human essence was sought to be explaine1 by social 

life. 

The principle of critical realism is typification. 

A 'realist' work is rich in a ccmplex, comprehensive set 

of relations between man, na"tl.lre and history, and these 

relations enbody and unfold what for Harxism is most 

'typical' about a particular phase of history. For Lukacs 

'typical' denotes those latent forces in any society which 

are fran a Narxist viewpoint most historically significant 

and progressive, \'lhich lay bare the societyt s inner structure 

and dynamics. The task of the realist writer is to flesh 

out these ' typical' trends and forces in indi victuals and 

actions; in doing so he links the individual to the 

social .,..,hole, and infonns each concrete particular of 

social life \·Jith the power of the 'world-historical'-

the significant movenents of history itself • 

.Juoting Lukacs, "Realisn however is not some 

sort of middle way between false objectivity and false 

subjectivity •••• Realism is the recognition of the fact that 

a work of literature c&~ rest neither on a lifeless 

average, as the naturalists suppose, nor on an individual 

principle which dissolves its own self into nothingness. 

The central category and criterion of realist literature 

is the type, a peculiar bynthesis \'lhich originally binds 
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together the general and the partirular both in characters 

and si 'tuations. 'dhat makes a type a type is not its 

average quality, not its mere individual being, however 

profoundly conceived; what makes it a type is that in it 

all the trumanly and socially essential determinants are 

present on their highest level of development, in the 

ultimate unfolding of the possibilities latent in than, in 

extrene presentation of their extremes, rerxiering concrete 

the peaks and limits of men and epochs ••• thus realism means 

a three-dimensionality, an all-roundness, that endows with 

independent life characters and human relationships •••• 

All it oproses is the destruction of the completeness of 

the human personality and of the objective typicality of 

men and situations through an excessive rul t of the 

moment-'lry mood. The struggle against such tendencies 

acquired a decisive importance in the realist li teramre of 

the nineteenth cenillry. n 28 

Lukacs holds that the realist writer penetrates 

through the accidental phenomena of social life to 

disclose the essences or essentials of a condition, 

selecting and combining then into a total fonn and 

fl eshine; then out in concrete experience. ';!hether or not a 

28 Georg Lukacs, op. cit., p. 6. 
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writer can do this depends for Lukacs not j.lst on his 

personal skill rut on his position within history, The 

great realist writers arise from a history which is 

visible in the making i,e, where it was possible for 

writers to c;rasp their own present as history - or, to put 

it in Lukacs's phrase, to see past history as 'the pre

history of the present'. Shakespeare, Scott, Balzac 

and Tolstoy can produce major realist art becaus~ they 

are present at the tumultuous birth of an historical 

epoch, and so are dramatically engaged with the vividly 

exposed 1 typical' conflicts and dynamics of their 

societies, It is this historical ' conten'tf which lays the 

basis for their fonnal achievenent. "Riclmess and 

profundity of created characters", Lukacs claims, "relies 

upon the richness and profundity of the total social 

process". 29 

Therefore, the essence of realism is social analysis, 

the study and depiction of the life of man in society, of 

social relations, the relationship between the individual and 

society, and the struciure of society i tself.As Boris 

Suchkov puts it: 

29 Georg Lukacs, in an article in the New Hungarian 
1uarterly, vol. xiii, no. 47, Avtumn 1972. As quoted 
in Terry Eagleton, op. cit,, p, 30, 
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"Realism does not arbitrarily isolate mart fran 

the social environment in which he lives and acts, rut 

instead sets out to perceive arxl portray the dialecticsof 

social relationships with their real contradictions ••• 

Social analysis, the essence of realism, enables the 

'l'l.ri t'"'r or artist to discern life's essential feaillres 

and approach an understanding of its law •••• If the social 

analysis of the environment in which the characters act 

is to be realistic, the writer must see and portray reality 

in its detenninant, typical manifestations, which are 
' 

objectively present in the sphere of tuman social relations, 

refracted through the prism of individual characterisa

tions. "?() 

Suchkov goes on to say that the realist principle 

of typification involves the tracing of the causality that 

exists in the ·\'lorld of social phenomena. Since it is 

human life and the life of society that fonn the subject 

matter of a work, the hero' s inner world, and the sum of 

his individual traits which we call character are examined 

and described by the realist writer as the product of 

numerous, rut typical circumstances which are in a causal 

relationship with the personal destiny of the hero. Trus, 

the typical character is a kind of derivative of social 

30 Boris Suchkov, A His tor! of Realism (Progress 
Publishers, Hoscow, 197 ) , p. 18. 
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forces. The typical character of the hero accumulates and 

combinns the main dete:nninant features of the environnent 

of which he is a product, and it is through him and his 

personal formnes that the fea1llres of that envirorment 

are revealed. The realist writers, therefore, "produced 

an authentic picture of contanporary personal am social 

life •••• The realists were able to portray the essential 

conflicts of their age which conditioned the inner world 

of their heroes, their way of thinking and behaving. and to 

see the sources of social evil that were having such a 

destructive effect on the ruman personali ty.-u3 1 

Closely connected with the concept of Marxist 

cri ticisn is the question of commi 1ment of the writer. 

This was more than ever highlighted in post-revolutionary 

Russia in the 1928 decree of the Bolshevik Party Central 

Co.11mi ttee which aimed at creating a purely proletarian 

culture cleansed of bourgeois influences. Li tera1llre 

vra.s to serve the interests of the party. In 1934 the 

Congre-::-s of Soviet \'lri ters officially adopted the doctrine 

of ' socialist realisn•. The doctrine taught that it was 

the writer's duty "to provide a truthful, historico

concrete portrayal of reality in its revolutionary 

31 I bid., p. 22. 
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development", taking into account "the problan of ideological 

transformation and the education of the workers in the 

spirit of socialism 11 , Literaillre must be "party-minded", 

it should be infused with a "revolutionary rCJnanticisn", 

portrayine Soviet heroes and prefiguring the future.3 2 

The term 'socialist realism' as opposed to 'critical 

realism' \~S coined by Gorky and the antithesis is now 

accepted by i·1;,rxist scholars and critics. It clearly 

refers to an attitude, not a style, and emphasizes the 

socialist outlook, not the realist method. As a whole it 

implies the artist' s or writer's fundamental agresnent with 

the aims of the working class and the emerging socialist 

world. 

The doctrine of socialist realism claimed descent 

from Harx nnd Engels, rut its true forbea.fJ were the 19th 
" 

century Russian critics Belinsky, Chernyshevsky and 

Dobr0lyubov whose influence can be seen in the work of 

G. l?lekhanov. He believes that literature 'reflects• 

reality, The writer reflects reality most significantly 

by creating' typesf. It is possible to find the' soci·al 

e'luivalentt of 11 terary facts. This idea of literature 

as typifying and socially reflective enters into the 

formulation of socialist reali~. 

32 A.A. Zhdanov, On Li terarure1 Husic and PhilosophY 
(London, 1950). As quoted ~n Terry Eagleton, 
oo, cit,, p. 38. 
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Lukacs provides a useful contrast between critical 

and socialist realism which clearly brings out their 

specific aspects. The first crucial distinction between 

the t•,Jo is made on the question of perspective. The 

perspective of socialist realism is the struggle for 

socialisn and this varies in form and content according to 

the level of social development and the subject-matter. 

But the decisive point, particularily in contrast to 

critical realism, is not sL~ply the acceptance of socialism~ 

This is possible •.vi thin the fra~ework of critical realisn. 

But where a critical realist attempts to describe 

socialism, his description is bound to be 'from the 

outside'. Therefore, 11 socialist realisn differs from 

cri tic3.l realism, not only in being based on a concrete 

socinlist perspective, rut also in using this perspective 

to describe the forces \·1orking towards sociali sn 1 frcm 

the inside'. u
33 Socialist society is seen as an 

independent entity, not simply as a foil to capitalist 

society or as a refuge from its dilemmas (as seen by 

critical realists who come closest to embracing 

socialism). 

Lukacs clarifies what he means by description 

of socialisn fran the 'inside' and from the 1 outside'. 

33 Georg Lukacs, The Heaning of Contemporary Realism, 
op. cit., p. 93. 
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He says, "By the ' outs ide' method a writer obtains a 

typology based on the individual and his personal conflicts; 

and fran this base he works towards wider social significance. 

The 'inside' method seeks to discover an Archimedian point 

in the midst of social contradictions, and then bases its 

typology on an analysis of these contradictions. n34 

Lukacs points towards the ' concrete• na rure of 

the new socialist perspective. By concreteness he means 

an a· .. ,areness of the development, structure and goal of 

society as a whole. The great critical realists were 

at times able to achieve a comprehensive description of 

the totality of society tut sane of them were hardly 

aware of the historical naillre of the reality described. 

The perspective of socialism enables the writer to see 

society and history for \-Jhat they are. This opens a 

new chapter in literary creation. So socialist realism is 

in a position both to portray the totality of a society in 

its imnediacy and to reveal its pattern of development. 

A correct understanding of reality quickens the relation 

between theory and practice and gives rise to a new 

kind of truman self-awareness. 

Despite this, there are similarities between 

socialist and critical realism. The social realists have 

ld., p. 94. 
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always considered the critical realists allies in their 

struggle to establish the supranacy of realism in 

aesthetics. Both are one in their struggle against 

reactionary forces in politics and art. Cri tica11 ty is 

the first common factor between the two. The concurrence 

on criticality is at both levels - literary ani political. 

At the literary level change, creativity and criticality 

would be the values of such an alliance. At the political 

level it would be ~ united front of all the writers ani 

scholars pursuing critical realism or socialist realism 

as reflected in the P\•/A. For the Marxist, the road to 

socialisn is identical with the movenent of history itself. 

Any acrurate account of bourgeois reality is a contrirution, 

whatever the author's subjective intention, to the 

Harxist critique of capi talign and therefore furthers the 

cause of socialism. 

A regime preparing for war or relying on 

oppression and untruth, must necessarily tend to,v-ards 

the suppression of realism and criticality, both at the 

aesthetic and the political level. The origins of an 

aesthetic proscription and prescription date from the 
,.. 

days of Plato who banned dra'!la and prescribed matuial 
"' 

music for the rule of §lardians over a stratified society. 

Similarly Fascism has exercised state control over 
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literary and political activity that has been critical of 

the existing regime. 

Lukacs believes that 11As socialisn develops, 

critical realism, as a distinct literary style, will 

wither away". 35 Society will evenrually achieve a condi ti.on 

which only socialist realism can adequately describe. It 

will be a protracted process but the outcome is inevitable. 

Critical realism ·,till wither away, as the literary forms 

of feudalism have withered away. This, for Lukacs, ar~es 

the superiority of socialist realism. The reason for this 

superiority is the insights '.'lhich socialist ·ideology and 

socialist perspective make available to the writer. They 

enable him to give a more comprehensive and deeper account 

of mari as a social being than any traditional ideology 

without being reductionist. But this in no \'{8.Y can take 

away from the importance of critical realism because it 

can describe the reaction of the non-socialist to the new 

society, can depict its transfonning power and its rich 

inherent canplexi ty. Critical realism has thus a 

significant contribution to make to present-day literature 

and is an important ally of socialism. Horeover the 

continued existence of critical realism in socialist 

societies has not been conclusively disproved. 

3 5 I bid. , p. 114. 
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Coin,::: back to the question of partisanship in 

literature it is seen that this is bound to some extent 

"'ith the proble:l of how ,,.,'Orks of litera1llre relate to the 

real world. Socialist realisn' s prescription that 

li tera"b..lre should teach certain political atti 1lldes assumes 

that li teratllre does 1 reflect' or ' reproduce' social 

reality in a fairly direct way. Harx, ho\·lever, does not 

himself use the metaphor of 'reflection' about literary 

works, nor does he insist that literary v1orks should 

be politically prescriptive. Lenin's renarks about 

literature becoming "part of the common cause of the 

proletariat ••• a component of organised, planned and 

integrated Social-DID.ocratic Party \'10rk" 36 were addressed 

towards party litera 1llre. In its cruder formulations, the 

idea that li terat...tre 'reflects'. reality is clearly 

inadeC1uate. It sugGests a passive, mechanistic relationship 

, .1tween literature and society. Literature does not stand 

in some reflective, symmetrical, one- to-one relation 

with its object. Lukacs sees artistic consciousness as 

a creative intervention into the world rather than as a 

mere reflection of it. Leon Trotsky claimed that artistic 

creation is "a deflection, a ch:mging and a trans fonna tion 

36 V. Lenin, "Party Organisation and Party Li tera"b..lre", 
Selected ':lnrks (P roeress Publishers, H oscow, 1977), 
p. 149. 
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of reality, in accordance with the peculiar laws of art. u37 

For Pierre :•:acherey, the effect of literature is essentially 

to defonn rather than to L'Ili tate. If the image corresponds 

'"holly to the reality (as in a mirror), it be canes identical 

to it aP.d ceases to be an L"!'!age at all. 38 

The --: :estion of h0\·1 far li teraillre is more 

than a mere reflection of reality brings us back to the 

issue of partisanship. In "The Heaning of Contenp<>rary 

Realism" ( 1953), Lukacs ar['}.les that modern \'lri ters should 

do more than merely reflect the despair and ennui of 

late bourgeois society; they s oould try to take up a 

critical perspective on this futility, revealing positive 

possibilities beyond it. To do this, they must do more 

than merely mirror society. ·:!hat Lukacs is calling for 

is essentially for the oodern age to move forward into 

the nineteenth ceniury. 1,·:e need a return to the great 

tradition of critical realism; we require \'Jri ters who, if 

not directly coomi tted to socialism, at least "take 

(socialism) into account and do not reject it out of 

hand. 11 

37 Leon Trotsky as quoted in Terry Eagleton, op. cit., 
p. 5J. 

38 Pierre Eacherey as quoted in Terry Eagleton, ibid,, 
p. 51. 
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Lukacs has been attacked on two main fronts for 

this position. He has been criticized by Bertol t Brecht, 

who claims -+.:hat he makes a fetish of nineteenth cenillry 

realism and is blind to the best of modernist art. He 

has also been upbraided by his own Communist Party 

comrades for his lukewarm attitude to socialist realism. 

Against both bourgeois modernism and socialist realiSm 

Lukacs posits the great l'u.lmanist tradition of bourgeois 

realism. This position of Lukacs has its roots in the 

cold war period when it was imperative for the Stalinist 

,.,.orld to forge alliances ,.,1 th 'peace-loving' progressive 

bourgeois intellectuals and to play down a revolutionary 

comr:1i iment. His politics at this period turn on a 

simplistic contrast between 'peace' and •war' - between 

positive 1 proe;ressive' writers and decadent reactionaries. 

Similarly Lukacs's praise of anti-fascist authors in 

1 The Historical Novel' reflects the politics of the 

Popular Front period, with its opposition of 'democrac~ 

rather than revolutionary socialism to the growing power 

of fascisn. Harxisn and bourgeois huinanism tlus fonned 

a comnon, enlightened front agai~~t the irrationalist 

tradition in Genn<;my which culminated. in Fascism. 

The question which ~ Harxist criticism has 

addressed to literary works t,., assess their value - is its 
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political tendency correct, does it further the cause of 

the proletariat, is the work politically progressive? -

entails the shelvine of other questions about the work 

as • merelY' aesthetic. An instance of this dichotany 

between the • ideological' and the • aesthetic' ocrurs in 

Lukacs's 'The Historical Novel' - "It does not matter 

\'Jhether Scott or f'.lanzoni were aesthetically superior to, 

say, Heinrich f.!ann, or at least this is not the main 

point. 1:/hat is important is that Scott and Manzoni, 

Pushkin and Tolstoy, were able to grasp and portray 

popular life in a more profound, authentic, human and 

concretely historical fashion than even the most outstanding 

writers of our day •••• 11 This is closely connected to the 

question of perspective, "• •• perspective acts as a 

principle of selection, as the criterion by which a writer 

selects his detail and avoids the pitfalls of naturalism •••• 

The concreteness of a writer's perspective, of course, 

is a decisive influence on the vitality and suggestive 

power of his art. It is d eci si ve in as much as there is 

a connection - not direct, but canplex and devious -

between the s trucillre of individual character am the 

degree to which perspective, in a \<JOrk of art, can be 
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realized. "39 

To enphasize the question - 1 Is the M>rk politically 

progressive?' - as the basis of a Harxist criticism does 

not i.r.lply- that we disniss such partisan literature as 

marginal. In the \-JOrds of Terry Eagleton, 11 the Soviet 

Futurists and Constructivists '"ho went out into factories 

and collective fann s, launchine wall newspapers, inspecting 

reading roams, introducing radio and travelling film 

shows, reporting to Hoscow ne,-ispapers; the theatrical 

experimenters like Heyerhold, Erwin Piscator an:i Bertolt 

Brecht; the hundreds of 'a£9- t-prop 1 groups who saw theatre 

as a direct intervention in the class-struggle: the 

enduring achievenents of these men stand as a living 

denial of bourgeois cri ticisn' s smug assumption that art 

is one thing and propaganda another, "L() 

It is true that all major art is 1 progressive', 

in the limited sense that any art sealed from the 

39 Georg Lukacs, op, cit,, pp, 53-55. 

l.IJ Terry Ea:~leton, op, cit,, p. 57. 
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significant novenents of its epoch. divorced from sane 

sense of the historically central, relegates itself to 

minor st:lills. 'dhat needs to be added is Harx and . 
Engel's 1 Principle of contradict~ : that the political ... 

views of an au thor may run counter to \·:hat his work, 

objectively reveals. Also that the question of how 
T.obe. 

'.progressive• art needs to be,,_valid is an historical 

question , ... dlich cannot be settled dognatically for all 

time. There are periods and societies where conscious, 

'progressive• political commitment need not be a 

necessary condition for producing major art. There are 

other periods - fascism, for example- when to survive 

and produce as an artist at all involves the kind of 

questioning which is likely to result in explicit 

commi tnent. In such societies, conscious political 

partisanship, nnd the capacity to produce significant 

art at all, c;o spontaneously together. 



PART-II 

AN ANALY;:.)I~ CF YAciE!'AL' ..:> :WVEL - "GE.ETA-FAhTY 
CGl"'t.lt.A DE II 

How ~ould one characterize the writings of the 

members of the PWA during the period 1936-47? In the 

United Front politics of the 1930s what were the literary 

trends which could be identified? Could the literary 

trends, of critical realism and socialist realism, be 

classified at that time or were they consciously in the 

minds of the members of the F.-/b.? 

It is interestinf to note that there is little 

concurrence between the schol~rs and write1~ and the 

people involved with the F·ti.A about the literary trend 

which the movement represented. - ~as it critical realism, 

or socialist realism, or both. Adhering to Lukacs' 

viewpoint that, ";3ocialist realism differs from critical 

realism, not only in being based on a concrete socialist 

perspective, but also in usin~ this perspective to 

describe the forces workine; to\oJBrds socialism 'from the 

inside'", 41 some opine that socialist realism is not 

possible in a non-socialist country. It is ably when 

socialism develops tba t ooci<-Jlist realism can develop as 

a distinct lite1ary style. ducb a view is held by 

Bhisham Sahani and V .N. ·rripa thy who rule out the 

41. Georg Lukacs, op. cit., p. 93 
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possibility of discovering the trend of socialist 

realism in the works of the members of the FWA. 

On the other hand we also have the opinion put 

forward by Rajiv SaX8ena who feels that socialist realism 

does not exist at all, not even in the Soviet Union. In 

his article "Literature: Politic ian Needs the Artist" 

he says, "Writing in the 3oviet Union became, over the 

years under socialism, a sinecure. It offered most 

favourabl~ condi tiona for wri tint, at ease. At the same 

time, it created unfavoura&le conditions for penning the 

whole truth." 42 'I'he socialist ideology demanded that 

literature be faithful to the working people and serve their 

cause. But the new ruling strata tl.at had emerged after 

Lenin commanded tr.e power of [ranting privileges and also 

the power to persecute. This dimmed the moral courage of 

many authors. 

~amar .Bais feels that during the period 1936-47 

there were very few books which could be characterized as 

specimens of socialist realism, amongst these he mentions 

the novels of Yasbpal .Makhdoon ~ l"loin-un-din, Krisban 
' 

Chander. Ee makes it clear that socialist realism had not 

been adopted as the guiding force in Indian literature. 

It had been adopted in other non-socialist countries but 

42. Rajiv Saxeena, "Literature: I-olitician ~eeds the 
Artist" in A Revolution .d t.t,in .h. Revolution. (Navyug 
Fress, Delhi, 1987) 
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only where the revolutionary forces were very strong 

e.g. in Vietnam and in China. This was not the case 

with India as here the fight was for bourgeois national 

democracy. The national moveffient was guided by the forces 

of bourgeois parties. But critical realism was there as 

a conscious trend. It was not just an imitation fro~ 

the west. This was because of the agitational attitude . 
of the progressives~politics and the attitude towards 

Imperialism and retrograde dominant sections of Indien society 

(especially as propounded by Premcband, Maulana Azad, Shibli 

etc.) It was an agitational literature, critical of the 

British and of all those forces responsible for maintaining 

~olonial rule. In the Indian situation, _the cult of 

critical realis~ was evolved by the Indian writers them

sel~es in the early twentieth century - writers like 

Fremchand, Iqbal, Azad, Eazrat r·;obani etc. They were 

nationalist patriotic writers wlo wer1 critical of the 

Indian situation - both social, political and cultural. 

They adopted their own tools of criticism in literature 

which was ctiefly critical realism with very few instances 

of socialist realism. 

Namvar Singh opines tho.t the terms 'critical 

rea 1 ism' and 'socialist realisr.:,' have been historically 
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applied by Lukacs. 1'be nineteentt century bourgeois novel 

marks the beginning of critical realism. tiocialist realism 

was possible only after the '19'17 October revolution-, 

initially only in the 6oviet Union but after that it 

became universal even in a non-socialist society. Eut 

be says that ideally in a non-socialist society socialist 

realism would be critical realis~ with a socialist 

perspective. It would be a historico-concrete po~trayal. 

of reRlity in its revolutionary development. 

From the various vie\-.r points of tl,ese a:holars 

and critics, one thing stands out clear. In the literary 

field there was a convergence on criticality and creativ~ty 

which came about despite heteroce~j.ty. The principle of 

'art for art's sake' was rejected outrightly and the 

progressives sought to be GUiaed by the principle of art 

in the service of tte people i.e. for social reform 

and liberation. There was an effort at the critical 

depiction of reality. ·rhe realist writers tried to 

penetrate through the accidental phenomena of social life 

in order to disclose tr.e essentials of the conditjon. 

Social analysis was the essence of their literature. Man 

was not seen as isolated frorc tte social environment in 

which he lived and acted. Thus an authentic picture of 

j 
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• 
cont~mporary personal and social life was produced 

the essential conflicts of tte age depicted. 

For the purpose of establishing this cont 

of criticality we will proceed with an analysis of 

novel 'Geeta -Party Comrade' by YashBal. In his 4 

years Yashpal's (1903-76) life was often compared \ 

that of a hero of an adventure novel. Over the yec 

graduated to writing revolutionary novels. ln the 

Bhagat Singh, Sukhdev, Bohara and Chandra Shekhar ~ 

openly took part in all the revolutionary activitie 

times. After the death of Azad in 1931, Yashpal wa 

appointed the Commander-in-Chief of the Hindustan S 

Republican Army. Be was arrested by the Folic e in . 

in 1932 and served a jail term till 1938. From 193l 

till the last years of his life he put himself hear' 

soul into his writings. Amone:st l~is major works ar4 

Meri teri uski b~at, Jboota Saccb - Vatan aur desh, 

Sacch - Desh ka bbavishya, Fakka kadam, Geeta - Part 

Comrade, Dada Comrade, Des hdrol1i, Kyon Fbans e etc. 

Appearing in June 1946, just four months af 

the Naval Revolt of February 1946, 'Geeta - Farty Co 

was not only written during those dramatic times, no. 

set in the context of those times - buL was a novel < 

the times. It was a fictional representation and in1 

pretation of the history that was being lived by Yasl 
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and his contemporaries. both the central event (the Naval 

Revolt of Feb. 1946) and the main motifs connected with 

it (the imperialist British rule, the state of colonial 

India, the struegle for freedoo, the attitude of the 

various political parties to the issues of the times, 

the critical analysis of the situation by the C~I, the 

question of unity, involvement of the masses, communalism, 

partition and even the position of women) were highly 

topical, directly reflectinf the events and the evolving 

political discourse of the day. These events were worked 

out through the gradual developnent of the two main 

characters the novel, Geeta and Fadamlal Bhavaria. 

In the 'Introduction' of the novel Yashpal himself 

says, "The story of 'Party Co:nrade' is the story of the 

times, it is a story of the present circumstances in which 
43 

the reader finds himself." He t_oes on to say, "To write 

a story about the reader's circumstances is like showing a 

mirror to him ••• It is not possible to find the fault in ouz 

face vJi thout lookine; into the nirror. .!''or this reason I 

was inspired to write a story about our times and our 

circumstances." 
44 

He continues to say that in the things 

of our own times the differences of opinion can be very 

43. Yashpal, Geeta-Party s;omrade. (Lokbbarati Prakashan, 
Allahabad';* 19?8), p. 5. 1•'ree Translation. 

44. Ibid., p. 5. 
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sharp. And it wouldn't be surprising if the mirror in 

front of the reader depicts this. 

The period of 1946 in l-lhich 'Geeta-Party Comrade' 

was both written and set was one of great historical 

upheaval and intense politicar and social ferment in India. 

The post second World war negotiations had begun and 

there were occasional British efforts to obtain Congress and 

League participation in the existing structure of central 

government, as well as some abortive talks between Gandhi 

and Jinnah on the Pakistan issue. The notable events 

of these times were the 3imla Conference of 1945, the 

public trials of the INA priso:2ers and the R.I.N. Nuti:Oy-

of 1946. 

'rhe greatest threat of a popular outburst was 

posed by the naval mutiny in Bombay on 18-23 February 1946. 

This was one of the most truly heroic, if also largely 

forgotten, episodes of our freedom strucgle. Wartime 

expansion of the Royal Indian Navy had brought in men from 

all parts of the country, weakenins the old military 

tradition of recruitment from politically undeveloped 

'martial races~. Racial discrimination continued unabated 

in this 'last bastion of the ~~pire', while service abroad 

brought contact with world developments and the I.N.A. 

trials and the post- war popular ursurge in India had a 



growing impact. On 18tb February ratings in the Signals 

training establisrment 'Talwar' went on hunger- strike 

against bad food and racist i~ults. ~ext day the strike 

spread to Castle and Fort. Barracks on shore and twenty

two ships in l:,ornbny hart ::m:c. ':'he tj~ieolour, crescent, 

and hammer - and - sickle v;ere raised. jointly on the 

mastheads of the rebel fleet. =Le ratings elected a 

liaval Central .._,trike Committee, headed by M.ti~ Khan, and 

formulated demands which combined issues of better food, 

equal pay for white and Indian soldiers, etc., with tbe 

national political slot;ans of release of INA and other 

political prisoners and wi ttdra'::l of Indian troops from 

Indonesia. '..L'he men hesitated fatally, however, on the 

border - line of peaceful strike and determined mutiny, 

obeyinc orders to return to ttei:r: respective ships or 

barracks on the afternoon of 20 February, only to find 

ttemselves surrounded by anny [Uards. Next day fighting 

started at Castle Barracks \vben ratings tried to break out 

of their encirclement, with the sLips providing artillery 

suprort while the Eritishers flew in bombers and threatened 

to destroy the navy. By 22 Fe·::ruary, the strike had spread 

to naval bases all over tte country as well as to some 

ships on sea, involvinE at its l ei~ht 78 ships, 20 shore 

establisbr:~ents, and 20,000 rat:~n;_s. 
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It is against this background of the naval 

mutiny that the novel 'Geeta-Party Comrade' is set. 

The story line of the novel is simple enough. The chief 

protaeonist is Geeta who is actively involved in the 

Communist movement, is a party me~ber and does her share 

of work by selling party literature and newspaper in the 

streets and collecting funds for the party. In the course 

of this she comes in contact \·ii th Padamlal Bhavaria, a 

rich buisnessman who indulees in the frivolties of life -

wine, women and loose company. Though an ardent GandhianJ 

vnder the influence of Geeta he slowly starts seeing the 

rationale behind the viewpoint of the Communists. The 

climax comes with the Naval Revolt of 1946 which the CPI 

supports. Disillusioned with the call of the Congress 

to the ratings to surrender, Bhavaria actively takes part 

in the total strike orcanized by the Co~unists and gets 

killed in the ensuing violence. Geeta, burdened with 

the party work and the curfew restrictions, is unable to 

meet him on his deatt bed. 

Despite the apparent s ir:1plici ty of the story line 

the novel manages to make contem;orary historical reality 

its subject matter. While the dominant plot is the change, 

and development of Bhavaria's cr.aracter under Geeta's 

influence and the stark political reality as witnessed 
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by him, there are subsidiary plots interwoven with it 

which are clearly depicted t~roush the triangular re

lationship between the three main characters - Geeta, 

Ehavaria and the Communists. 

The story line develops witb the development 

of these three characters. First of all there is Geeta 

She is a young collegian who in contact with politically 

conscious people of her college develops leftist leanings. 

The arguments of her and her friends always centered round 

the following issues -

"India is such a big country, its population is 

so large; then why are we a dependant colony of a small 

nation like England? All eoods and commodities are 

produced by labour, then why is the position of the 

labourers the worst in our tiociety?" 4 5 

This would lead them to a I-larxist interpretation in terms 

of wages, profits and surplus value •• " The surplus 

value produced is the profit of the owner and the exploit

ation of the workers." 46 It was the profit motive which 

drove the capitalist in the first instance towards 

expioitation of the workers ru1d in the second towards 

45. Ibid., p. 20 

46. Ibid., p. 20 
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imperialism. 

In the course of her involvement with the party 

many things becomeclear to her - \';hat the party stands for, 

how it involves the masses, collects its fundS, disciplines 

its members etc. Mazhar, the secretary of the Girgaun 

unit ('Gold Works Union') of the Party, explains to her 

what the party means -

"'what is the Farty? 'J.'he .!::leanint; of the Farty is 

to recognize the collective nature of your and my effort 

and to work towards it. In such a situation the question 

of likine or disliking the party work or feeling hesitant 

or insulted about it is entirely meaningless. There is 

a contradiction between your personal preferences and the 

popular well being. The only ~eaning of this is that your 

1mde~tandir1g or preferences are v1rong." 4? 

He stresses the need of going out amonsst the 

common man and making him understand the party's political 

direction -

"It is not enough to understand the right political 

line and direction. It is essential that one. should make 

the effort of making the common man understand it also. 

The national problem cannot be solved by the understanding 

and efforts of one man alone. If this was possible we would 

47. Ibid., p. 21. 
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have got independence merely by the fasting of Mahatama 

Gandhi. " 48 

Among the methods of making the public more 

conscious was selling party literature and newspaper to 

them at very nominal rates. This also supplemented 

their drive for funds. ·rhey also asked for direct 

contributions to the party fron the people. Geeta was 

called upon to do this job. Initially she refused to 

do it as she thought that it vtas no better than begging 

for alms. A fellow comrade, l"ieg:b.-nath, admonishes her for 

this and says, "This is bourgeois snobbery. When there is 

a need for the party then the question of personal insult 

does not arise." 4 9 

It is seen that the party workers are very 

particular even in tris drive for funds. The instructions 

of the party in this matter arc very clear. As Negbnath 

explains -

"The Party office wants to ~<:now the amount of money 

collected, from whicb class of peo~le it was collected and 

the attitude of the donor to,·:ards the Farty • • • • The 

question of intention is involved in this give and take of 

money. There might be a selfish ~otive behind it. I would 

48. Ibid., p. 22. 

49. Ibid., p. 21. 
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. 1 . t. 11 . 1 II 50 Thl.' s consider thls as po 1 1ca y 1mmora money. 

was a direct pointer towards Geeta wto had accepted two 

hundred rupp~ from Ehavaria as contribution towards the 

party funds. Bbavaria was known for tis strong anti

communist feelings and therefore the money could have been 

given to Geeta only in her personal capacity. It was not 

enough acceptinE the donations blindly. Only when people wer 

really motivated by the Farty ioeals or sympathetic towards 

it that the contributioil could be accepted. 

Geeta also comes to realize that for the Farty 

there is no difference bet\·leen the personal and the 

privatE> life of the in':lividual. It all reflects on the 

public life. The newspapers ~~ke c~pital out of an 

incident when bhavaria comes co the rescue of Geeta by 

beating up the man who was out to ~eckle her. Geeta is 

called before the memter:::; of -:be J rovincial Committee 

to explain her actions. vhe fjnd.::. it difficult to explain 

to them that she had gone to the LOtorious ~atunga Club 

with Bhavaria unkno•dngly, but t•ve.r: then it was in her 

personal capacity. Very disal·r.rovingly she is told -

"What is private or public? Your life is for yourself 

or for the cause? l:.very Jction of ;yours bas an impact 

on your ideals and on the 1-art;y situation. The incident 

50. Ibid.,, p. 54 
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has been re;orted in the newspaper because you are 

a Party member. Who bas given this opportunity to 

others to sling mud on our Farty'?" 51 

Considering Geeta•s actions a serious breach of discipline 

she is suspended from the mc~bers~ip of the Farty for three 

months. 

The other main character in the novel is Padamlal 

Bbavaria. The auttor presents ~im as a rich man leading 

a debauched lifestyle given to the frivolities of life. 

The novel develops along with the development of biG 

character. In the case of Geeta one coulc see that there 

is a certain correspondence beh:een her thoughts and 

actions. She thinks and argues out rationally and then 

acts. In the case of Bbavaria there is action but no 

conscious thought. he befriends Geeta to accept the challenge 

of his friends. He regularily buys Farty literature·and 

newspaper from her not because he is in any way influenced 

by Marxist thought but just becauee it gives him a chance 

to meet Geeta. He does not h~ve a very good opinion 

about the Communists. He had read in the newspaper that 

the Communists "Jere in the pay roll of the Muslim League 

and the .Britjr.h government. They ate beef and supplied 

girls from the Party to the people. After meeting Gee~a he 

knew that these informations were v1rong. But he couldn't 

51 • Ibid. , p • 9 5 
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ignore what he heard throu:th his o\'m ears in the public 

meetin~s of the great national leaders. He had heard 

the Congress leaders say that t~e Co~unists were in 

league with the British and v1ere acting as traitors 

of the country. Ee had also heard that the CFI was a party 

which had fooled the public and the government and conned 

them off their money. They even cot a regular supply of 

money from Eussia. 

With the entry of Geeta into his life Bbavaria's 

life style and thought process starts changing radically. 

Ee starts thinking consciously on allfue events happening 

around him. The turning point comes with the Naval 

Revolt of 1946. He sees the valiant fight which the 

ratings put up and the spontaneous suprort which they 

receive from the people irrespective of their religion 

and party commitment - "'l1he cro~·:d was of thousands of 

people. At all places the tricolour, crescent and 

hammer and sickle were flutterins tocether. The slogans 

of 'Jai Hind', 'lnquilab Zindabad' and 'Down with the 

British government' rent the ~ir. rhe uniformed soldiers 

were mingling v:i tb tte cro\·!ds in such a way as if they 

were a part of the people, the difference was only of 

clothes." 52 

52. Ibid., p. 103 
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Thinking that this would leJd to a spontaneous general 

uprising of the people, Bhavaria gets a real shock on 

bearing that the Congress had asked the ratings to 

surrender. In spite of this he takes part in the general 

strike and gets killed in the violence let loose by 

British repression. 

Alongpide with his developing political maturity, 

Bhavaria also becomes a more hu..rnane and sensitive kind of 

person. Geeta's reaction at beinE tricked into going with 

him to the ill-famed Matunga Club shakes him to the inner 

core of his consciousness. Crying out in anger she says -

"Why did you bring me here. This place is not fit for 

any good man. I never understood you to be this. This 

does not become you." 53 Bhavaria feels very guilty 

after tl is. Gradually he breaks away from his old friends 

and in his spare time starts readinc the Farty literature 

given to him by Geeta. He finds truth in the printed 

word and his interest in findinc out more about the 

Party, its aims and objective~,:ets aroused. Leaving 

behind his pleasure seekinc life style he gradually 

becomes a thinking and active man. 

The other main focus of tte novel is on the 

Communists as a group. ·l'heir perception of politics, 

53. Ibid., f• 62 



their aims and objectives, their analysis of the 

situation, their methods of v:ork, their party discipline 

is clearly brought out in the novel. ~ch of this has 

been discussed before and will be again discussed in the 

latter part of the chapter. It is interesting ~o note 

that Geeta)s character has bee~ depicted as more humane 

than the other comrades. Geeta is often irritated by 

their mechanical and self- riGhteous manner. Her opinion 

about Meghnath makes this very clear -

"Ee also used to talk of all the same tbings -

massforce proletariat, patriotic duty, self-determination, 

~nti..:..imperialist, organized workinc; class and peasantry -

like Mazhar, Shrinivas, ctan~ and the other Comrades of 

the Union. But he bad the burden of self responsibility 

and seriousness of pride on his face wtich seemed very 

artificial to Geeta." 54 

The incident with Bhavaria wLich e;ets reported in the papers 

shows the mechanical efficiency of the party. No concession 

is made for emotions or personal feelings or for individual 

human life. In contrast to this you can see the importance 

which Geeta attaches to human life. This is best 

illustrated with her reaction to bhavaria's death. The 

other comra.des try to reason it out wi tb her - "This is 

54. Ibid., p. 23 
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the payment one bas to make toHards the cost of 

independence. 'what's there to cry for it?" 55 

The comrades res~ectfully salute the brave men who 

sacrificed their lives in the incident. But even this 

effort is too much for Geeta -

"Despite pursing her lips under her teeth, Geeta's 

tears kept flowing. In an effort to control her unsettled 

mind and the weakness of her body, the tight fisted hand 
56 raised towards the sky was trecbling." 

rl1bus the plot of the novel movf:'s as the relation

s hip betv1een the characters develops. This is against 

the backdrop of theevents takinc; rlace. first and foremost 

is the development of the internal events of the novel -

Geeta's involvement with tte Farty, meeting with Bbavaria, 

her attempts at makint him interested in the Farty etc. What 

is more imrortant, however, ic the cradual unfolding of the 

historical events of the times in tbe story. 

The novel shows the hichly organized and effeciently 

manned parallel mov err: en t of tL; ::.E:ft <.:.lon;:> id.e the 

mainstr<~ca:: Con:;ress n:ove.mcnt. ·.:_';is 1::oven.ent of the 

Comrr.unists was not in compet:. t~.c n t·:i th the Congress but 

worked alongside in order to ~ ;:::e:.:ctherl the national 

movement. l..s Geeta e:>..-r;lains tc I::er younger brother, tjbyamu -

55. Ibid., p. 119. 

56. Itid., p. 120 
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11 If r:e fight the Congress then wl.o will fight 

the Eri tis hers'? .All this is thP. l:.ri tis.h imp erialio t 

design of divide and rule. :!heir agents have penetrated 

into the Congress to spread mischief. They have kept the 

Congress fooled. Congress is thenational organization 

of our country. It is the ort;a:::.ization which will fight 

for our independence froo the Eritisb government. Our 

Party does not fight the Concress, it tries to make 

them understand the various issues. If brothers fight 

between themselves it is but obvious that the foreign 

invader will continue to =~le us ••• Independence cannot 

be won without the collective efforts of the entire people 

of the country." 57 

Though the novel is not about the 'Quit India 

!'lovement of 1942, the reaction of various parties tO\-vards 

it is ~entioned in passing. Ehavaji, an ardent congressite, 

says about the communists -

"In 1942 they had g:one <:tnd hidden behind the Eri tish 

government. Did they tbink th·-:t tl:eir grasp of politics 

was better than that of Gand!'i, .3D.l'dar Patel or Nehru'?" 58 

The co~unist rlcfei:.ce to this can be seen in the 

argument of I-:azhar -

"In 1942 the Congress leaders s&vl that the path they 

57. Ibid., p.87 

58. Ibid., p. 107 
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bad adopted by corr,pletely i._:norin::· our warnin~ had 

been entirely unsuccessful. :~o\·!, by calling us traitors 

they are trying to encite the people against us and thus 

divert their minds from their unsuccessful policy ·and 

campaign... The onus of ~he f£~.ilure of the movement 

which backfired due to their lack of far - sightedness 

is now being put on us." 59 

rrhe Congress was again at cro~:>s-roads with the Communists 

on the question of partition and Jakistan. In line with 

their argument for the right of selfdetermination the 

communists bad sup~orted the I-:us lim League demand and 

thi8 had invited the ire of the Congress. Yashpal writes -

11 The Congress was in contest with the zv:uslim League 

for the votes from the predominant ~:us lim areas. Eut more 

tban criticizing the stand of the Luslim League, the 

Congress directed its anger towards the CFI because the 

CPI had been supporting the demand for Pakistan right 

since 1942. 'j_'he Communists v!ere condemned as u_npa triotic, 

traitors and lackeys of tLe Luslim League." 60 

Bhavaji , the Congressman says: "IJ:iill now the l'iuslims were 

the enemies of the Congress, and now look at these Red Flag 

Communists. What kind of 6orn.munists are these communists. 

They take money from the Britishe1s. In the Viceroy's 

Council the e;overnr,ent its elf admitted that it took money 

59. Ibid., p. 22. 

60. Ibid., p. 31. 
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from the Muslim League. (In the Central Assembly the 

government had accepted to give a monthly assistance of 

thirteen thousand ruppees to the Radical Democratic Farty 

of M.N. Roy). You tell me, being a liindu how can you 

accept the demand for Pakistan? I~fter dividing your 

country into two parts what kind of independence will you 

achieve? .Now look at them, they are standing against 

the Congress in the elections. 11 61 

The rationale betind the CFI's suprort for fakistan is 

expressed in the words of Geeta -

11 \..Je hold that 'flhere the I·1uslim population is in 

majority, they should have their say. Unity cannot be 

attained by forcefully holding on to anybody. Let the 

Muslims do what they think is t:ood or bad for them. If 

they by their own calculations 11ork out their gains and then 

come and join you, unity will be achieved. If you hold 

on to thei:l forcefully they will keep fighting with you 

and betray you at the last moment. This is what Pakistan is 

about. 11 62 

Despite these differences the Consress and the Left had the 

commons aim of fighting the Jri -cis hers. The means were 

different but the ends were the same. Also, they appealed 

to different sections of the society. As Bhavaria puts it -

"'fhe fight within the INC is the fight between two 

61. Ibid., p. 75. 

62. Ibid., p. 44 
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brothers. On the one side is the tricolour and on the 

other the hammer and the sickle. The Communists do not 

have a say among the white collar workers and therefore 

they take the ordinary labourers and workers along with 

them. In the congress all the men are big man and therefore 

the populace goes witt them." 63 

The novel shows how the different perGeptions 

of the INC and the CFI on the question of the independence 

struggle come to a bead with the RIN ~utiny of Feb. 1936. 

The mutiny is described throug;J: the eyes of Bhavaria -

"'I'he naval ratings in their white uniforms with blue 

collars were marchini ahead.~ith them were the army lorries 

with the tricolour, the crescent and the hammer and sickle. 

Inquilab Zindabadl Jai Hind! !<lake India free! Release the 

INA prisoners! Hindu- .l'1uslim unite! Down with British 

Imperialism! Allah-o-Akbarl ~raise be to flahabirl These 

slogans resonated through the air. There was an awareness 

of the control and strength in their organization and 

behaviour." 64 

It was evident that there was an instantaneous popular 

support for the movement. ~·:m·J t.ha t the .Itadian forces had 

joined the masses the expectations of the people had risen 

sky high. 

Despite this, at Bo~bey as well as elsewhere, two 

63. Ibid., p. 56. 

64. Ibid., p. 100. 
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sharply different attitudes tO\·:ards these dramatic develop

ments became evident among the Indian political groups by 

22 li'ebruary. The bombay CFI called for a general strike, 

which was supported by Congress Socialist leaders like 

Aruna Asaf Ali and Achyut Patwardhan. Sardar Patel in 

sharp contrast advised people to go about their normal 

business as usual, and S.K. Patil and Cbundrigar, beads 

of the provincial Congress and League units, ev~n offered 

volunteers to help restore order. Despite Congress and 

League opposition, 300,000 downed tools in Bombay on 22 

February, closing down almost all ~ills, and violent 

street fighting continued for tuo days particularily in the 

proletarian districts of Parel and Delllile Road. Two army 

battalions were needed to restore order in Hombay city, and 

tl:e official casualty figures ~·;ere 228 civilians killed and 

1046 injured. 65 

Fatel and Jinnah manac:ed to persuade the ratinf_';s 

to surrender on 23 Feb. givinL an assuro.nce that the national 

parties would prevent any victimization. This promise was 

soon forgotten, as is evident from the letter Patel wrote 

to the Andhra Congress lead•-cr, Viswanatban on 1 !"!arch 1946, 

"•••• discipline in the Army cannot be tampered with •••• 

65. '~he RIN ~trike', 
Delhi, 1954. As 
India 188S1~42 . 
1984)' p. 2. 

by a c:;rour of victimized ratings, 
·quoted in ciumit >:>arkar's l"Jodern 
(11acmillar:. India Limited, Delhi 
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. f I d. " 66 
We will want Army even 1n ree n 1a Gandhi was as 

unequivocally hostile as Patel. Cn 22 Feb. he condemned 

the ratin~s for setting a bad and unbecoming example for 

India and advised them to peacefully resign their jobs 

if they had any grievances. Ee even called the alliance 

between the !.indus and r-:us li:ms and others for the purpose 

of violent action as unholy. 

These differing attitudes of the Congress and the 

Communists is shown in the novel. On the day o·f the revolt 

the communist appeal to the people is made by Geeta over the 

microphone on a moving lorry -

"Our Party appeals to you to oppose these atrocities 

and oppression being meted out to the naval ratings. In 

protest against this you should have a total strike in 

Bombay tomorrow. Every shop, mill, office, tram, bus, 

motor will be closed. ~e will not allow any kind of looting 

or killing to take place. Our an~er and protest are against 

the atrocities of the British c_-overnment. Let them be 

warned that we will avenge tf>e death of our young men. 

Blood will beget blood." 6 'i 

After this fiery appeal, Bbavaria is taken aback 

by the appeal of Sardar Patel in tbe newspaper·s the next 

day -

"In such delicate circumstances the people should 

66. Sardar's letters, Vol. IV, Ahmedabad 1977. As quoted 
in::lumit Sarkar. lb:;i., r;. 425. 

67. Yashpal, op. cit., ~ 104. 
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maintain peace in all ways. 'l:he strike should not be the. 

cause of any unpleasant incident in the city. The naval 

ratinES hove broken the discipline of the forces without 

the advice of the national leaders. The people should not 

· h' L>f t · a " 68 co-operate with them 1n t 1s el or 1n any w y. 

The bourgeois nature of the Congress leadership 

immediately becomes evident. Euisnessmen like Bhavaji 

and Babu Ram Gopal who are also conbressmen, do not want 

the strike at any cost. It '.oJould be harmful to their 

business and moreover the possibility of the strike turning 

violent was frightening for them. They are displeased 

with Ehavaria's decision to close his shop. In the earlier 

part of the novel too, a reference to the link between the 

Congress and the big bourgeoisieis made by another character, 

comrade Shrinivas -

"The Congress boycotts foreign g:oods and takes money 

from the trade of foreign goo~s for its funds.Are not the 

lakhs of ruppees put into the ~oncress election funds of 

Bombay, Ahmedabnc1 <:1na i\finpur, the earnings of black market

eering? Is it not the money of the people who were 

responsible for the Eengal fardne? 'l'he Congress boycotted 

the war but not the people who were providing the war 
6S 

supplies because it was getting lakhs of ruppees from there." 

68. Ibid., P• 105 

69. Ibid., p. 55 
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z:.esides these. hicr_l~' topical political issues, 

the novel also deals with a live social problem - the 

position of women. Geeta has to stand a lot of snide 

comments and heckling, when she coes out to sell the party 

literature and collect funds. In one instance she is saved 

by the timely intervention of ~bavaria. ~he finds a big 

difference in the status and position of the Indian 

women and what she bad read in the newspapers about the 

women abroad - in Germany the women sold their kisses and 

in Japan they prostituted themselves to collect money for 

the war efforts. When Geeta's brother Sbyamu shows sympathy 

towards her after the newspaper report on her about the 

Bhavaria incident she feels elated -

"She felt the support of an arm. That ·arm might be thin 

and weak to look at, but it •..:as a man's arml She was not 

alone, what happened if ..;lhya.I:J.u l"ras a small boy! After all 

he was a boy - malel She would be able to stand with his 

support." 70 

what has Ya.shpal tried to show through the novel? .F'irst 

of all, he has indicated the shortco~ings of the national 

movement. The differing stands of the INC, the Muslim League 

and the Communists on many important issues undermined the 

effectivity of the freedom stru~r,gle. The question of unity 

was indeed a difficult one. The imfortant thing to note 

70. Ibid., p. 88. 
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iR that from the nationalist liter&ture we get the 

idea that there was only one kind of movement which was 

going on - the movement led by the Congress leadership. 

What Yashpal clearly indicates is that there was a parallel 

movement of the Left and the level of consciousness was 

more developed in it. At times it provided a viable 

alternative to the bourgeois leadership. 

The criticism which such a novel often gives 

rise to is that the novel is not literature but sheer 

political propaganda. In his 'Introduction' to the novel, 

Yasbpal himself dispels these doubts. He says -

"The picture of any period 'rlill talk about or reflect 

that period. What kind of picture would it be if the 

picture of a monkey had no tail a~d that of an elephant 

no trunk? Bimilarily in the picture of our present conflict

laden days there will be talk of conflict and the characters 

of this conflict will also be in it ••• but will calling a 

monkey, a monkey; an elephant, an elephant, a donkey a donkey 

be propaganda or not? \-Jould it be propaganda to say that 

the monkey is naughty and deceitful, the elephant is heavy 

and huge and the donkey is s tur)id?" 71 t:Jome people would 

consider this propaganda. nut if the real things are not said 

it would not be possible to give an introduction or 

71. Ibid., pp. 5-6. 
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description of the monkey, elephant and donkey. ,rbe 

real introduction by the ~haractt;l'S about whom the writer 

write~ can only be given by a description of their thoughts 

and behaviour, and not throuc;h propaganda.Without this the 

picture h'ould be incomplete and one-sided. Be concludes by 

sayine; -

"If description and depiction is propaganda then the 

whole literature of the world is propaganda and how can the 

contemporary writer escape from this?" 72 

We could say that this novel represents the 

literary trend of critical realism. On the part of 

Yashpal there is a commitment to the values of criticality, 

change and creativity. The element of criticality is all 

pervasive in the novel. fhe novel very effectively reflects 

the events and the evolving political discourse of the day. 

The analysis of the Congress le~derstip and the Left 

alternative is very real. 'l'hc eler.1ent of criticality is 

evident not only in the depiction of the characters but 

also in the way the various events have been described. 

Where we see the shortcomincs of the Congress leadership we 

also see the eommunist Farty is an unfavouralbe light when 

it takes disciplinary action against Geeta. The almost 

mechanical nature of its organization and functioning show 

its inhuman side. 

72. Ibid., p. 6. 
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?be element of chanc~ also 1~ns right through 

the novel. It is a demand for chanGe from colonial rule 

to national libe1ation. rhe sporadic, localized~ but 

extremely militant and united 11ass action as in the case of 

the RIN .r.utiny is a change in the norrr.al pattern which the 

struggle for freedom was follm·Iinr.;. The de:r:Jand for bringing 

about an end to the British Inperialist rule was gaining 

force. The perception of the people on political issues 

was also undergoing a gradualchance. This was evident from 

the popular response to the ::a val revolt. 

The third element of creativity is evident when 

we see hoH aestlet:ic-.Jly 1t:.s!:~.::: ha:: put forward both the 

:t:erspectivfs of tl~e national I"'ovc::-~f:nt. Ee has shown the 

parallel novements of tte Con,_;re~>s and the Left leadership 

and their varying perceftions of different political issues. 

P.is work is marked by realism and criticality both at the 

aesthetic and the political level. The values bf change, 

creativity and criticality arc so well adhered to that we 

can call Yashpal's work as an C'xcellent example of critical 

realism. \Ve could even say that it rcrres ents critical 

realism with a socialist pers~ective. 

• • • • • • • 
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'tJe sbGll briefly co over \·:rat we t.ave stated 

in the previous chapters. In Ch~pter I we saw bow the 

threat of fascism in Europe led to the formation of the 

Anti-Fascist People's Front in the 1930s. The Communist 

International in its Seventh Con~·ress in Aug. 1935 came up 

with a tactical move to counter ~he threat of fascism - an 

interconnected one of a United ,iorkers }'rent and the 

formution of a broud .Anti-Fascist }eople's Eront. In India 

this provided the impetus for a larger unity between 

Congress Socialists, Trade Unionists, Co~unists and Left 

Congressmen and also for the forr.::.-.tion of Communist 

fronts. The Ail'wA was one of the important front orga

nization created in this period. 

In Chapter II we saw tb2t the AIF~A was the 

result of both external and in-t:crnal developments and not 

merely foisted from the .·iest. l"~oreover, it functioned in 

a double context - a political and a literary one. On, 

the one hand it operated as a broad front on the basis of 

resistance to imperialism and fascism and support to 

national liberation and on theolhcr band it stressed on 

the need for a new kind of 'pror~essive' literature which 

could influence tbe structurins of political consciousness. 

The issues were political. 'l1hey i·/ere the questions of 
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fascism, imperialism, feudalism, independence, oppression, 

nationality,communalism, lanEUa~e, culture etc. on which 

the P'fiA took specific s tand.s. The means of mass mobilization 

were literary-mushairas, ballads, folk son£s, dances, 

dramas and film shows alongside with conferences and 

meetings. The most outstanding feature of the movement 

was the growth of folk songs aLd other forms of folk 

literature. The other remarkable feature was the rapid 

strides the move~ent made in al~ost all the major linguistic 

zones of the country and the acconplishments of the local 

P'..JA units. 

tha 
We also sawAnature of the political composition 

of the J'WA as ranging from PremcLand, a confirmed Gandhian, 

at one end to Sajjad Zaheer, a confirmed Narxist, at the 

other. In between there were pecFl~ belonging to a spectrum 

• of faiths. Despite heterogenity of political and aesthetic 
A 

values there was general agreement on the two basic issues -

opposition to imperialism and struggle for national 

independence. '11he political cultur-e that emerged from such 

a concurrence was a value systen of unity, secularism and 

freedom. This value system was based on an operational 

value system called criticality. 

In the very mode of the formation of the AIFwA the 

objective and subjective causes of its decline can be seen. 
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The objective factor was that as the :n·iA was formed 

primarily as an anti-imperialist front for national 

liberation, with the coming of independence in 1947 the 

ver·y raison d' e tre of the movement ~laS lost. 

mo~ntum of the movement slackened perceptibly. 

The 

organizational slackness was there, it was because there 

seemed to be an uneasy mix of the movement from above and 

below. This reflected itself in the uneasy way the Centre 

was able to hold on to its local provincial units. This 

was the subjective factor. 

The political issues which came up from 1942 

onwards showed that the PdA like other mass organizations 

was reflecting the centrifugal tendencies of the times. 

The United Front was showing signs of breaking up. The 

Socialist - Communist relations broke up when the CPI 

lined up with the rest of the international Communist 

l'iovement in calling for full support to the anti-fascist 

'people's war'. Charges and counter- charge of treachery 

and 'fifth- columnist' activity, erected a wall between 

the Socialists and followers of Bose on the one side, and 

the Communists on the other. Despite this another quick 

split as in the case of the Ail~ did not come about in 

the AIPWA. The PWA also weathered the storm created by 

the partition question anddid not split on the issue. 
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With independence in 1947, the Communists, 

raised the slogan of 'Yeh Azadi Jhuti Bai' (This freedom is 

a farce). They took a wronB and sectarian line on the 

question of the nature of freedom. As a result of this the 

United Front shrunk and its effectiveness declined comple

tely. The course and character of the AIP/JA also altered 

as is evident froc the changed stance of the May 1949 

Hemeri Conference. Here, contrary to the broad United 

Front policy of the FwA, a sectarian approach was adopted. 

Only the Marxist-Leninist writers were deemed progressive 

and there was a strong emphasis on socialist realism. 

The writers got divided and all the Congressites, Gandhians 

Nehruvians and non-~arxists left the FwA. This stand of 

the FWA was i~fluenced by certain events in the national 

and international Leftist politics. It was felt that 

revolution was at the very doorsteps of India due to 

the presence of many objective conditions. The war bad 

ended. After the Soviet Union there were now four to five 

more Socialist states in Eastern burope. One of the 

biggest countries in Asia, Ctina, had successfully ushered 

in the revolution in 1949. In the Indo-China, Malaysia and 

Thailand the Dutch and ~'rench colonialists were being 

opposed tooth and nail. ~ven the fliddle East and Africa 

were witnessing uprisings led by Socialist or l'larxist 

leaders against colonial rule. In India in 1948-49 it 

seemed that the Telangana movement •:;as going to be 
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successful. These factors e,uided the Leftist leaders 

to adopt a sectarian line in the Eemeri Conference of 

the F\o/A in 1949. 

The 1953 Delhi Conference of the IWA tried to 

remedy ,d; the mistake by frar:!in:; a new declaration which 

stressed on the humanist and anti-imperialist elements 

and welcomed writers from all faiths. Eut by then the 

harm hnd been done. ~ectarianism and revisionism have 

been the bane of the Indian Communist Party after independence 

The tendency of the Left movement to become sects has 

reflected itself in the mass front organizations also. This 

can be seen in the split of the AIFW~ into the CFI(N) led 

1 Janwadi Lekhak Sangh 1 and CFI led PWA which was renamed 

the 1 National li'ederation of Frogressive \-tri ters 1 in 1975. 

At the literary level, it goes without saying 

that the movement has been the ~ost successful experiment 

in the evolution of a broad frcnt in the arts against 

colonialism and neo-colonialism. ~e saw in Chapter II 

that individuals ranging fran confirmed harxists, Socialists, 

Gandhians, Feudians, Anarchists, Bohemians and Individua

lists came together on the values of criticality, change 

and creativity. On the level of literary creativity one 

could discern three main trends - Critical Realism, 
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Revolutionary Romanticism and docialist Realism. The 

world views and literary expressions of the various 

writers were different but ttere i·:as an underlying unity 

because of the convergence on criticality and creativity. 

In Chapter III we analysed the literary·categories 

of 'critical realism' and 'socialist realism'. We saw the 

differences of orinion amonfst tte scholars regarding the 

literary trend which the progressive movement represented. 

Eut we also saw their concurrence on certain facts-that 

social analysis was the essence of the F~A literature; that. 

there was an effort at the critical depiction of reality; 

that the progressives were guided by the principle of art 

in the service of the people i.e. for social reform and 

liberation. 

For our purpose of establisting the contention 

of criticality we have not analysed any of Fremchand's 

works though the beginnine:s of the PdA and the literary 

United .Front began in his times and his contribution to the 

literary movement can be regarded as pioneering. This 

is because most o! bis fn9.jor ivorks were written during the 

period 1920 to 1936 and this does not fall within the 

time period under cons idera tior in this research. Yashpal 1 s 

novel 1 Geeta-Farty Comrade 1 \vas selected because it reflects 
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the co-operative and competitive elements in the broad 

United Front cf ~h~ :ndi~n natio~sl movement. This is 

reflected in the uneasy relationsr:ip bet\ieen Geeta and 

the Communist Farty and Ehavaria. 

In addition to evolving a broad front in the 

arts, the movement also broke the isolation and insulation 
t. e of the literaturs of ~outh Asia and made them components of ,... ,.. 

world literature. Where the intellectuals in :E..urope were 
"t: e.. 

fighting against fascism, in India the lit~ratprs were 

fighting against imperialism and for democracy. The threat 

of fascism was not a distant one. There was Japan knocking 

at the very doorsteps of India during the second world war. IIJ 

addition to it there was Hitler's invasion of the ~oviet 

Union and the question of the latter's defence. 

'dhere the progres~->i ve novement broke the isolation 

of the litterattres, it also changed the sensibility of the ... 
reader and the writer and evolved a new aesthetic. This was 

done.by introducinE the literary category of 'critical 

realism' in their wri ti r~s. This Has a departure from the 

Indian writers of the pa. ': who as Fremchand puts it ••• "either 

indulged in sexual passioL 1r lost themselves in spiritualism 

and renunciation." 1 Ee con .nues to say that, "In order 

1. Fremchand, "The Nature e .d I-urpose of Literature" 
(Presidential Address tc the first meeting of the AIFWA 
Lucknow, ~pril 10, 1936) in Sudhi Fradban, Compiled and' 
ed., Marxl.st Cultural !'.c en==-nt in India- Chronicles and 
Documents ~~936-47), Vo' .Y (Neri Rooplekha Press, Calcutta 
1985) PP• --
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to make the •rdaa ' come alive, 'Realism' must be used ••• 

·J.:he connection bet..,·een art and reality is dialectical. Art 

is not just a copy of reality. \{hen art appears, there is 

2 reality." 

The li\erattrs of the FdA put the question of 
,., " 

the writer's com.II!itment to social chnnge as a determining 

factor in the revaluation of literature at the focus of 

the literary debate. The princirle of 'art for art's sake' 

was rejected outrightly. For this stand of their's they 

were denounced as 'unliterary occupational propagandists' 

by the members of the' !:indi .Sahi tya ..;;ammelan' • The latter 

made their position clear by stressing that " •••• we will 

comply by only those controls which the art of literature 

haS been accepting thrOUgh the aces e II 3 

Even if one allows cr(!di t to the view that 

there is autonomy of politics and literature, the history 

of the P\·/A shows that the un<l erl;:;rinc linkages cannot be 

ignored even by those who believe that art is for art's sake. 

2. Fremchand. As CJUOted in Eli.~abeth Rottger-Hogan. "Rasa, 
Idealism, and Realism: Prer::cl•and' s Literary Essays" 
Journal of:..louth .Asian lite"a_·re (l":ichigan), vol. 21, 
Summer, fall 1986, number 2 1 .:.ssays on Fremchand', p.8b 

3. Dinkar. As quoted in .Rekha A\lasthi, Fragativad aur 
Samantar Sahitr.a (Macmilan Co. of India New Delhi 
1978), p. 49. 'ree translation. ' ' 
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~ classic work of poetry may as well convey a political 

message. For exai!lple, Pablo l;eruda in his poem "I'm 

.E.xplaining a Few Things" very aes tbetically portrays 

the tragedy of l''ascist Spain in 1936 thus -

"You are going to ask: and '.-Jher·e are the lilacs? 

and the poppy-petalled metaphy0ics? 

and the rain repeatedly spattering 

its words and drilling them full 

of apertures and birds?" 4 

And he himself answers -

11 Treacherous 

generals: 

see my dead house, 

look at broken 0pain: 

from every house burnin~ netal flows 

instead of flowers, 

from every socket of Spain 

Spain emerges 

and from every dead child a rifle with 

and from every crime bullets are born 

which will one day find 

the bull's eye of your hearts." 5 

eyes 

4. Pablo Neruda, "I • m E:xplaininc a Few 'rhings 11 in 
Selected Poems - .t;d. by nathaniel Tarn. (Fenguin Books 
Ltd, Har.mondsworth, 1985), p. 103. 

5. Ibid., p. 103 
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These two stanzas combine a poet's urge for naturalism 

and pathos and the anger of the poet to .... ards fascism. 

The F.-;A's contributioiJ. v1a.s more marked as it 

functioned in the double context of politics and literature. 

Through the instrumentality of literature it tried to 

create a literary and political consciousness among the 

people on political issues. ;.s tLis was an ends and means 

relatio::.sLip its literature y-:c iEflused with .a political 

_:rurpos..e and aest:tetic rleasure. ?l:e need of political 

n:ovement and its aes tr.etic m·mrene:..;s is reflected by l<'aiz 

..r~r..med '.Fai z' throur h these line:.> of :tis oft - quoted poem -

II ... I..aut jati hai idha.r ko b:!-li nazar kya kije 

1:..ab tbi dilkash hai te1a husn oagar kya kije? 

Aur bbi dukh hain jamane ~ein mthabbat ke siva 

Rahat en aur bti hain vas 1 ki ral:at ke siva 

Hujb.se pehli si mubabbat :r::.ere nehboob na maangl" 6 

6. Faiz n.h.med 'Fainz' , 11.Mujh s e per.li si mubabbat mere 
mehboob na maang", Ira tir..idhi Kavi tayen. (Rajkamal 
Paperbacks, :r-;ew Delhi, 1984) p. 17 • 

• • • • • • • 
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at GLC County Hall, London. 

3. Lucknow Declaration of Froc:ressive 1.-:riters 1986. 

(Famphlet) 

Memoirs 

1 • .Ni:.hL DA, FABLe, .f':}.MCI.iili, (cieminar Fress (E&A) Ltd., London, 

1977). 

2. .FtC Y, I· .• N. , .M.N. Roy's Memoirs. (Allied Iublishers Fvt. Ltd. 

EombHy, 1964.) 

vuestionaire 

1. JAFRI, ALI i~i,HD;.H 
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Interviews 

1. SAHA!.'li, EtliSEA!'~ 

2. DUGG11.L, KIR'I•Ai.-< ~11\GH 

.3. !"10 .H.A1'1"1AD ~AN 

4. .SIN G11, N .Al";'vJ AR 

5. SAXEl'lA, RAJ IV 

6. ~Ici, (.w~HArt 

7. 'l'RIFATHY, V.N. 

SECO~:DARY i::>OUhCili 

Books 

1. AOI:JK ..... l<I, G. ed., From Peace Front to Ieople's war 

(Feople's Iublisrine- Eouse, Bombay, 1944) 

2. A'11ASTJ1I, Id:.K.HA: Fragativad aur samantar Sahitya 

(Macmilan Co. of India, hew Delhi, 19~8) 

3 • .BHATT.ACH.illiYA, i::)A~YAi::>ACHI and 'l'nA1An:, It.UXILA ed.: 

Si tua tins Indian J:is tory. For Sarvepalli 

Gopal. (Oxford University F·ress, Delhi,1986) 

4. BOREV, YUHI: Aesthetics. (I-rogress Iublishers, l"loscow, 

1985) 

5. CARR, B.E.: International n.elc:tions since the Peace 

Treaties. (I-~ac::nillan & Co. Ltd., London, 

1945) 

6. CHANDHA, blFA.L~: l'lodern India. (NCEWl·, New Delhi, 1971) 
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7. CEAUP.A!i, K!\.Ri',l. SINGH: Hindi Lein I-rag_atiwadi Andolan 

ka Al ekha tmak Itihas. (.N eha rrakas han, 

Delhi, 1985). 

8. COLE, G.D.H.: Communism and ~ocial Democracy, 1914-31. 

(Macmillan & Co. Ltd., London, 1958) 

------, Socialist '.:'hou,·:ht - :r-:arxism and Anarchism ... 

1859-90. (~acmillan, London, 1974) 

9. DANI:r.r.s, 1\0EJ::..Id V.: A Documentc=u:y I· is tory of Communism. 

Vol. II. (University Fress of New l:.ngland, 

1984). 

10. DE lrcLICE, HENZO: Inter-oretations of Fascism. Translated 

by Brenda I-iuff ~erett. (Harvard University 

fress, 1977). 

11. DI~ITROFF, G.: Vnited Fror.t - The Struegle Against Fascism 

and Har. (Inten:.n.tional Fubs., New York, 1938). 

-----' On the Unity of the Workers and Communist 

r-:ovement in the ~trufgle for F eac e, Democracy 

and Socialism. (Foreicn Languages T-ress, Sofia, 

1964). 

12. DUGGAL, K.S. ed.: ~odern IndiRn Short Stories. Vol. I & II 

(Indiar.. Cour..cil for: C1.1 tural Relations, New 

Delhi, 1975). 

13. DU'l'T, B. PALI1E: India ro-D.::.y. (otatesman Commercial Freas, 

Calcutta, 1979). 
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14. EAGL1'1'Ci:~, TE!dtY: I"~arxisar.: and Literary Criticism. 

(~ethuen ~Co. Ltd., london, 1985). 

------' Cri ticisr: nnd Ideology (The Thetford 

tress Limited, 3revt Eritain, 1986). 

15. 'FAIZ', Fb.IZ .Af.l':.SD: Pratinidhi Knvitayen. (Rajkamal 

frakasban Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi, 1984. 

16. FISCEl.:.h, EH1'1ST: The Necessity of Art - A ~arxist Approach. 

(lenguin 3ooks Ltd., Earmondsworth, 1963). 

17. F'CSTE~, ,-,IlLI.AI': Z.: Eiscorv of tl'e 'ibree Internationals. 

(International Fubs., New York, 1955). 

18. FHEIHl.:., PAULO: Iedagof'y of the C..roressed. (Penguin Books 

Ltd., EarrnondS 1:iortb, 1982). 

19. G\..l,DL\.l<, LUCILN: '1'oward~ _.,_ J0cj_olocy of the Novel. 

(Tavistock lublications Ltd., Great Britain, 

20. HALI,AS, 

21. KITCE10J, 

22. LA(L~llh, 

1975). 

.L:UtJC.l'U~: l'he Comi:rltern. (Lookmarks 1985). 

rv:. : Fascism. (London, 1976). 

1-iAL'lE.H ed.: FasciS!J - A Reader's Guide. 

Analysis, Inter-oret;.:_ t.; ons, fibliography. 

(Wildwood, Lond:n, 1977). 

23. L:F2'!IN, V.: ,Selected .-~orks. (Irocress Fublishers, .t-~oscow, 

1977). 

24. LUCJ...S, JC<F-<1'1 ed.: The 1930c:. (.:be Earves ter Press Ltd., 

Great Britain, '978). 
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25. L11CACS, GEOhG: .;;;.tudies in :·;uronean heal ism. (l'ierlin Press, 

London, 1978). _____ , 
_____ , 

-----' 

-----' 

'l'he Theory of the !:ovel. (Merlin Press, 

London, 1978). 

~riter and Critic. (~erlin Fress, London, 

1978). 

'l'he r-.eaning of Con"Senporary Realism. (Merlin 

Tress, I.ondon, 19'79). 

Eis tory and Class ,;ons ciousness. (.Merlin 

Tress, London, '1983). 

26. LUKACHLRSKY, .iJ\.AT0LY: On lit ':!::::'2. ture and Art. (Frogress 

I'ublishers, .i·.osco\':, 1973). 

2?. ~~CHER1Y, JI~nRZ: A Theory of literary Iroduction. 

(lwutledce n~/ ~ . cJ.n Iaul Ltd., London, 1980.) 

28. f"..ARX, KARL: Economic and J;l1ilo~orbical .Manuscripts of 1844. 

(Foreign Ian:~u.:::.;... ~s I ublisbing House, ~~os cow, 

1961). 

29. Y.ARX, Kl,.hL and L\Gl:.k, ?£U_~D. :!CL: .::.elected worko, Vol. I. 

I regress Pub lis l:ers, r-:os cow, 1966). 

!'!.H.: Gomrr.uni~t Fart;y of India: A !::)hort Eistor;y. 

Derek 'Jerschoyle Ltd., London, 1954). 

31 MTrK T.:j:;"-;) T • ., • 
• J..&.U _._,_. '"V .,r.,_w' FIRU~: GeorR"i Dki trov - Titan of Our Time. 

(Vision Books, New Delhi, 1982.) 

32. MUKEERJ:Ci:., 1-IEEK.\K~LI: Realism and Realit;y - The Novel and 

Sccietv in I~dia. (Oxford University Fress, 

Lelhi, 1985). 
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3 3. n;.:.>cLI::! , ;,;,:a TC: ~:y .;u to bi ocre ph;r. (Hurst & Blackett Ltd. J 
Faternoster Eouse, london, 1937.) -~ 

34. ~;=..!:.<[, z.h..,.nL4.hlAL: An Autocio· -raphy. (Jawabarlal l~ehru 

:hemorial .lhmd, Cxford University Press, Delhi 

1986). 

35. l~ERUDA, PABLO: Gelected Foel:).s ( ed. by Na tl.aniel Tarn) 

(Fenguin .Books Ltd. , Harmondsworth, 1985 )-

36. NIRALA, SURYAKANT 'l'rllr.A l':tii: F.aar· - Viraag • .l!.d. by Ham 

Billas .Sharma. (Lokbharatbi Frakashan, 

Allahabad, 1979). 

37. NOLTE, Efu~~T: Three Faces of Fascism - Action Francaise. 

National ~ocialiso. Translated from the 

Gerrr.an by Leila Vennewitz. (Holt, Rinehart 

and ',,inston of ·:anada, Limited, 1966). 

38. OVEilliTRJ-.. E'l', G.E!a .• D. and :,~l.il Dl·.IlL::.h. I"l.Af~lJALL: Communism 

in India. (The Perennial Press, Bombay, 1960). 

39. ILEI\liA .. l'~OV, G. V.: Art and ..:>ocial Life. (Frogress Publishers, 

f-1os cow, 1974). 

40. IOULANTZ.h....J, l-:ICO.S: .Fascism a.nd Bictatorship: ·.L·he Third 

International and the problem of Fascism. 

(NLB, London, 1974). 

Delhi, 1987). 

----' Godan. ( Hajkan:al Pa;-•erbacks, New Delhi, 1988) 

42. Ri!.I:S, ~AI·.A:i ed.: vctober !tP.Volution - Impact on Indian 

Literature (.::.terlir.r-- Iublishern (I) Ltd., 

New Delhi, 197B). 
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43 Ru ~· HLL I:J 'lir·. "Leadershii> in ..,.11-India Frogressive • vo..J~ ' :v;. _.. 

'.-iri ters' ~ove:w.t?nt, 1935-47" in E.N. Fandey 

ed.: Leadersl:.irl in ~outh Asia. (Vikas 

Fublishing Eouse I~t. Ltd, New Delhi, 1977). 

44. ~AF...A.:H, BHIBHAI-: and FALI.:;..r., c.P. ed.~ Frem Chand- A 

Tribute. (Aorld Feace Council and Prem Chand 

Centenary Celebration~ Co~ittee, ~ew Delhi, 

1980). 

45. SARKAR, SU:NI'l': Popular 1 LovenPnts and 'Middle Class 1 

Leadership in late colonial India~ 

Fersrectives and Froblems of a 'History From 

Below. (K.F. Easc~i k Co., Calcutta, 1983). 

I-lodern India. 188~,-1947. (I'!acmillan India 

Ltd., New Delhi, 1984). 

46. S.h.Xl:.NA, RAJ IV: A Revolution :.i thin a Revolution. 

(Navyug Press, Delhi, 1987). 

47. SUCHKOV, BOrtiG: A ~istorv of Realism. (lrogress 

Publishers, I-:oscovJ, 1973). 

48. 'l'liOM.SON, G.CORGE: I-:arxism and Foetry. (Feople' s Fublishing 

House, New Delhi, 1962). 

49. TROT::JKY, LECN: 'i'he Stru:'"El~ :~r::.inst Fascism in Germany. 

(Fathfinder PrPss, Inc. New York, 1971). 

50. 'wANG l':ING: 1he Revolutionar~l l.ovement in the Colonial 

Countries. ( · ·0 l''r o. c 
'' .• ,!\,..._,. .. ::> library Iublishers, 
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51. vJILLIJtf'~, rt.r.Y!'.Cl\D: r-:arxism Br!d li"terature. (Oxford 

University Iress, ~reat ~ritain, 1978). 

52. YatiiJAL: Geeta- Farty ~omrude. (Lokbtarati Irakashan, 

Allahabad, 1C)~r\). 

Articles jn feriodicals 

1. ccn 01 . .:..' c .'..RI.C' "I remcl:s.nd Is *"']Jl··:SS to the .i''irs t meeting 

of the All-India lrocressi ve \~ri ters' 

Association- ~o:me ~peculations", Journal of 

.)out:t Asian Iit;crature (l'.ictigan), Vol. 21. 

~~er, t'all 1S·::::G, :.umber 2, P.F• 21-39. 

2. H~,I, .t:..I.CK, "i.. Eind of Cri: is- ::odau and the Last Writings 

of Lunsl:i Ire: -:::1: r!cl" Journal of the School of 

Lan[ua ges, .:-a·,::::.: ~.rlal :~ ebru University, .. New 

Delhi. Vol. II. !'o.'1, !'.onsoon, 1974, pp.1-13. 

3. RI~!'lhl:SCU::AIDE!.\, DIETBH, ":'he Function of labour in 1•1ulk 

Raj /.nand's ~.o·Ic:l~," .Journal of the Sctool of 

Lancuae;es, J;;·.-!~1~::.::rlG.l 1'1ehru University, New 

Delhi. Vol. II. ·.o. 1, Lonsoon, 19?4, pp.1-20. 

4. RGTTGbR-EOGl.t-., EliZ. .. ;.Ei:.!.i.'E, ".·,'A'G, Idealism, and .Realism: 

Fre::.ctand' s :i te.":'c...r;:: Essays", Journal of South 

Asian literature (Lichigan). Vol.21, .Summer, 

Fall 1986, .t>>rc:11.:nr 2, .PJ. ?9-85. 
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5. scrcr-::.H }:;..HINE, II Fremcband' s I rrerr.asram'' Gandhism, 

and the Imar..inatior. - A Review Article", 

Journal of ~ou~h Asian Literature (Michigan), 

Vol. 21, .::lUIIl!!l"'::·, Fall 1986, Number 2, 

pp. 86-98. 

~eminar Fapers 

1. JAFRI, .-1.LI cii.hDHh, "Prcc.:ress i ve I·.ovement and Urdu 

Foetry", Paper prefJented at the Urdu 

Conference, 1~~2, icronto, Canada. 

2. Froceedincs of the Becinar on ciocialism in India (1919-39) 

}art II. (Nehru J•:err:orio.l ; .us eun and Library, Teen !'iurthi 

House, li ew .Uelhi , 1970). 

Souvenir 

1. YADAV, VIhclllli~ ed.: Golden Ju~ilee Celebrations & 

.MISC.!:.LIJANEOUci 

Forth Conference of ~ational Federation 

of }regressive .:riters. Lucknow. 9,10,11 

~~pril, 1986 • 

(From P.C. Josti Archi.vPs) 

1. "'The Anti-Imperialist l-eorle 's f'ront" - By R.Falme l)utt 

and Een Bradley. In: International Fress 

Corresponde:!:tce (:L:::t-hi:CC.hH). Vol.16. No. 11, 
:Feb. 29. 
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2. "Forward to the United Front" 

"India at the Seventh ·,·/orld Concress" 

"The Anti-Imperialist Feople's Front in India 11 

"Towards United Front Platforms 11 

In rrhe Communist. Vol. I. !·fo. 7. !';arch 1936 • 

••••••••• 
••••••• 
••••• 
• • • 
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